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Abstract
In the absence of a successful identity match from evidentiary biological samples during
forensic investigations, the inference of biogeographical ancestry (BGA) from human genotype
can assist investigators by providing leads and forensic information. The accuracy of
inferences, however, is dependent on the selection of ancestry-informative markers (AIMs),
input of reference populations, and the choice of classifier. The aim of this research was to
refine the techniques that influence the accuracy and interpretation of BGA inferences. A
comparison of model-based and distance-based classifiers was performed in both non-admixed
and admixed individuals, as well as a comparison of selection techniques to obtain the most
informative AIMs.
With the number of candidate AIMs growing, a marker selection strategy was derived to
balance the cumulative differentiation potential amongst reference populations so that no
population is excessively over- or under-represented. The statistical metrics used to calculate
the differentiation potential was compared between allele frequency differences (δ),
Rosenberg’s informativeness for assignment (In), F statistics (FST), and the effective number of
alleles (Ae). In was the most accurate metric overall for ranking AIMs for five main continental
populations: African (AFR), European (EUR), Central/South Asian (SAS), East Asian (EAS),
and American (AME). Microhaplotype (MH) markers were found to outperform bi-allelic and
tri-allelic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for BGA differentiation and have the added
ability for mixture deconvolution.
Approaches including Pritchard’s STRUCTURE program, a generic genetic distance algorithm
(GDA), multinomial logistic regression, and the HID SNP Genotyper plugin software were
compared for their ability to correctly assign BGA in admixed individuals. Each classifier was
trained with continental populations sourced from well-established databases such as the
Human Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP-CEPH) and the 1000 Genomes Project. Artificially
admixed genotypes were simulated from unambiguously non-admixed individuals to represent
admixture ratios of 1:1, 3:1, 2:1:1, and 1:1:1:1 between AFR, EUR, EAS, and AME
populations. The prediction accuracy of each classifier was compared using either the area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve or by calculating the mean divergence per
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population per individual. AME individuals were the most difficult to classify as they tended
to have unreported EUR co-ancestry.
Principal component analysis and principal coordinate analysis rely on quantitative data to
make qualitative assignments based on the clustering of data points. An R code was developed
that plots coloured points defined by the first three to four principal component or coordinate
values. This allows the variation between points to be assessed using colour comparisons in
addition to spatial clustering.
In conclusion, our comparative analyses showed distance-based metrics were the most sensitive
to admixture but also likely to misclassify individuals from populations that were poorly
represented by reference data. Admixture proportions assigned by model-based likelihood
estimators were the most accurate for BGA inference, namely STRUCTURE and the HID SNP
Genotyper plugin software.
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Chapter 1

1.2.

Biogeographical ancestry from genotype

The ambiguity behind ‘race’ and ‘ethnicity’ and their lack of scientific validity have long been
debated (Lee et al., 2001; Lewontin, 1972; Williams, 1997). The term ‘race’ has not wholly
stemmed from a biological basis but rather is a categorisation based on social constructs and
physical attributes (Glasgow, 2010; Spencer, 2015; Tishkoff & Kidd, 2004; Williams, 1997).
Therefore, a term was needed to represent geographic origins based on genetic variations as a
result of evolutionary dynamics rather than perceived physical, cultural, or ethnic differences.
Mutual correspondence between Mark Shriver and Tony Frudakis led to the fruition of the term
biogeographical ancestry (BGA), which is intended to represent the biological and geographic
origins of an individual (Gannett, 2014; Pfaff et al., 2000).
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the hereditary material containing biological instructions for
the development of living organisms. In humans it captures information on identity, BGA, and
externally visible characteristics (EVCs). It is the genetic material relied upon to determine
biological siblings, relatives, and ancestors. DNA is important in tracing family history of
diseases, observing drug response for biomedical research, and for the conviction or
exoneration of individuals in crime-related investigations (Gan et al., 2003; Kayser, 2015;
Keene et al., 2008; Phillips, 2015; Scudder et al., 2019).
The work by Alec Jeffreys and his team in studying genetic variations between individuals led
to the discovery of the highly polymorphic characteristic of short tandem repeats (STRs), also
known as microsatellites (Jeffreys et al., 1985a). These are the genetic markers forming the
unique DNA ‘fingerprint’ for every individual except identical twins (Jeffreys et al., 1985b).
The advent of DNA profiling (Jeffreys et al., 1985b) had an important impact in the criminal
justice system by way of linking STR profiles of suspects to evidential material retrieved from
the crime scene. Despite this powerful advancement in human identification, the utility and
interpretation of results were not easily understood by lawyers and lay persons of the jury
(Walsh et al., 2004).
Biological samples collected as DNA evidence need to be compared to known donors, which
are either sourced from records stored in national DNA databases or collected from suspects or
members of the community. The latter opens up a large list of potential candidates and
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consequently becomes a very expensive procedure. Therefore, techniques that assist in the
exclusion of individuals in order to narrow down the suspect list are valuable.
One technique is the information acquired from eyewitness testimonies. Eyewitnesses play a
large role in recounting crime-related events and most crucial during the investigation is the
retrieval of information regarding persons of interest. However, the human brain processes a
wealth of visual stimuli simultaneously from the surrounding environment. As a result,
memories are easily overridden and subject to bias and error, particularly during high states of
stress and emotional arousal (Brown et al., 1977; Chiroro & Valentine, 1995; Deffenbacher et
al., 2004; Meissner & Brigham, 2001; Wiese, 2012). Therefore, a more objective approach
would be ideal for the depiction of suspects such as characteristics inferred from genetic
material.
Recent advances in whole-genome studies have allowed the inference of BGA and EVCs from
DNA to provide a genetic witness to the crime. This can assist forensic investigations that have
failed to find a matching donor to the evidential DNA sample, or in cases that have no known
suspects or a very large number of suspects.
Further implications of BGA include medical research in drug response, the study of ancient
fossils in anthropology, and to provide information for forensic investigations (Gan et al., 2003;
Konstantatos et al., 2012; Min et al., 2000; Phillips et al., 2009; Sauer, 1992). The accuracy of
these inferences is dependent on the input data and analysis technique, which include selecting
ancestry-informative markers (AIMs) to analyse the genome, sourcing representative ancestral
populations for the reference data, and implementing an appropriate classifier to calculate the
proportion of admixture (Figure 1.1).
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Biological
material

..

DNA
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Ancestry
informative
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+

Reference
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Classifier

Ancestry
inference

Figure 1.1

The process of inferring biogeographical ancestry from a biological sample.

The ability for BGA inferences to assist forensic investigations is effective when the cohort in
question consists of a diverse range of ancestral backgrounds. In places that are dominated by
a single BGA, only the presence of an alternative, less common BGA population is of use to
investigators. This, however, opens up criticism that such techniques facilitate racial
discrimination towards minority population groups (Toom et al., 2016; Williams & Wienroth,
2017). On the contrary, BGA inferences from genotype can provide an objective description
of suspects, which removes the unfair targeting of racial groups that may be suggested by
eyewitnesses. During investigations, BGA inference provides valuable suspect information
that is equally powerful to direct police attention away from minority groups as it is to focus
attention on them.
1.2.1. Genetic variation between continental populations
Human evolutionary genetics point to Africa as the origin of modern human lineages (Ingman
et al., 2000; White et al., 2003). The popular hypothesised evolution of early homo sapiens
follows two routes out of Africa (Figure 1.2) (Campbell & Tishkoff, 2010; Stringer & Andrews,
1988). The first is a northerly migration through North Africa into Europe and Asia (Bar-Yosef
& Belfer-Cohen, 2001; Jobling et al., 2014; Keinan et al., 2007; Mellars, 2006).
Anthropologists discovered the presence of Neanderthal and Denisovan species occupying
6
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regions of the Middle East during this early time (Hublin, 2009; Krause et al., 2010). Genome
sequencing of modern humans later revealed small amounts of Neanderthal DNA in all nonAfrican populations (Callaway, 2015; Warren, 2018), which was carried down to later
generations as migration continued towards the East. A genetic bottleneck later occurred as a
small founding East Asian (EAS) population crossed Siberia into North America and continued
south (Reich et al., 2012; Schroeder et al., 2009). Bone specimens recovered from an ancient
Siberian cave showed both Neanderthal and Denisovan DNA, providing further evidence of
interbreeding between the two species (Warren, 2018).

Figure 1.2

World map showing likely expansion of peoples out of Africa with approximate time

of movement (number of years ago).

The second follows a southerly coastal route in which modern humans left Africa, migrating
across the South Asian coastline towards Melanesia and Australia (Mellars, 2006;
Oppenheimer, 2009; Quintana-Murci et al., 1999; Stanyon et al., 2009). Indigenous Australian
Aboriginal DNA has been traced back to a common African (AFR) ancestor (Malaspinas et
al., 2016), showing further support that indigenous Australians are one of the oldest
populations outside of Africa (Rasmussen et al., 2011). Fossil evidence suggests the dispersal
of indigenous Australian ancestors out of Africa preceded that of the modern-day European
(EUR) ancestors (Malaspinas et al., 2016; Rasmussen et al., 2011).
Prominent migratory events throughout the last 200,000 years saw large numbers of individuals
venture away from their founding community. Rise in local populations occurred after
migration out of Africa and encountering environmental changes, geographic barriers, and
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socio-cultural differences (Shriver & Kittles, 2004). Movements that were either voluntary or
forced have helped explain some confounding admixture in recent populations.
The genetic structure of human populations today can roughly be divided into six ancestral
populations corresponding to the six global continental regions around the world (Kidd et al.,
2014; Rosenberg et al., 2002): AFR, EUR, Central/South Asian (SAS), EAS, American
(AME), and Oceanian (OCE, which includes Pacific Islanders). Since biological variations
evolve and adapt to environmental changes, AIMs must be selected amongst those that have
persisting alleles in the human genome. As human genetic variations continue to evolve
through migration and changing mating patterns, the exchange of ancestry markers gives rise
to an admixed generation of offspring.
Additionally, in the early 15th century, the colonial intentions of EUR settlers in the Americas
saw an influx of Europeans (Spanish and Portuguese) into the Americas, which later included
Irish immigrants (Carvajal-Carmona et al., 2000). The transatlantic slave trade introduced gene
flow from AFR and EUR ancestries among the AME population (Salas et al., 2004; Wang et
al., 2007). With these high levels of genetic interchanging, human genomes in these
populations are likely to contain some admixture.
A current limitation of BGA inferences with autosomal genotyping is the lack of distinction
between true admixture, where parents and ancestors of the individual originate from different
reference populations, and individuals who appear admixed because they and their recent
ancestors are derived from a population for which there are no reference genotypes.
Interpretation of admixture output thus needs to be wary of this ambiguity.
1.2.2. Concepts in population genetics
BGA inferences are made by comparing allele frequency differences (also referred to as delta
or δ) between various populations. Allele frequency differences at selected ancestryinformative loci should be large between populations and small within populations (Dean et
al., 1994; Parra et al., 1998; Shriver et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2001). However, this is not the
only criterion to assess AIMs. Rosenberg’s informativeness for assignment (In), F statistics
(FST), and Fisher’s information content are other common metrics (Collins-Schramm et al.,
2002; Pfaff et al., 2004; Phillips et al., 2007; Rosenberg et al., 2003; Tian et al., 2006).
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Population genetic concepts help explain likely fluctuations in allele frequency. The degree to
which there is genetic recombination, for example, influences how particular traits are inherited
from parent to offspring. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and linkage equilibrium (LE)
are two common principles that explain some of the genetic variation likely to be observed
within and amongst populations. These concepts are important when selecting AIMs to avoid
overestimation of perceived ancestral associations (Marchini et al., 2004).
Natural selection describes the evolution of favourable genetic traits where reproductive
success influences the phenotype distribution in a population. A population bottleneck occurs
when the population size drops rapidly and the amount of inbreeding increases, thus reducing
the gene pool variation in later generations (Nei et al., 1975). Rare alleles are also lost at a
faster rate (Maruyama & Fuerst, 1985). The migration of humans out of Africa resulted in a
population bottleneck where early humans were faced with different climates, changing food
sources, and new strains of pathogens which led to the evolution of adaptive genes (Hancock
et al., 2010).
Small isolated populations are likely to experience genetic drift which sees changes in allele
frequencies. The founding cohort of early indigenous Americans showed evidence of this
where the most common genotypes were reproduced and genetic variation was low (Kidd et
al., 2006). Migration (gene flow) can increase the genetic variation by bringing new alleles into
the population (Belich et al., 1992), leading to a rise in heterozygosity and possible admixture.
1.2.2.1.

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium

The basic premise of HWE is that allele frequencies will remain constant from generation to
generation when each individual in a population has an equal opportunity of mating (random
mating) and there is no selection pressure on the genetic markers involved (Hardy, 1908;
Weinberg, 1908). The HWE model is used to predict bi-allelic genotypes and allele frequencies
under five basic assumptions: (i) population size is large, (ii) random mating occurs, (iii) there
is no natural selection acting on the markers of interest, (iv) no mutations of the markers of
interest, and (v) no gene flow between populations (Wright, 1931). If these assumptions are
satisfied then the allele frequencies (p and q) of a bi-allelic locus, are related by (Hardy, 1908):
p q 1

[1.1]
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and the genotype frequencies at this locus when HWE applies are related by:

p2  2 pq  q2 1

[1.2]

where p2 and q2 are the frequencies of the homozygous genotypes and 2pq is the frequency of
the heterozygous genotype. HWE is an idealised scenario unlikely in the real world as natural
selection, mutations, and migration bring about changes in allele frequencies, thus disrupting
the equilibrium (Wright, 1931). Large deviations from HWE indicate possible inbreeding
and/or outbreeding and population stratification bias which can lead to confounding in genetic
association studies (Hellwege et al., 2017; Namipashaki et al., 2015).
1.2.2.2.

Linkage equilibrium

LE is the amount of independence and random associations between neighbouring single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) alleles. Recombination between two loci breaks down the
dependence between alleles, thus increasing the LE (International HapMap Consortium, 2005).
Loci closer in distance on the chromosome tend to be more strongly associated than distant loci
and are said to be in linkage disequilibrium (LD) (Reich et al., 2001; Shifman et al., 2003).
Particular ‘hotspots’ along the genome have also been found with higher rates of recombination
(Gabriel et al., 2002). Admixture and population history can affect patterns of LE, especially
in small populations with bottleneck effects (Pfaff et al., 2001). LE can assist the detection of
associations between markers of interest. Ideally, AIMs with high LE (low LD) should be
selected to ensure these markers have strong ancestry associations and were not inherited as a
consequence of neighbouring SNPs.
1.2.3. Ancestry versus trait-linked markers
AIMs ideally have large allele frequency differences between populations (Shriver et al.,
2003). This helps maximise the marker’s ability to differentiate some population k from all
other populations (i.e. the differentiation potential of population k). Alleles that are present in
only one population and not in any others are referred to as fixed markers but have also been
called private markers (Neel, 1973), ideal markers (Reed, 1973), unique alleles (Chakraborty
et al., 1991), and population-specific alleles (Shriver et al., 1997). The two main influences
behind the genetic diversity between populations are genetic drift (random mutations) and
positive selection acting on the populations, often as a result of isolation. AIMs that have been
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shaped by selective pressures favour traits with greater fitness in a given environment. Some
AIM panels include markers that are a result of strong selective pressures (Akey et al., 2002;
Lao et al., 2006). Common trait-linked markers that have persisted through the genome for
specific populations include the Duffy gene in Africans and the lactase persistence gene in
Europeans.
In tropical areas of Africa where outbreaks of malaria are more prevalent than other continental
regions, a greater number of malaria-resistant variants are observed in the human genome
(Hedrick, 2011; Miller, 1994). Due to increased exposure and high mortality as a result of the
disease, the Duffy gene experienced positive selection pressure in sub-Saharan African
subgroups (Hamblin & Di Rienzo, 2000).
The population bottleneck following the Out of Africa movement led to a large portion of these
rare alleles being lost (Maruyama & Fuerst, 1985). As the dispersal from founding populations
increased, new population-specific markers arose, some as a way of adapting to the changing
environment. One such example is the lactase persistence gene in Europeans which is absent
in most of Africa, except a small region of Western Africa where the Fulani ethnic group reside
(Lokki et al., 2011). This gene is a direct result from the increase of cattle production and a
strong selective pressure for milk tolerance in adulthood (Itan et al., 2009; Tishkoff et al.,
2007).
The problem with markers under selective pressure is they violate assumptions of HWE and
are not appropriate for model-based likelihood estimators that assume HWE (e.g.
STRUCTURE). Not all model-based classifiers assume HWE and for these, inclusion of some
trait-linked AIMs that define specific populations can be tolerated. However, these markers
also lead to apparent LD because they tend to be co-inherited under selective pressure. This
violates the principle of independence of loci that is employed by naïve Bayesian classifiers.
Salas et al. (2006) point out the common confusion between ancestry and physical trait-linked
markers. For example, despite darker skin colour observed in Africans and Southern Indians
(Tishkoff & Kidd, 2004) or the presence of blue iris colour (more commonly referred to as eye
colour) most commonly found in the EUR continent (Eiberg et al., 2008; Walsh et al., 2012),
there is still a large amount of variation in the pigmentations themselves (Parra et al., 2004).
Many of these traits have evolved as a way of adapting to the environment, for example,
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individuals inhabiting continents with more ultraviolet exposure and are closer to the equator
tend to have a higher melanin content and thus, darker skin colour (Jablonski & Chaplin, 2010;
Loomis, 1967; Relethford, 1997). Good AIMs are ones that persist despite environmental
changes and should not be linked to population-defined physical characteristics.
1.2.4. Genetic markers for biogeographical ancestry
Approximately 99.9% of human DNA is identical with individual uniqueness in the remaining
0.1% of variation, with the exception of identical twins (National Human Genome Research
Institute, 2003). Variations can be found in the DNA sequence as mutations, single base-pair
substitutions, nucleotide insertions or deletions (indels), or as structural variations. It is in these
variations that information regarding BGA and EVCs can be found. Variants with low mutation
rates are stable markers and persist through many generations. For human identification,
however, highly variable markers are ideal to increase the number of unique characteristics
amongst individuals (Edwards et al., 1991).
Nuclear DNA consists of 22 autosomal chromosome pairs and one pair of sex chromosomes
(XX or XY) inherited from each parent (Figure 1.3a). Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) consists
of only one chromosome inherited through the maternal lineage (Figure 1.3b), although some
findings suggest that paternal mtDNA can also be inherited (Luo et al., 2018). The Y
chromosome, however, is inherited solely through the paternal lineage (Figure 1.3c and Figure
1.3d). Both mtDNA and Y chromosome markers are referred to as lineage (or genealogical)
markers and have one-quarter the effective size of autosomal chromosomes (Schaffner, 2004).
Because transmission is (generally) through a single parent, these markers exhibit slower rates
of temporal drift than autosomal markers, thus making them ideal for studying ancient lineages
(Kayser et al., 2008; Wen et al., 2004).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1.3

Pedigree chart over three generations for various ancestry markers. The proportion of

inheritance from each marker differs in males (squares) and females (circles) and is highlighted in blue
for (a) an autosomal marker in both a male and female sample, (b) mitochondrial DNA in both a male
and female sample, (c) Y chromosome in a male sample, (d) Y chromosome in a female sample, (e) X
chromosome in a male sample, and (f) X chromosome in a female sample.

X chromosome markers have three-quarters the effective population size of autosomal markers
because males only have one copy as opposed to the two copies in females (Figure 1.3e-f). As
a result, mutations tend to be less frequent on the X chromosome (Schaffner, 2004). Although
autosomal markers remain the most informative for showing contributions from both the
biological father and mother to predict admixture (Halder et al., 2008), the unique transmission
pattern of the X chromosome provides a different perspective of ancestral BGA and insight
into migration patterns between sexes (Pereira et al., 2012; Phillips, 2013; Resque et al., 2010;
Schaffner, 2004).
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STRs are multi-allelic and highly polymorphic autosomal markers. They also have a large
number of different repeat units, making them useful for mixture analysis and individual human
identifications utilising random match probabilities (Amorim & Pereira, 2005; Chakraborty et
al., 1999). STRs have been found to differentiate between the six major biogeographic regions
(Phillips et al., 2013b; Rosenberg et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2005); as well as population
substructure (Venables et al., 2011). However, their high variability and relatively high
mutation rates are likely to mask variation between subcontinental populations (Yang et al.,
2005).
SNPs are another form of autosomal marker representing single base pair variations in the DNA
sequence with a minor allele frequency of at least 1% in the population. These are the preferable
marker for BGA assignment favoured for their abundance in the human genome and low
mutation rates (Liu et al., 2005; Mills et al., 2006). Additionally, SNPs have small amplicon
sizes, consisting of only one base pair in the variable region to be amplified by the polymerase
chain reaction procedure. This makes them desirable for use with degraded DNA (Senge et al.,
2011). Inclusion of SNPs tend to improve AIM panels consisting of solely STRs or indels
(Barnholtz-Sloan et al., 2005; Musgrave-Brown et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2013b; Silva et al.,
2012).
More recently, new forensic markers consisting of groups of SNP loci within 300 base pairs
have been identified, termed microhaplotypes (MHs). MHs have the benefit of low mutating
SNPs as well as increased variability for mixture deconvolution. A large number of MHs have
shown potential to infer BGA and detect mixtures (Kidd & Speed, 2015; Kidd et al., 2017).
The number of AIMs appropriate for BGA inference is not yet known (Salas et al., 2006)
however the selection should be balanced between markers for each of the reference
populations (Kersbergen et al., 2009; Kidd et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2014). Previous
measures for marker informativeness have included allele frequency differences, In, and FST,
but marker balance is not easily achieved particularly with under-represented populations
(Phillips et al., 2014).
1.2.5. Genomic databases with self-declared ancestry
DNA databases have been established with the goal of mapping the entire human genome in
various continental populations to obtain a detailed record of human genetic variation (Table
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1.1). Because these samples are based on self-reported ancestry, there is a level of uncertainty
and reporting error that must be considered (Mersha & Abebe, 2015). Several studies have
shown that self-declared ancestry often does not accurately capture the extent of admixture
(Yaeger et al., 2008). For example, individuals with both AFR and EUR BGA may only report
one of the two ancestries, whether intentionally or unknowingly (Cardena et al., 2013; Ribeiro
De Andrade Ramos et al., 2016). Cho et al. (2004) discuss the discrepancies between ethnic
and racial labelling and self-identification at the subcontinental level. For example, Indians are
sometimes categorised as Asian or Caucasian depending on the labels available for selfdeclaration as well as the continent in which the individuals reside. A way to avoid this is to
not use socio-ethnic labelling and rely more on the broader geographical origins.
One of the first published case studies that applied BGA estimation for forensic purposes was
the investigation of the 2004 Madrid bomb attacks (Phillips et al., 2009). Phillips et al. (2009)
performed BGA analysis on seven items retrieved from crime scenes to reveal which items
contained DNA of persons of interest. Here, BGA analysis served as a filtering process to help
narrow down items that had been in contact with potential suspects.
To be able to make such inferences, representative population samples are required. Phillips et
al. (2009) used a classifier trained specifically with EUR and Moroccan populations based on
prior evidence regarding the origins of victims and perpetrators. Various open source genomic
databases are available online with anonymised demographic data (Table 1.1). Many of these
have assisted the development of AIM-SNP panels and studies of BGA.
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Table 1.1

Human genomic databases.

Database

Human Genome

Date

Number of

Number of

Continental

published

individuals

subpopulations

population groupings

2002

1,064

52

African

Diversity Project

European

(HGDP-CEPH)

Middle Eastern
Central/South Asian
East Asian
American
Oceanian

HUGO

2009

1,928

75

Pan-Asian SNP

African
European

Database

Central/South Asian*
East Asian

1000 Genomes

2012

1,092

14

Phase 1

African
European
East Asian
American

1000 Genomes
Phase 3

2014

2,504

26

African
European
Central/South Asian
East Asian
American
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Database

Simon’s Genome

Date

Number of

Number of

Continental

published

individuals

subpopulations

population groupings

2016

300

142

African

Diversity Project

European

(SGDP)

Central Asian/Siberian
South Asian
East Asian
American
Oceanian

Estonian

2016

483

125

Biocentre Human
Genome Diversity
Panel (EGDP)

African
European
Middle Eastern
Central Asian/Siberian
South Asian
East Asian
American
Oceanian

Note: 1000 Genomes Phase 2 was excluded from this list as this phase of the project focused on
technical developments and no formal publication was made.
* Oceanian individuals have been categorised as Central/South Asian.

The focus of the HUGO Pan-Asian database was on Asian population samples from Central,
South, and East Asia. Two non-Asian populations were also included: Yoruba in Ibadan,
Nigeria (YRI) representing the AFR population; and Utah residents with Northern and Western
European ancestry from the CEPH collection (CEU) representing the EUR population. The
Melanesian subpopulation is an OCE representative but are categorised as SAS in this database.
The most recent addition to population databases were samples from the OCE region, including
individuals of Papuan, Melanesian, and indigenous Australian ancestries, however the sample
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size from these subpopulations are small. Only two indigenous Australian samples are included
in the Simon’s Genome Diversity Project database (Mallick et al., 2016). It should be noted
that although databases have similar population groupings, the sampling locations are not
necessarily identical, which will present different genetic variations (Figures 1.4-1.9),
particularly for populations that occupy a large geographic area.
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Sampling locations for continental populations in the Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP-CEPH) database.
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Sampling locations for continental populations in the HUGO Pan-Asian database.
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Sampling locations for continental populations in the 1000 Genomes Phase 1 database.
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Sampling locations for continental populations in the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 database.
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Sampling locations for continental populations in the Simon’s Genome Diversity Project (SGDP) database.
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Sampling locations for continental populations in the Estonian Biocentre Human Genome Diversity Panel (EGDP) database.
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1.2.6. Predictive classifiers to infer biogeographical ancestry from genotype
Predictive analyses can be employed to determine the likely BGA of a given biological sample.
Supervised algorithms employ a set of training data to define distinct groups to which
unlabelled test individuals can be assigned, alternatively unsupervised algorithms use selforganising techniques to group similar data points together. Distance-based and model-based
are two approaches that can be used to infer BGA from genotype.
1.2.6.1.

Distance-based approaches

Distance-based approaches calculate pairwise distance matrices between all pairs of inputs to
determine the amount of genetic variance between a given sample and that of the population
mean (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994). Genetic distance algorithms used for BGA inference include
the linear classifier of Frudakis et al. (2003), and the generic genetic distance algorithm (GDA)
featured on the Snipper webtool (SNPforID, 2014). Calculated distances can be transformed
and represented graphically through multidimensional scaling (MDS) methods such as
principal component analysis (PCA) and principal coordinate analysis (PCoA).
MDS simplifies high-dimensional data through eigenvector decomposition on a pairwise
distance or covariance matrix (Menozzi et al., 1978; Patterson et al., 2006). This forms a set of
coordinates that can then be plotted. The number of plot dimensions required to represent the
data is dependent on the MDS model and the eigenvalues. Once plotted, the distance between
two data points is an indication of similarity (or difference). A distance of zero between two
points indicates no variation between them, with larger distances indicating greater variation.
In terms of BGA, smaller distances indicate the genotypes originate from the same or similar
ancestral population.
PCA performs eigenvector decomposition on a covariance matrix of the data. The eigenvector
represents the combined principal components (PCs) where the first PC represents the largest
amount of variation in the data, with consecutively less variation in the remaining PCs. PCs
are plotted orthogonal to one another on a PCA plot and population distinction is assessed
based on the clustering of points (or lack thereof). This approach has been frequently used in
genetic studies for BGA inference (Kidd et al., 2014; Phillips, 2015; Phillips et al., 2014;
Ramani et al., 2017), however, a more appropriate approach would be PCoA which computes
variance based on a matrix of allelic or genotype differences and thus, preserves genetic
distances (Chen et al., 2018).
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PCA requires numeric coding of input data, which can lead to smaller or larger genetic
distances depending on how the genotypes are coded. For example, a locus with two possible
alleles (e.g. C and T) will have three possible genotypes (CC, CT, TT). Since implementation
of PCA requires numeric input data, genotypes at this bi-allelic locus can symmetrically be
coded as: -1 (homozygous for one allele), 0 (heterozygous), and 1 (homozygous for the
alternative allele). This preserves the genetic distance between each allele. However, once a
locus has more than two possible alleles (e.g. tri-allelic, tetra-allelic, multi-allelic), genotypes
can no longer be coded symmetrically. For example, a tri-allelic SNP with C, G, and T alleles
has six possible genotypes: CC, CG, CT, GG, GT, TT. These can be coded from 1 to 6
respectively, however, the distance between each genotype no longer reflects genetic
difference, e.g. distance between CC and TT (|1-6| = 5) is greater than between CC and GG (|14| = 3). Because of this, PCA may distort the genetic distance between genotypes.
1.2.6.2.

Model-based likelihood estimators

Bayesian model-based approaches apply Bayes’ Theorem for conditional probabilities to
derive the probability of an event (posterior probability) from prior probabilities (Bayes &
Price, 1763). It assumes data observations are random draws from a parametric model. Modelspecific assumptions may be applied in order to define a probability distribution. For Bayesian
models the two common assumptions are HWE between populations and LE between loci.
Admixture estimates are inferred directly from the posterior distribution where model
parameters are estimated using Bayes’ Theorem.
Bayesian classifiers calculate the probability of ancestral affiliation to the kth reference
population (Yk) given the genotype, α, based on Bayes Theorem and is described as:

Pr Yk |   

Pr  | Yk  Pr(Yk )

 Pr  | Y  Pr(Y )
k

k

[1.3]

k

where Pr(𝑌 |𝛼) is the posterior probability an individual is affiliated to the kth population given
the genotype, α, is observed. Pr(Yk) is the prior probability that the individual is from the kth
population.
Naïve Bayesian classifiers assume events are conditionally independent, even though in reality
these assumptions may not be true (Maron, 1961). Naïve Bayesian classifications tend to have
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a lower variance albeit a higher bias than the standard Bayesian classifier where all
dependencies need to be modelled (Mussa et al., 2015).
For the inference of BGA, naïve Bayesian classifiers assume genetic loci are in LE, i.e. they
are independent of one another. With loci independence, the probability that an individual (i)
in the kth population has the observed genotype, α, can be calculated by taking the product of
genotype frequencies (Gi,j,k) over all loci (j). This follows the product rule of probability
(Needham et al., 2006):
Pr  | Yk    Gi , j ,k
j

[1.4]

STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000) and the Bayesian classifier featured on the Snipper
webtool (SNPforID, 2014) are two widely used naïve Bayesian classifiers.
Initial models of STRUCTURE assumed HWE within populations and LE between loci (i.e.
genetic markers are independent and unlinked). Falush et al. (2003) modified later versions of
STRUCTURE (v2.3.1) to permit weakly linked markers into the admixture model. This took
into account admixture LD between populations, which is more representative of allelic
correlations in reality; however, background LD caused by genetic drift remains a problem
where an abundance of strongly linked markers can overestimate allele frequencies (Falush et
al., 2003; Kaeuffer et al., 2007). This leads to samples appearing more closely related to a
population than is actually the case.
STRUCTURE employs a series of iterations in two stages that involves: (i) iterations for burnin and (ii) iterations after burn-in (Pritchard et al., 2000). A burn-in process is simulated to
allow convergence of allele frequencies in the training set. Sampling from a converged
population produces much more reliable allele frequency estimates (Porras-Hurtado et al.,
2013). Firstly, K populations are set by the user with PopFlag = 1 in the USEPOPINFO model
for a predefined training set with different populations. Otherwise STRUCTURE estimates
these groups using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) clustering approach to minimise
group variance. A test individual is then assigned to these groups and the variant frequency
calculated. The individual is reassigned, and the process repeated until the within-group
variation is minimised. This forms the burn-in process for the dataset. Test individuals are
assigned to the different converged populations to calculate their likelihood of membership.
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STRUCTURE determines the proportion of admixture from the K populations through further
MCMC simulations, sampling from the posterior distribution and making adjustments until the
log-likelihood estimator is maximised and convergence is reached. A new algorithm and
program, ADMIXTURE (Alexander et al., 2009), was later introduced. It replaced the long
MCMC simulation runs in STRUCTURE with a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
process performed on the log-likelihood estimators directly.
Another MLE approach is utilised by the Human Identification (HID) SNP Genotyper plugin
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) where all possible BGA population combinations are simulated
between four populations at a time and in 5% increments. The likelihood of each combination
is calculated and the admixture proportions that correspond to the maximum likelihood value
are assigned.
1.2.6.3.

Model-based regression

Regression analyses are appropriate for models with non-ordered categorical dependent
variables, in response to continuous, discrete, or categorical predictor (independent) variables
(Cox, 1958). Regressions assign weights (β) to relate an independent variable (binary
classification) or a series of independent variables (multi-class classification) to the outcome
of some event. These are represented by the regression function for m independent variables
(x) given by:

f (x)  0  1x1  ...  m1xm1

[1.5]

The strength of the relationship between independent and dependent variables is altered by
increasing or lowering the value of the weights (β). Regressions are unlike Bayesian models in
that they do not incorporate any population genetic principles such as assumptions about
genetic equilibrium. This method has been applied to eye (Liu et al., 2009; Walsh et al., 2011),
hair (Branicki et al., 2011), and skin (Walsh et al., 2017) colour prediction.
1.2.7. Commercial ancestry analysis software
The success of ancestry inference from DNA has extended to commercial services advertised
to the public as a means to rediscover the geographic origins of their ancestors, and to reconnect
relatives through genealogy (Royal et al., 2010). This has raised public interest, however users
need to be wary of the limitations and what these tests can and cannot offer (Bolnick et al.,
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2007). One often overlooked concern is regarding privacy of the genetic data (Scudder et al.,
2018). The legal and ethical considerations behind whether or when law enforcement should
have access to records from genetic ancestry service providers currently lack a regulatory
framework (Scudder et al., 2019).
When participants send off a sample of their DNA to these commercial services, it is unclear
whether the privacy of their data is well protected and to what other means their genetic
information is exploited to. Privacy risks extend to concerns of forensic investigators regarding
how secure evidentiary samples submitted through these services will be (Scudder et al., 2018).
A large portion of these services are governed by foreign privacy laws, which are not
appropriate for law enforcement in Australia.
Fortunately, two of the biggest scientific product providers of next generation sequencing
(NGS) technology, Illumina and Thermo Fisher Scientific, have incorporated a workflow that
includes BGA analysis. This is a more secure method for forensic technicians to obtain BGA
inferences from biological material without releasing confidential information to commercial
services. However, the accuracy and customisability of these inferences are limited to the AIM
panels and algorithms employed by the massively parallel sequencing (MPS) products.
Therefore, a comparison of these approaches will need to be conducted to ensure accuracy and
reliability of the information.
1.2.7.1.

Illumina MiSeq FGx

In 2017 Illumina launched the independent company, Verogen, to become the sole provider of
their forensic genetic sequencing technology. This included the MiSeq FGx Forensic Genomics
System that utilises the ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep Kit for analysis of identity, phenotype,
and BGA. This kit includes targeted primer mixes that are compatible with autosomal, Y- and
X-STRs, plus ancestry-informative and phenotype-informative SNPs (Illumina, 2015). There
are 56 ancestry-informative SNPs included in this kit based on the Kiddlab panel (Kidd et al.,
2014) with the addition of SNP rs1919550.
The MiSeq provides a two-dimensional (2D) PCA plot of the test individual for four
populations: AFR, EUR, EAS, and admixed AME. This is a visual clustering approach that
reflects variation between data points but does not provide a numeric output of ancestry
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affiliation to each population. Therefore, a subjective visual assessment is required to
determine admixture.
1.2.7.2.

Thermo Fisher Scientific HID SNP Genotyper

The Torrent Suite Server is the NGS system provided by Thermo Fisher Scientific that provides
an automated workflow of data sequencing and analysis. Software plugins were later
introduced to expand the functionality and data analysis capability. Among these was the HID
SNP Genotyper plugin that features admixture analysis for seven continental populations:
AFR, EUR, Middle Eastern, SAS, EAS, AME, and OCE (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 2017).
Ancestry analysis with the plugin is performed with the Precision ID Ancestry Panel, which
consists of 151 ancestry-informative SNPs, a subset from the Kiddlab (Kidd et al., 2014) and
Seldin (Kosoy et al., 2009) panels.
The output from the plugin provides a percentage summary of the overall ancestral admixture,
supported by a confidence value, and a distribution of log-likelihoods represented on a heat
map of the world. The admixture algorithm that is implemented is based on an MLE approach
where all possible admixture combinations for four populations at a time are simulated in 5%
increments.
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1.3.

Predictive DNA analysis for biogeographical ancestry

This section highlights the application of BGA inferences and facial phenotyping in criminal
investigations. We outline the various panel sets of AIMs, databases of sequenced genomes
from individuals around the world, and multiple classifiers that have been implemented. We
also discuss some of the caveats of the commonly used techniques that are often misinterpreted
and areas for improvement. The value of genetic advances in forensics is demonstrated through
the DNA phenotyping techniques that can replace the notoriously unreliable eyewitness
testimonies, which have been responsible for a large number of wrongful convictions around
the world (Dioso-Villa, 2015; Innocence Project, 2017).
The following is a published paper in the Australian Journal of Forensic Sciences, 2018,
Volume: 50, Issue: 6.

[Cheung, E. Y. Y., Gahan, M. E., & McNevin, D. (2018). Predictive DNA analysis for
biogeographical ancestry. Australian Journal of Forensic Sciences, 50(6), 651-658.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00450618.2017.1422021
The published version of the article appearing on pp. 32-39 of this thesis has been removed for
copyright reasons. It can be located via the DOI listed above.]
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1.4.

Forensic cases utilising DNA evidence

Advancements in DNA technology have revolutionised the forensic sciences, serving as a
powerful tool for obtaining forensic information and increasing the accuracy of techniques used
by the criminal justice system. Research into the inference of BGA and EVCs from genotype
(also known as DNA phenotyping) is a current interest of the forensic community. This has the
potential to generate genetic photofits of the suspect based on DNA evidence to replace the
highly unreliable eyewitness testimonies. The collection of works in this thesis aims to refine
the current techniques employed in the inference of BGA. More broadly, the research
contributes to the improvement and accuracy of forensic applications to minimise the
occurrence of data misinterpretation and reduce the number of wrongful convictions. This is
important for both the victim and families involved as the consequence of misinformation can
facilitate false leads and ultimately determine a life of freedom or imprisonment.
Eyewitness misidentification, false confessions, and false memories contribute to the increase
in wrongful convictions. Many studies have shown that the human memory of events and faces
are highly susceptible to bias and can be easily altered or overridden (Chan et al., 2019; Davies
& Milne, 1982; Wichert et al., 2011). Despite a high level of reporting confidence, eyewitness
testimonies have contributed to many erroneous convictions (Albright, 2017) leading to the
first Innocence Project being established in the United States in 1992 to help exonerate innocent
individuals. The Innocence Project was later established in Australia in 2001 at Griffith
University as well as the Sydney Exoneration Project at Sydney University in 2016. Limited
research and documentation on the prevalence of wrongful convictions in Australia exist
(Dioso-Villa et al., 2016; Hamer, 2014) but at least 71 cases are known to have occurred
between 1922 and 2015 (Dioso-Villa, 2015). The majority of these do not involve DNA
evidence (Weathered, 2003). The reality that any wrongful convictions exist at all is already
one case too many.
DNA has shown great potential as a source of forensic evidence to reduce the reliance on
eyewitness testimonies (Butler et al., 2011; Kayser & Schneider, 2009; MacLean &
Lamparello, 2014). It is a powerful investigative tool admissible in court for both the conviction
and exoneration of an individual (Berger, 2006; National Research Council, 1996). The first
person to be convicted based on DNA profiling was that of Colin Pitchfork in 1987. DNA was
extracted from semen samples found on the deceased victims and matched to blood extracted
from Pitchfork. The most recent advances in DNA include the use of genealogy to track down
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perpetrators by tracing their familial lineage (Ram et al., 2018). The process of forensic
genealogy was used to identify Joseph James DeAngelo as the Golden State Killer in 2018.
The case was unsolved for 43 years since DeAngelo’s first known victim in 1975 until a partial
match to DNA evidence collected from crime scenes was found in a profile submitted to the
free online genealogy service, GEDmatch. Although the profile was not that of DeAngelo,
investigators were able to trace the familial line of a distant relative to DeAngelo.
Numerous techniques have since been developed to extract genetic information from DNA
(Smith & Mann, 2015), which include: DNA profiling for identification; familial searching and
kinship analysis for determining distant relatives and familial relationships; and genetic
phenotyping for the prediction of BGA and EVCs. All these provide a source of forensic
information to help narrow down lists of potential suspects or providing additional
investigative leads. Ultimately, these techniques offer a more objective approach that assist in
eliminating wrongful convictions. However, the underlying techniques need to be accurate and
user-friendly in order to reduce error and misclassification for non-expert interpreters
(Edmond, 2013). Interpretation by an expert who understands the limitations of the output and
techniques used is advised until more standardised reporting procedures are in place. In the
meantime, forensic biologists are required to work alongside police and intelligence officers
for the interpretation of BGA analysis reports.
Race plays a large role in wrongful convictions, particularly in the United States of America
where African American individuals are three to twelve times more likely to be convicted of
murder, sexual assault, or drug related crimes than their AME counterparts (Free Jr, 2017; The
National Registry of Exonerations, 2019). The intention of this research is not to discriminate
race, but rather it is intended to use BGA information as a means of providing additional and/or
alternative information from the evidentiary biological material. This is particularly useful to
help narrow down suspect lists in the absence or overabundance of suspects, and when there is
no identity match with available DNA profiles.
This research will contribute to knowledge by raising awareness to classifier limitations
(Chapter 2-4), identifying supplementary techniques that can assist the interpretation of BGA
admixture (Chapter 5), and presenting a marker selection method for balancing population
differentiation potentials (Chapter 6). Implementation of this knowledge in earlier criminal
cases may have helped track down perpetrators sooner and prevented a number of wrongfully
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convicted individuals, but regardless, this research benefits the development of forensic
practices moving forward.
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1.5.

Research aims

This research contributes a synthesis of three core components involved in the process of BGA
inference, namely (i) the selection of AIMs, (ii) the representation of populations in global
databases, and (iii) the classifier approach for inferring BGA from genotype. By comparing
various techniques, we determine the ideal workflow that maximises the accuracy of BGA
inferences and reveal the less appropriate options.
Accurate and easy-to-interpret admixture inferences via a user-friendly and time efficient
method reduces the reliance on erroneous eyewitness testimonies, which has already
contributed to more than half of the recorded wrongful convictions (Innocence Project, 2017).
By a similar notion if inaccurate BGA inferences are applied to forensic investigations, this too
can lead to innocent individuals serving time for crimes they did not commit.
Multiple AIM panels and predictive classifiers exist but no comparison between these have
been made to ensure the most accurate and informative measures are used. The refinement of
BGA inference ensures a reliable technique that serves as an alternative measure for criminal
and suspect assessment. As BGA inferences become more mainstream in forensic
investigations, there is greater weight to ensure the classifications are clear and accurate.
Inference of BGA has been available with the developments in NGS technology, making the
process of inferring BGA from genetic data easier and achievable in one comprehensive
workflow. However, the classification process can also be carried out manually with access to
genotype sequences. Predictive algorithms vary from Bayesian likelihood estimations to
regression models to distance-based classifiers. At the commencement of this research, no
comparison has been made to determine the most accurate classifier for BGA inference in both
non-admixed and admixed individuals, nor which AIMs are the most informative for
population differentiation.
The increasing demand for both BGA and phenotyping analyses to assist forensic cases means
AIMs are often vying for limited space in all-encompassing multiplex panels that also include
markers for EVCs such as eye colour, hair colour, and age. As a result, careful selection of not
only the most informative AIMs, but a balanced panel of population markers are sought.
Therefore, a systematic procedure for selection amongst the various marker types was explored
to ascertain the best approaches are employed to maximise the BGA prediction accuracy.
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The specific aims of this research were to:


Compare and determine the most accurate classifier to infer continental BGA from
human SNP data in non-admixed individuals.



Compare and determine the most accurate classifier to infer continental BGA
proportions from human SNP data in admixed individuals.



Compare the accuracy of the HID SNP Genotyper plugin (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
prediction algorithm with the gold standard STRUCTURE program for ancestry
inference using custom input files.



Determine whether bi-allelic SNPs, tri-allelic SNPS, or MHs have the greatest potential
as ancestry-informative markers to distinguish continental ancestry.



Assess the performance of various metrics for the ranking of differentiation potential
in different marker types (i.e. bi-allelic SNPs, tri-allelic SNPS, and MHs).



Establish a method to select a panel of AIMs that balances the differentiation potential
across all reference populations.
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1.6.

Thesis outline

This thesis is submitted as a thesis by publication consisting of three peer-reviewed research
papers that have been published, one submitted, and two unpublished supplement studies. The
unpublished chapters have been written in the format of stand-alone papers in keeping with the
structure of the published chapters. The research for all papers included in this thesis have been
conducted, written, and submitted for publication while enrolled in the doctorate degree.
A paper published in the Australian Journal of Forensic Sciences forms a subsection of the
introduction chapter (Chapter 1) to address the main considerations encountered in the forensic
application of BGA inference. The remaining published material are an assessment of current
and novel approaches that have been and can be used to infer BGA from human genotype. The
performance of classifiers, marker selection metrics, and AIM panels have been compared
using a common training and test dataset.
Chapter 2 explores the influence of five classification algorithms by assessing their prediction
accuracy in the inference of BGA. Included in this list is Pritchard’s STRUCTURE program
for population analysis, a generic Bayesian classifier utilising weighted and non-weighted
probabilities, a generic GDA based on genotype frequencies, and multinomial logistic
regression. These classifiers were compared using self-declared, non-admixed individuals,
focusing on the distinction between four continental reference populations: AFR, EUR, EAS,
and AME. This work is published as an original paper in the International Journal of Legal
Medicine.
Chapter 3 extends the classifier comparison to determine whether admixed BGA can accurately
be detected with different classifiers. Hypothetical root genotypes were established as a means
to improve classification accuracy. They were based on homozygous genotypes of
unambiguously non-admixed individuals from each population to infer BGA in a set of
artificially admixed test individuals over three generations. The mean divergence per
population per individual was calculated from predictions of admixture ratios: 1:1, 3:1, 2:1:1,
1:1:1:1 and compared for each classifier. This work is published as an original paper in the
Forensic Science International: Genetics journal.
Chapter 4 is an unpublished supplementary study that discusses two commercial MPS
platforms: Illumina’s MiSeq FGx and Thermo Fisher Scientific’s HID SNP Genotyper plugin
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for ancestry analysis. The Converge Software as part of the HID SNP Genotyper plugin was
assessed by reconfiguring the algorithm with custom training datasets and the output compared
for the same test data as in Chapters 2 and 3.
Chapter 5 is another unpublished supplementary study which explores the use of colour to
reflect the variation in MDS plots. This is demonstrated with PCoA in the R programming
language.
As new haplotypes become available for ancestry, the candidate pool of ancestry-informative
genetic markers become overwhelmingly large. Therefore, restricted selection of AIMs is
required to meet the size constraints of forensic multiplex panels. STRUCTURE was
implemented to assess the differentiation potential of the AIM panels selected by various
metrics (delta divergence, In, FST, and Ae) amongst bi-allelic SNPs, tri-allelic SNPs, and MHs.
STRUCTURE plots were compared to determine which combination was best at differentiating
AFR, EUR, SAS, EAS, and AME populations. Chapter 6 has been submitted for publication
in Forensic Science International: Genetics and awaiting decision from the Editor.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarises all findings in a general discussion. The key take-home
messages are highlighted and discussed in the wider context of forensic genetics, concluding
with future directions for the research.
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2.2.

Prediction of biogeographical ancestry from genotype: A comparison

of classifiers
Ancestry-informative marker (AIM) panels are a selection of genetic markers that ideally
portray large allele frequency differences between reference populations. Different
classification approaches have been applied to validate AIM panels and infer biogeographical
ancestry (BGA) from genotype but the performance of these classifiers themselves have not
been compared.
Predictive classifiers can be based on Bayesian models, distance matrices, or regression. The
current gold standard population analysis program is the Bayesian clustering program:
STRUCTURE (Falush et al., 2003; Pritchard et al., 2000). Principal component analysis is also
a popular method used to visualise variation in the dataset through the reduction of
dimensionality but is not strictly a classifier. The assignment of BGA with different methods
will vary depending on the predictive algorithm, the modelling approach, and population
assumptions.
Self-declarations can be error prone because knowledge of one’s ancestral origin dating back
to deceased generations is hard to trace, especially if the ancestral history is convoluted with
admixture. Admixed BGA is less reliably traced based on self-declarations alone, and therefore
this study begins with a comparison of non-admixed individuals at the continental level (i.e.
individuals with ancestors from a single population with no genetic contribution from any other
continental population). Since non-admixed individuals can be coded in a binary format (e.g.
African or non-African, European or non-European, etc), the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve approach was applied to represent the performance of each classifier.
The following chapter compares four common approaches for the inference of BGA with the
focus on non-admixed assignments. This work and its online resources (Appendix D) are
published as an original research paper in the International Journal of Legal Medicine, 2017,
Volume: 131, Issue: 4.
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Abstract DNA can provide forensic intelligence regarding a
donor's biogeographical ancestry (BGA) and other externally
visible characteristics (EVCs). A number of algorithms have
been proposed to assign individual human genotypes to a
BGA using ancestry informative marker (AIM) panels. This
study compares the BGA assignment accuracy of the population clustering program STRUCTURE and three generic classification approaches including a Bayesian algorithm, genetic
distance, and multinomial logistic regression (MLR). A selection of 142 ancestry informative single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were chosen from existing marker panels
(SNPforID 34-plex, Eurasiaplex, Seldin, and Kidd's AIM
panels) to assess BGA classification at the continental level
for Africans, Europeans, East Asians, and Amerindians. A
training set of 1093 individuals with self-declared BGA from
the I 000 Genomes phase I database was used by each classifier to predict BGA in a test set of 516 individuals from the
HGDP-CEPH (Stanford) cell line panel. Tests were repeated
with 0, 10, 50, 70, and 90% of the genotypes missing.
Comparison of the area under the receiver operating characteristic curves (AUROCs) showed high accuracy in
STRUCTURE and the generic Bayesian approach. The latter
algorithm offers a computationally simpler alternative to
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STRUCTURE with little loss in accuracy and is suitable for
phenotype prediction while STRUCTURE is not.
Keywords Biogeographical ancestry (BGA) • Phenotype
prediction • STRUCTURE • Bayesian • Genetic distance ·
Multinomial logistic regression

Introduction
Since the advent of DNA profiling [J], forensic investigators
have been able to include or exclude DNA donors as contributing to an evidentiary biological sample. However, this approach is limited if there are no suspects, a very large pool of
suspects, or no match in a DNA database. Alternatively, phenotype markers in DNA can provide information about the
suspect's biogeographical ancestry (BGA) and some externally visible characteristics (EVCs) such as eye and hair colour,
allowing a "molecular photofit" to be generated. Genomewide surveys of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) reveal stable human genetic variations that differentiate between
ancestral populations [2-6]. In the biomedical field, ancestry
is important for detecting population stratification in the study
of genetic disease determinants and drug responses [7- 9].
Molecular photofits can be a source of intelligence to lead
forensic investigators to a suspect in the same way that eyewitness testimonies can be used for the same purpose, and
may be more reliable [10-13].
Surveys of autosomal variation in the human genome have
been recorded from seven major continental regions, including Africa, Europe, the Middle East, Central and South Asia,
East Asia, the Americas, and Oceania. The sequence information has been stored in online repositories such as the 1000
Genomes [14] and HGDP-CEPH [15] databases and variants
can be harvested via the SPSmart web interface [ 16] for
~ Springer
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population comparisons. Phase I analysis of the 1000
Genomes Project was published in 2012 and contains the genomes of 1092 individuals from 14 subcontinental populations [17]. The final dataset, phase 3, was published in 2015
with 2504 individuals from 26 subcontinental populations
[ I 8, 19]. The HGDP-CEPH database consists of genetic information sampled from 1056 individuals representing a total
of 52 subcontinental populations [15, 20, 21 ]. It includes
datasets contributed by various laboratories, sampled from
the original data, including Stanford University with more
than 650,000 SNPs genotyped in 944 individuals [15, 22].
Genetically (and often geographically) distant populations
can have varying allele frequencies [23] which allows selection of ancestry informative markers (AIMs) to distinguish
between BGAs [3, 24, 25]. These AIM panels should ideally
have large allele frequency differences between subpopulations. The abundance and low mutation rates of SNPs in the
human genome make them highly stable and ideal genetic
markers for BGA [26]. The SNP/orID 34-plex is a panel of
34 unlinked AIMs designed to differentiate between African
(AFR), European (EUR), and East Asian (BAS) ancestries [3].
The complementary Eurasiaplex panel of 23 SNPs was later
designed to differentiate EUR and South Asian ancestries
from within Eurasian populations [2], where Eurasia encompasses Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. More recently, the
Pacifiplex panel [27] of29 SNPs was designed to distinguish
Oceanian populations. The Seldin [5] and Kidd [4] panels
claim to have global continental coverage. The Seldin panel
includes 128 SNPs originally chosen to differentiate between
AFR, EUR, and Amerindian (NAM, also referred to as Native
American in the I 000 Genomes and HGDP-CEPH databases)
populations in the USA [5, 28]. A smaller subset of93 SNPs
was later found to be sufficient [29). The 55 ancestry SNPs in
the Kidd panel were selected based on high FsT values between populations. It is capable of discriminating between
AFR, EUR, EAS, NAM, and Oceanian BGAs [4]. Panels with
a smaller number of highly informative SNPs are less costly
and quicker to genotype. A variety of these identified SNP
panels could be used when predicting BGA; however, SNPs
selected for global differentiation are not always ideal for
distinguishing within regions and combining different panels
can add noise to the predictions [4].
Individual genotypes can be classified or assigned to reference BGAs using prediction algorithms. These can be broadly
categorised as depending on Bayesian inference, genetic distance, or regression. Bayesian classifiers use information
about reference populations (genotype or allele frequencies)
to update a priori assumptions about BGA membership in
order to make posterior predictions yielding membership likelihoods. STRUCTURE is one population analysis tool that
uses Bayesian inference [30].
Genetic distance algorithms (GDAs) have been utilised to
calculate the cumulative genetic difference between alleles or
~ Springer
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genotypes over multiple loci [26]. A genetic distance matrix
consisting of pairwise genetic distances between each pair of
individuals can then be used for hierarchical clustering, including dendrograms such as neighbour-joining trees. The
dimensionality of genetic distance can be reduced by principal
component analysis (PCA) or multidimensional scaling. This
is where a covariance matrix is decomposed into eigenvectors,
which are sorted such that each in turn accounts for a progressively smaller fraction of variance within the data and, hence,
a progressively smaller genetic distance between genotypes.
Genetically similar individuals are clustered on an n-dimensional Cartesian map representing the first n-principal
components.
Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is a multi-class
classification method applied to models with non-ordered,
categorical outcomes. It has been used to classify BGA in
individuals from l 000 Genomes using HGDP-CEPH reference populations and yielded predictions that were consistent with STRUCTURE [31 ]. This method has also
been applied to eye colour prediction by Liu et al. [32)
and Walsh et al. [33], and to hair colour prediction by
Walsh et al. [34).
A good classifier should be able to accurately predict BGA
under a number of conditions. Non-admixed individuals (selfdeclared as belonging to a single BGA) should ideally be
assigned wholly to that population (i.e. I 00% membership
proportion). Admixed individuals should have BGA proportions that reflect the relative genetic contributions of those
BGAs to that individual but these contributions can be unknown, not reported, or misinterpreted. Misclassifications
are potentially more common in highly admixed populations
such as the Americas [35, 36), and it is important to determine
which classifiers can minimise misclassification when
admixed individuals are used either in reference populations
or as individuals to be classified. Further, evidential DNA
recovered from crime scenes can often yield partial or incomplete genotypes due to low copy number and/or degradation,
and again, different classifiers will manage this better than
others.
Reports of successful BGA inferences or identification of
AIMs have utilised different classification techniques [3, 26,
37). These results are not comparable since the ancestry informative SNPs (AISNPs) and sample sets used to train and test
the classifiers differ. In this study, we perform a comparison
between STRUCTURE, a generic Bayesian classifier (Online
Resource 1), a generic GDA (Online Resource 2), and MLR to
evaluate the accuracy of BGA predictions for individuals who
are declared as being from a single continental level reference
population in the HGDP-CEPH (Stanford) cell line panel,
using the I 000 Genomes panel to train the classifiers. We also
examine the ability of each classifier to accurately predict
BGA from partial genotypes and how admixed samples can
affect the predictions.
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Materials and methods
Reference SNP panel

AISNPs were selected from the SNPforID 34-plex,
Eurasiaplex, Seldin's 93 AISNPs, and Kidd's 55 AISNPs.
The final panel contained I 42 loci after removal of tri-allelic
SNPs and SNPs not found in both the I 000 Genomes database
and the HGDP-CEPH (Stanford) database using the SPSmart
online harvesting tool (Online Resource 3). Although removal
of these SNPs may detract from the ability to distinguish between the four major continental populations (AFR, EUR,
EAS, and NAM), it should be noted that the same reference
panel was applied to each classifier in the comparison.
Reference and test populations

SNP genotypes were collected using SPSmart from each of
the 1093 individuals in the I 000 Genomes phase I database
for AFR, EUR, EAS, and NAM populations. A subset of the
HGDP-CEPH (Stanford) cell line panel was used to form the
test set. This consisted of 516 individuals after removal of all
samples that had at least one missing genotype at any of the
I 42 reference loci (Online Resource 4). In order to assess the
effect of missing data (partial genotypes) on classification accuracy, a random 10, 50, 70, and 90% of the 142 genotypes
were treated as "missing" or scored absent. A different combination of missing markers was randomly selected for each
test individual but the same partial profile for each individual
was classified using the different classification methods. PCA
was performed with the p ca3d package [38] in R v3 .2. I
(Online Resource 5) on AFR, EUR, EAS, and NAM populations from the I 000 Genomes and HGDP-CEPH databases
and assessed for clustering patterns (Online Resource 6).
Classifiers

STRUCTURE [30, 39] is a nai"ve Bayesian classifier that can
operate under the assumption of independence ofloci or linkage equilibrium (LE) but can also accommodate moderate
linkage disequilibrium [40]. It was originally designed for
cluster analysis by grouping genetically similar individuals
according to the degree of genetic contributions from ancestral
populations; however, it has been adopted as a classification
tool to infer BGA based on cluster membership [6, 25, 31 , 41 ].
Individuals are assigned to one or more of a prescribed number (K) of BGAs defined by individual allele frequencies at
each locus until deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
(HWE) and LE are minimised. Kalinowski [42] cautioned that
using STRUCTURE to assign BGA to individuals within a set
of populations may produce unexpected results if an unrepresentative value of K is selected.

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations of genetic contributions from the converged BGAs to each individual
genotype are employed and a likelihood is calculated based on
the number of simulations that match actual genotypes. The
final proportion of each BGA that contributes to each genotype represents the maximum likelihood of the p osterior prediction for any particular K. In this study, BGA predictions
from STRUCTURE v2.3.4 software [30] were performed
using K = 4 with a burn-in period of 10,000 and a further
10,000 MCMC simulations. The USEPOPINFO model was
used with POPFLAG information to specify reference populations in the training set and populations in the test set.
Bayesian classifiers use information about reference populations (genotype or allele frequencies) to update a priori assumptions about BGA membership in order to make posterior
predictions (yielding membership likelihoods) according to
the general formula:

Pr(BGAk la) =

Pr(alBGAk)Pr(BGAk)

L Pr(alBGAk)Pr(BGAk)
k

where Pr (BGAk I a) is the (posterior) probability that an
individual belongs to the kth BGA given their genotype, a;
Pr (oc IBGAk) is the probability of observing genotype a in the
kth BGA; and Pr (BGAk) is the (a prion) probability that the
individual is from the kth BGA. The generic Bayesian classifier employed in this study is described in Online Resource I.
Uneven sampling induces an unbalanced representation of
genetic variance amongst populations, which has been shown
to affect some algorithms [43, 44]. Therefore, the genotype
frequencies in each reference population were weighted by
population size to account for the greater certainty in larger
populations. An unweighted alternative was also tested with
the assumption that each reference population is representative of the actual population, regardless of size. This means
there are two versions of the generic Bayesian classifier:
weighted and unweighted, in order to assess if there was any
effect of reference population size on classification by this
method, thus reflecting two possible a priori assumptions.
The Snipper app suite [3] employs the same Bayesian classification where the relative likelihood of any individual belonging to two different BGAs is expressed as a likelihood
ratio, LR.
1)
LR = -Pr~(B_G_A_1~la~) = _Pr_(_a_lB_G_A_1)_P_r(_B_G_A_
Pr(BGA 2 la)
Pr(alBGA 2 )Pr(BGA2 )

(2)

If the prior probabilities, Pr (BGA 1) and Pr (BGA2) , are
assumed to be equal:
LR = Pr(BGA1la) = Pr(alBGA 1)
Pr(BGA2 la)
Pr(alBGA 2 )

(3)
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The generic GDA is described in Online Resource 2. It is
based on the absolute (linear) distance in genotype frequency
between reference populations. Predictor functions for both
the generic Bayesian and GDA classifiers were calculated in
Microsoft Excel 2010 (Excel). MLR, however, was executed
in R (Online Resource 7) by generating regressed i3 coefficients using the multinom function from the nnet package
[45]. For any individual, the predictor function, f, for the kth
BGA, in a spectrum of n categorical BGA populations, can be
adapted from Cox [46]:
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where 13;,o is a constant, 13;,; is a coefficient for the ith individual genotype at the jth locus, and o:.1 is the genotype at the jth
locus. The probability that the individual has the kth BGA is
given by:

20

Fig. I An example receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve plotted
on a graph with true-positive rate (TPR) versus false-positive rate (FPR).
Shaded areas represent the area under the ROC curve (A UROC) and area
over the ROC curve (AOROC) . The diagonal (AUROC = 0.50) signifies
random classification

ef(BGA,)

Pr(BGAk)

=---------) +ef(BGA, J + ef(BGA2) + ... + ef( BGA,-il

(5)

Results
Prediction of BGA for continental populations

The i3 coefficients are regressed to maximise probabilities
for individual genotypes with known BGA in a training set.
The regressed coefficients are then used to calculate probabilities, Pr (BGAk), for individuals with unknown BGA. The R
code for prediction with complete genotypes is reproduced in
Online Resource 7. Since multinom cannot readily compute
predicted probabilities for missing genotypes, collected data
was exported to Excel to calculate the predictor function for
the partial genotypes tests.

Measuring classifier performance
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves can be utilised
as a measure of performance for binary classifiers (4 7]. ROC
curves were generated in R using the pROC package [48] for
each BGA population and classifier combination. The binary
measure was based on whether predictions were consistent or
not consistent with self-declared BGA. Classifier performance
was measured by setting different classification thresholds
between O and l 00% and plotting the true-positive rate
(sensitivity) versus the false-positive rate (I - specificity) on
a Cartesian coordinate plane. Performance is then represented
by a single calculated value characterised by the area under the
ROC curve (AUROC). The AUROC ranges from random
(0.50) to perfect (1.00) performance (Fig. I) and can be used
to distinguish good classifiers from those Jess accurate [49].
For ease of comparison, the area over the ROC curve
(AOROC = I - AUROC) was also calculated for each
combination.
~ Springer
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PCA on the two databases was performed at the continental
level and showed clustering of the AFR, EUR, and EAS populations (Online Resource 6). The NAM population from
I 000 Genomes, however, was distributed between the NAM
and EUR clusters from HGDP-CEPH. This is also reflected in
the STRUCTURE plots which showed the 1000 Genomes
NAM sample had high EUR admixture (Online Resource 8).
Each algorithm was trained with the I 000 Genomes database
and classifications made on the HGDP-CEPH test set. GDA
prediction of the NAM population perfonned the worst overall when 0% of the genotypes were missing (AUROC = 0.8 I).
The remaining classifications with complete genotypes pro"
duced an AUROC >0.95 (Table I ). STRUCTURE produced a
perfect AUROC of 1.00 and the generic Bayesian classifier
yielded a minimum AUROC of 0.99 with no difference in
classification between weighted and unweighted versions.
STRUCTURE and the generic Bayesian algorithm were
able to consistently assign NAM ancestry to the individuals
declared as NAM in HGDP-CEPH in both the complete and
partial genotypes tests with ?: 77% accuracy (Table I ).
STRUCTURE and MLR predicted very little co-ancestry in
any of the four test populations, whereas the generic Bayesian
classifier (both weighted and unweighted) predicted a high
(but not dominant) EAS contribution to the NAM test individuals (Fig. 2). Comparison ofROC curves for classification of
the (likely admixed) NAM test individuals (Fig. 3) revealed
STRUCTURE (AUROC = 1.00) was the most accurate predictor with complete genotypes. Despite the prediction of a
high proportion of EAS admixture, the generic Bayesian
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Table 1 Area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve
(AUROC) values for each
classifier. Tests were carried out
with complete and partial (10, 50,
70, and 90% missing data)
genotypes at 142 single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
loci. Higher AUROC is
associated with greater
classification accuracy

Genotypes Missing
0%

10%

50%

70%

90%

African

European

STRUCTURE

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Bayesian (weighted)

1.00

1.00

0.99

0.99
0.99

Classifier

East Asian

Amerindian

Bayesian (unweighted)

1.00

1.00

0.99

GDA

1.00

1.00

0.99

0.81

MLR

1.00

0.98

0.99

0.96

STRUCTURE

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Bayesian (weighted)

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.98

Bayesian (unweighted)

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.98

GDA

1.00

1.00

0.98

0.81
0.94

MLR

0.97

0.94

0.96

STRUCTURE

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Bayesian (weighted)

1.00

1.00

0.99

0.96

Bayesian (unweighted)

1.00

1.00

0.99

0.95

GDA

1.00

1.00

0.96

0.79
0.78

MLR

0.82

0.79

0.82

STRUCTURE

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Bayesian (weighted)

1.00

1.00

0.98

0.89
0.89

Bayesian (unweighted)

1.00

1.00

0.98

GOA

1.00

1.00

0.95

0.79

MLR

0.78

0.73

0.73

0.66

STRUCTURE

1.00

1.00

0.95

0.87

Bayesian (weighted)

1.00

1.00

0.95

0.78

Bayesian (unweighted)

1.00

1.00

0.95

0.77

GOA

1.00

0.99

0.93

0.71

MLR

0.61

0.64

0.59

0.57

GDA genetic distance algorithm, MLR multinomial logistic regression

classifier (AUROC = 0.99) was the second most accurate
predictor for NAM, followed by MLR (AUROC = 0.96).
The GDA classifier was more sensitive to co-ancestry proportions. AFR was the only BGA for which self-declared test
individuals were accurately assigned I 00% AFR ancestry by
GDA (Fig. 2). A majority of the GDA classifications for the
NAM test set were assigned EAS ancestry.

Partial genotypes
Partial genotypes are commonly encountered in forensic practice due to degradation of DNA and low copy number. Each
test individual had I 0, 50, 70, and 90% of their genotypes
randomly scored as "missing". An AUROC of0.99 or greater
resulted from all predictions of AFR and EUR test individuals
using STRUCTURE, the generic Bayesian classifiers, and
GDA (Table I). STRUCTURE was consistently the most accurate classifier for non-admixed individuals in well clustered
populations (namely AFR, EUR, and EAS), followed by the
generic Bayesian algorithm (weighted and unweighted),
GDA, and then MLR. For the remaining NAM population,
STRUCTURE was the most accurate predictor with AUROC

values ranging from 0.87 to 1.00 for all partial tests, followed
by the generic Bayesian classifiers (AUROC = 0.77--0.99).
The accuracy of the classifiers can be better compared by
the AOROC graphs (Fig. 4) where smaller AOROC values
indicate greater classification accuracy.
MLR outperformed GDA for up to I 0% missing genotypes
in the NAM population but otherwise produced the greatest
AOROC for all populations with 50% or more missing genotypes (AOROC >0.18 for all populations). As the number of
missing genotypes increased, GDA reflected greater proportions of admixture amongst the alternative reference populations (data not shown). For STRUCTURE, the generic
Bayesian, and MLR classifiers, there was an increased assignment to the EAS ancestral population when 90% of the genotypes were missing in the NAM test set

Discussion
The comparison of classification algorithms revealed different
AUROC values for each BGA classifier when trained and
tested with the same reference and test individuals. Results
~ Springer
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Fig. 2 Mean proportion of African (AFR), European (EUR), East Asian
(£AS), and Amerindian (NAM) biogeographical ancestty (BGA) predicted
for the HGDP-CEPH (Stanford) test set at the continental level with
complete genotypes using a STRUCTURE, b a generic Bayesian
classifier with weighted genotype frequencies, c a generic Bayesian

classifier with unweighted genotype frequencies, d a generic genetic
distance algorithm, and e multinomial logistic regression. The selfdeclared BGAs of test individuals are indicated on the horizontal axes.
Each BGA assignment includes error bars representing 95% confidence
intervals

for the Bayesian and GDA classifiers were replicated in the
Snipper app suite 2.5 using the nai've Bayes model with the
Hardy-Weinberg principle not applied and the genetic distance
algorithm (data not shown). The predicted admixtures from
Snipper were identical to the GDA classifications in this study
and concordant with the unweighted generic Bayesian classifier. There was a maximum of 0.4% difference in predicted
ancestry for EUR test individuals, 0.6% for East Asians, and
27% for Americans, with no difference for AFR test
individuals.

Bayesian approaches were the most accurate for both complete and partial genotypes. GDA and MLR classifiers had
more difficulty correctly assigning a single BGA to admixed
test individuals and those with partial genotypes. BGA predictions are only as good as the AIMs selected and the reference or training genotypes, and it is now clear the classifier
employed also determines the accuracy of the results.
Weighted attributes have often been applied to
Bayesian classifiers to improve performance [50). As
both the I 000 Genomes and HGDP-CEPH databases
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Fig. 3 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for classification
of the (likely admixed) American test individuals. Area under the ROC
curve (AUROC) and associated 95 % confidence interval (C/) was
calculated in R v3 .2. I and displayed for STRUCTURE, a generic

Bayesian classifier with weighted genotype frequencies, a generic
genetic distance algorithm (GDA) , and multinomial logistic regression
(MLR). Higher AUROC is associated with greater classification accuracy

include varying sample sizes, an adjustment was applied
to give greater emphasis to larger samples, which are
more likely to be representative of the true population

than smaller samples [28]. Predictions from the weighted
Bayesian classifier were similar to those from the unweighted classifier (Table I), with a maximum of 4%
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Amerindian (NAM) populations. Comparison between STRUCTIJRE,
weighted and unweighted generic Bayesian classifiers, a generic genetic
distance algorithm (GDA), and multinomial logistic regression (MLR)

was performed for test individuals with a 0, b I 0, c 50, d 70, and e
90% of their genotypes missing at 142 single nucleotide polymorphism
loci. Each AOROC is displayed with error bars representing 95 %
confidence intervals. Lower AOROC is associated with greater
classification accuracy

average divergence for any one test (data not shown).
These results suggest SNP allele frequencies from the
1000 Genomes database are reliable estimates of the continental populations used in this study despite unequal
sampling sizes, with the probable exception of NAM
which is likely highly admixed.
Differences between the 1000 Genomes phase I and
HGDP-CEPH (Stanford) databases were most prominent in
the NAM population. The PCA plot in Online Resource 6
shows individuals declared as NAM from I 000 Genomes
are distributed between individuals declared as NAM and
EUR from HGDP-CEPH. As discussed by Kidd et al. [28]
and Phillips [51 ], it is not clear whether this population is

intermediate or admixed. Given the I 000 Genomes phase I
NAM population consists of Colombians in Medellin (CLM),
Mexicans in Los Angeles (MXL), and Puerto Ricans in Puerto
Rico (PUR), each having a large EUR component [51 ], it is
more likely to reflect admixture resulting from the colonial
history of the Americas [52- 54] than true indigenous
Americans. Thus, in addition to the more distinctly clustered
AFR, EUR, and EAS populations, the I 000 Genomes NAM
sample was used to train the classifiers in this study to assess
which were most forgiving of unreported admixture.
Predicted co-ancestry from neighbouring populations for individuals declared as NAM should not necessarily be
interpreted as misclassifications.

Fig. 4 Area over the receiver operating characteristic curve (AOROC) for
classification of African (AFR), European (EUR), East Asian (EAS) and
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The calculation of genetic distance gives more weight to
intermediate populations, making GDAs more sensitive to
admixture. As seen in the PCA plot (Online Resource 6), the
centroid of the HGDP-CEPH NAM cluster is closer to the
EAS cluster than to the centroid of the l000 Genomes NAM
cluster, and therefore, the generic GDA classifier in this study
assigned EAS ancestry to a majority of the HGDP-CEPH
NAM test individuals. When inferring a single ancestral population, STRUCTURE and the generic Bayesian classifiers
performed better than GDA and MLR, despite likely EUR
admixture in the NAM training set.
STRUCTURE and MLR were similar in that their classifications were "all-or-nothing" where individuals were most
commonly assigned either completely to a single BGA
(l00%) or not at all (0%). This limits their ability for admixture detection and resulted in MLR being a far less accurate
predictor with partial genotypes, reporting the greatest number
of misclassifications. Although the AUROC for GDA classifications was greater than MLR for all comparisons involving
partial genotypes with 50% or more missing data, it tended to
a uniform admixture between each reference population (data
not shown). As a result, no classification was made because
there was no single BGA contribution greater than the relevant
threshold. Both misclassifications and non-classifications provide no extra intelligence for forensic investigations, and
therefore, GDA and MLR are less informative with partial
genotypes than Bayesian classifiers.
The two Bayesian-based classifiers (including
STRUCTURE) were more likely to misclassify self-declared
Americans as EAS than EUR. GDA also predicted a high
EAS component in NAM test individuals (Fig. 2) which, although consistent with current theories about the first migration of humans into the Americas [55, 56], is a clear overestimation of the admixture from East Asians. Given the panel
ofreference SNPs included in this study, the EAS component
predicted in the NAM population is most likely due to a lack
of discriminating markers between these two populations, as
well as the fact that the HGDP-CEPH NAM cluster was closest in genetic distance to the EAS cluster (Online Resource 6).
Both the Seldin and Kidd panels are good for initial differentiation of global populations; however, the addition of34-plex
and Eurasiaplex panels (specific for AFR, EUR, and Asian
populations only) may add noise to the EAS-NAM differentiation [4]. In agreement with Kosoy et al. [5], our Bayesian
results also displayed a diminished ability to differentiate EAS
and NAM populations as the number of markers decreased
(which is calculated the same way as missing genotypes).
The mean proportion of BGA predicted by GDA alone
would indicate the reference SNP panel did not contain ideal
markers for differentiation between EUR, EAS, and NAM
populations. With the exception of Africans, the other three
populations appeared admixed (Fig. 2). As the number of
partial genotypes increased, the GDA assignment of predicted
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ancestry became more evenly distributed across the reference
populations (data not shown). Similar to the Bayesian classifiers (weighted and unweighted), GDA could not differentiate
clearly between East Asians and Americans. However,
STRUCTURE and MLR were able to differentiate between
all four populations when there were no missing genotypes, in
spite of Af:M:s not ideal for this purpose.
STRUCTURE [30] utilises HWE to calculate allele frequencies in inferred BGA clusters. While STRUCTURE
was the most accurate BGA predictor for the four continental
populations in HGDP-CEPH, HWE is less likely to apply for
AIMs subject to selection pressure. It is also inappropriate for
prediction of phenotypes such as EVCs where the assumptions of HWE are invalid. The generic Bayesian algorithm
used in this study calculated genotype frequencies directly
from the training sample without inferring genotype frequencies expected under HWE. This is a more appropriate approach for phenotypes that do not satisfy HWE (EVCs in
particular), and because it performed better for BGA prediction than MLR, there is a possibility it may also do so for
EVCs.
In previous studies on eye colour prediction, MLR has
performed well (AUROC >0.90) when unambiguous phenotypes (blue and brown eye colour) were involved; however, it
was less successful for intermediate traits (AUROC = 0.73)
[32]. Similarly, we found MLR classification to be less suitable for admixed populations (i.e. the Americas). Since the
MLR function assigns a variable to each possible genotype,
missing values constitute a discrete, alternative genotype.
Missing genotypes are scored "O", which misleadingly codes
for the baseline ("pivot") genotype. This resulted in MLR
having the greatest number of misclassifications for partial
genotypes (Table I). Since admixture and partial genotypes
form a majority of modem forensic samples, MLR is not the
most reliable classifier for BGA. The lrisPlex [33] and
HlrisPlex [34) assays, currently employed for eye and hair
colour prediction respectively, make use ofMLR for classification but may benefit from the use of a Bayesian predictor
other than STRUCTURE (i.e. a Bayesian predictor that does
not make HWE assumptions).
Different AISNP panels currently exist for global differentiation between major continental regions [3, 4, 25, 27, 57,
58), or are limited to estimating admixture within specific
populations [2, 59, 60]. Since modern populations are largely
admixed, a refined panel of genetic markers drawn from more
representative root ancestral populations for each continental
BGA will allow better detection of admixture and more precise inferences of co-ancestry proportions. Currently,
Bayesian approaches show the most promise for assigning a
single BGA to represent the continental origin of nonadmixed individuals. They are stable predictors in the presence of missing genotypes and small sample sizes, which is
advantageous for the future of forensics as "DNA
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intelligence" is increasingly harvested with the use of nextgeneration sequencing techniques.

5.

Conclusions
6.

STRUCTURE was the most accurate classifier with both
complete and partial genotypes for non-admixed individuals
in all four reference populations, including populations with
suspected admixture. However, STRUCTURE involves
strictly formatted input files, long simulation runs, and assumes HWE. The generic Bayesian algorithm employed here
is a computationally simpler approach and can be performed
in a spreadsheet format. The maximum AUROC difference
observed between STRUCTURE and the Bayesian classifier
was 2% for AFR, EUR, and EAS classifications. For the
NAM population, the AUROC difference for complete genotypes was l %, which increased to 11 % as the number of missing genotypes increased. The generic Bayesian algorithm is a
user-friendly alternative to STRUCTURE for BGA classification when representative AIMs are selected, and is also appropriate for the prediction ofEVCs when STRUCTURE is not.
Finally, it only requires knowledge of genotype frequencies in
reference populations, rather than complete genotypes for all
individuals, as required by STRUCTURE.
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3.2.

Prediction of biogeographical ancestry in admixed individuals

In the previous chapter we established the high-performance of STRUCTURE and the generic
Bayesian classifier for the inference of non-admixed individuals. However, the generic genetic
distance algorithm (GDA) picked up more ancestral contributions from the alternative
populations. As a result, this hindered the overall accuracy of the GDA calculation. Despite
GDA’s perceived ‘noisier’ output, a majority of the assignments in the American population
were consistent with their colonial and migration history and could not be termed
‘misclassifications’. In fact, it appeared that GDA was showing a greater level of sensitivity
and detection that may have been missed by the model-based classifiers. To test if this was true
and ultimately which classifier was the most capable and accurate for inferring admixture, a
similar study was carried out with an admixed test set.
To ensure precise admixture proportions were recorded, artificially admixed genotypes were
simulated from unambiguously non-admixed individuals. This reduced the chances of
misconstrued self-declared ancestry and allowed for a more balanced combination of ancestries
to be simulated. The following section and its supplementary material (Appendix E) are
published as an original research paper in Forensic Science International: Genetics, 2018,
Volume: 36.
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ABSTRACT

Keywords:

Estimation of ancestral affiliation for human genotypes is now possible for major geographic populations and has
been employed for forensic casework. Prediction algorithms, such as the Snipper Bayesian classifier, have the
ability to classify non-admixed BGA in African (AFR), European (EUR), East Asian (!!AS), and most Amerindian
(NAM) individuals, but are not always appropriate for admixed individuals. Artificial admixture was simulated
for all possible admixture ratios (1:1, 3:1, 2:1:1, and 1:1:1:1) from four grandparents. The simulated genotypes
were used to test the accuracy of various prediction algorithms, most successful of which were the population
genetics program, STRUCTURE, and a novel genetic distance algorithm (GOA). STRUCTURE was ideal for admixed individuals with 1:1 and 3:1 ratios from AFR, EUR, !!AS, and NAM reference populations. Individuals with
1:1:1:1 BGA proportions were more accurately predicted by GOA. The use of hypothetical root genotypes improved the accuracy of GOA predictions for 1:1 and 3:1 admixtures and STRUCTURE classification of 1:1:1:1
admixture. The GOA requires only allele or genotype frequency values from each reference population, which
offers a simpler sampling and input formatting procedure than is required by STRUCTURE. It can also be implemented in a spreadsheet without the need for long run times.

Biogeographical ancestry (BGA)
Admixture
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
STRUCTURE
Genetic distance

1. Introduction

Externally visible characteristics (EVCs) in criminal investigations
allow the creation of suspect profiles. Phenotypes such as gender [1 ],
biogeographical ancestry (BGA) [2], iris (eye) colour [3), and hair
colour [4) can be inferred from genetic material to construct facial
composites. This is a valuable alternative when DNA profiling techniques are uninformative and/or eyewitnesses are not available to investigators. Inferences of ancestral origin from genetic material provide
a more objective account than human eyewitness testimonies and can
be used when the source of biological samples cannot be determined
from DNA profiling [5,6). As a result, suspect pools can be narrowed
and investigations targeted.
Genetic markers in the human genome known as ancestry informative markers (AIMs) have been found capable of differentiating
between six continental-level populations: Africans, Europeans, East
Asians, South Asians, Amerindians (also referred to as Native and
Indigenous Americans), and Oceanians [7-11 ). Subcontinental regions,
such as the Middle East [1 2) and some populations in Europe [13,14],
have also been distinguishable. Autosomal markers include genetic
inheritance from both parents, as opposed to uni-parental lineage
markers found in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and on the Y

chromosome. While short tandem repeats (STRs) are the ideal marker
for human identification due to their highly polymorphic nature, as
AIMs they lead to an increased chance of between-population variance
being masked [1 5). The low mutation rates of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the human genome make them favourable markers for admixed BGA [16].
Cheung et al. [7] compared the accuracy of classifiers for predicting
the BGA of relatively non-admixed individuals, revealing Bayesian approaches to be the most accurate. Modem populations are very rarely
non-admixed due to colonialism and migration leading to widespread
admixture [8]. For example, populations in the United States have genetic contributions from AFR, EUR, EAS, and NAM ancestries [9-12).
Classifiers therefore need to be capable of estimating multiple ancestral
populations contributing to a single DNA sample, and the accuracy
demonstrated.
STRUCfURE [13,14) has been considered the "gold standard"
amongst population geneticists, but the computational complexity of
this Bayesian approach presents several weaknesses: firstly, large datasets are problematic entailing long simulation runs [15], often resulting in silent crashes; inference of K, the number of population
groups, is a somewhat subjective process requiring repeated runs with
multiple estimates of K; there are strict input file formatting
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requirements; and there are model asswnptions associated with inference of ancestral population clusters [13]. As such, there is benefit in
exploring alternative methods for BGA and phenotype prediction.
Since the introduction of multivariate analysis for genetic data [1 6),
variations of principal component analysis (PCA) and other distancebased measures have been used to identify population structure
[1 5,17-20]. PCA presents a spatial representation of genetic data but
can be misleading depending on the nwnber of axes (principal components) represented. As such, PCA lacks a statistically rigorous procedure to assign individuals into subpopulations. A combination of
Bayesian iterative processes and multidimensional scaling methods is
present in a novel iterative pruning PCA (ipPCA) algorithm and can
potentially address the shortcomings of STRUCTURE and PCA [1 5,20).
With the growing nwnber of population structure analysis tools, a
comparison is needed to determine the accuracy of these classifiers in
detecting BGA admixture proportions - the contribution of two or more
distinct ancestral populations in a single individual. While classifiers
have been tested for their ability to infer genetic patterns amongst a
group of highly structured populations, their ability to predict admixture proportions is relatively unknown.
Modem populations are characterised by individuals with mixed
parentage, giving rise to admixture. We have collected unambiguously
non-admixed individuals (as determined by previous classifications)
from four populations (Africa, Europe, East Asia and America) and artificially simulated admixture over three generations to test the prediction accuracy and capability of nai've Bayesian approaches, distancebased algorithms, artificial neural networks, and regression models for
detecting admixture. It should be noted that apparent admixture can
also occur in a single population as a result of historical or ancient
migration and for which a suitable reference population does not exist.
We did not simulate this type of apparent admixture.

American

East Asian

. .
PC 3

...

PC 1

African
European

Fig. 1. PCA plot of unambiguously non-admixed samples for the African (red:
n = 66), European (green: n = 64), East Asian (n = 23), and American (n = 5)
populations amongst the HGDP-CEPH database. Grey dots represent the individuals that did not meet the unambiguously non-admixed criteria. Black dots
within each cluster (23 for AFR, EUR, EAS; 5 for NAM) indicate the individuals
that met criteria and were randomly selected for admixture simulation. All
unambiguously non-admixed indivduals were selected for EAS and NAM.

in offspring ratios of 3:1, and 2:1:1; and (b) combining two 1:1 admixed
individuals (1:1 x 1:1), creating offspring with admixture ratios of 1:1,
2:1 :1, and 1:1:1 :1. One example of such a pedigree with three generations is shown in Fig. 2. When all possible pedigrees from artificial
admixture of the four reference populations were simulated, a total of
35 possible admixture proportions resulted (Table 1).

2. Materials and methods
2.1 . Selection of reference samples and artificial admixture
Non-admixed parental populations from Africa, Europe, East Asia,
and America were used to create artificially admixed individuals.
Markers were based on the 142 ancestry informative SNPs (AISNPs)
selected by Cheung et al. [7) where classifiers experienced at worst an
18% decrease in accuracy when half the number of AJSNPs were removed. The training set was selected from the HGDP-CEPH (Stanford)
database [21 ], excluding individuals who had missing genotypes at any
of the 142 loci. To minimise undetected admixture that may be present
in supposedly non-admixed samples, only unambiguously non-admixed
individuals who had been assigned 100% membership to their selfdeclared population by all three of STRUCTURE, a generic Bayesian
classifier [7,22], and multinomial logistic regression (MLR) [23,24]
were chosen for admixture simulation [7]. Only 66 AFR, 64 EUR, 23
EAS, and five AME individuals satisfied these conditions.
These unambiguously non-admixed individuals formed four well
separated clusters (Fig. I), indicating low variance amongst the selected
individuals in each population. A final set of 23 non-admixed individuals from each reference population was randomly selected, except for NAM where only five individuals satisfied the unambiguously
non-admixed condition. Admixture levels in excluded samples are
shown in Supplementary File Sl. The representative genotypes from
each population were artificially combined in ratios representing offspring over three generations (Table 1). The resultant genotypes for the
test set are shown in Supplementary File S2.
The test set of admixed genotypes was created by randomly combining one allele from each parent genotype at each locus . Combination
of two non-admixed parents (1 x 1) in the first generation produced the
second generation of offspring with an admixed ancestry ratio of 1:1.
The third generation offspring was produced by (a) ·combining a nonadmixed individual with a 1:1 admixed individual (1 x 1:1), resulting

2.2. Hypothetical ancestral root genotypes
Admixture results in increased heterozygosity. We artificially reversed the process of admixture towards theoretical proto-genotypes
that are homozygous at all loci for each population. Hypothetical BGA
founder populations would exhibit limited mating outside their population. As such, ancestry informative loci will be fixed for one allele
(homozygous), where that allele is characteristic of the founder population. This is an idealised scenario and would not occur in reality but
represents a hypothetical ancestral "root" genotype against which real
individuals could be compared to gauge their level of genetic distance
from this construct.
Average allele frequencies were collected from the SPSmart SNP
browser [25) at each ancestry informative locus for the African, European, East Asian, and American populations in the HGDP-CEPH
(Stanford) database. To determine the hypothetical root genotypes,
each locus was deemed homozygous for the most frequently occurring
allele. The resultant root genotypes (Supplementary File S2) for each of
the four reference populations were subsequently applied as reference
genotypes for the classifiers used for admixture prediction to see if they
offered any improvement in assignment accuracy.
2. 3. Classifiers
Predictive classifiers were compared for their ability to detect BGA
proportions in admixed individuals. Classifiers included STRUCTURE, a
generic Bayesian classification model, a novel genetic distance
105
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The classifiers that always predicted close to 100% for one BGA and
close to 00/4 for the others (i.e. "all-or-nothing") were excluded from
further comparison.
CLUMPAK [29) is a complementary analysis for STRUCTURE.
Multiple STRUCfURE runs are agglomerated and major and minor
"modes" (or bifurcations) for multiple repetitions at each K value are
identified. This can present a potential drawback when faced with urgent forensic cases. In this study, the STRUCTURE results file was
submitted to CLUMPAK where one major mode at K = 4 was identified
and the Method of Evanno [30] confirmed that this was the optimal
number of ancestral clusters.

Table 1
The test set of artificial admixture proportions generated from four ancestral
reference populations over three generations.
Combination

African

European

East Asian

Amerindian

Number of
simulated

individuals
1
2
3

◄

5
6
7

100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
50%
50%

8
9

10
11
12
13
I◄

15
16
17

2◄

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

50%
50%
50%

50"/4

50"/4
50%
75%
75%
75%
25%

25%
25%
75%
75%
75%

25%
25%
75%

25%

75%
75%

25%
25%
25%
50%

50%
50%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%

50%
50%

25%

25%

18

19
20
21
22
23

50%

25%
25%
50%
50%
50%
25%

25%

25%
25%
25%

25%
25%

25%
25%
25%
25%

50%

50%
25%
25%

25%
75%
75%
75%

50%

25%
25%
25%

25%
25%
50%
50%
50%
25%

23
23
23
5
23
23
10
23
10
10
23
23
10
23
23
10
23
23
10
10
10
10
23
10
10
23
10
10
23
10
10
10
10
10
30

2.4. Assessment of classifiers

Classifier performance was measured based on the divergence between the predicted and simulated ancestry proportions. We define
"divergence" here as the deviation of the predicted admixture proportion from the (known) simulated proportion. For example, consider a
(simulated) individual who is 25% African, 50% European, and 25%
East Asian; this corresponds to an individual having one African
grandparent, two European grandparents, and one East Asian grandparent. If the admixture predicted by a classifier is 10% African, 55%
European, 30% East Asian, and 5% Amerindian, then the divergence is
15% for African, 5% for European admixture, 5% for East Asian, and
5% for Amerindian. The total divergence (over all populations) is the
sum: 15% + 5% + 5% + 5% = 30%. This is then divided by the
number of populations to obtain the mean divergence per population
(MDP). The MDP can in turn be divided by the number of individuals to
obtain the mean divergence per population per individual (MDPI).
These divergence values indicate the amount by which predicted admixture is likely to be over or under-estimated and lower divergence is
sought for accurate classifiers. Obviously, a threshold divergence may
be applied for acceptable error.
Divergence values between classifiers and between different parental mixtures were compared by first running a Shapiro-Wilk and a
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smimov test for normality. This justified use
of the Friedman Test for non-parametric data, or Student's t-test if
otherwise, to test for significant differences (p < 0.05) between divergences.
Numerous factors influence the accuracy of BGA predictions, including the genetic representation of the training set, the informativeness of the genetic markers [31 ], and the computational approach behind the algorithm [7]. Genotypes were coded numerically as -1
(homozygous genotype), 0 (heterozygous genotype), and + 1

algorithm (GDA, Supplementary File S3) [7], the ipPCA program implemented in MATLAB 9.1 using the graphical user interface [1 5],
linear discriminant analysis as defined by the Ida function in the R
package MASS [26], multinomial logistic regression as defined by the
multinom function in the R package Met [26], and an artificial neural
network as defined by the neurabtet function in the Met and neurabtet
[27] packages. All R analyses were carried out in version 3.2.3 [28].
Generation 1

Generation 2

Generation 2

Generation 3

Fig. 2. An example pedigree chart showing the ancestral proportions in admixed offspring (circles) over three generations. Rectangular boxes above each offspring
represent the admixture ratio.
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STRUCI"URE and GDA predictions, while the MDPI differed by
1.4-10.7% (Fig. 5).
The distributions of divergences were found to be not normal (p <
0.05) for all levels of admixture and for both STRUCTURE and the GDA
using the Shapiro-Wilk test A two-sample Kolmogorov-Smimov test
confirmed that the data were not normally distributed for all but the
most extreme admixture (1:1:1:1). As a result, a non-parametric
Friedman test was applied to test for significant differences between
STRUCI"URE and the GDA. The distributions of divergences from
STRUCI"URE output were found to be significantly less than those for
the GDA for all levels of admixture except 1:1:1:1.
A further break down of the divergence shows STRUCI"URE most
accurately assigns BGA to individuals for 1:1 and 3:1 admixture ratios,
as opposed to the GDA classifier (Fig. 6 ). When more than three ancestral populations contribute to the genotype, STRUCI"URE becomes
less accurate, particularly for EAS and NAM populations. Classification
of EAS ancestry was poor for both STRUCI"URE and GDA. The largest
divergence tended to be an incorrect assignment of EAS contribution to
individuals declared to be EUR and NAM.
The average STRUCI"URE prediction (Supplementary File S6), performed better than GDA on all occasions except: EAS assignment of
2:1:1 admixed individuals, and EAS and NAM assignment of individuals
with 1:1 :1:1 ratio (Fig. 6). STRUCI"URE performed the best when test
individuals had a 1: 1 BGA ratio, resulting in the smallest interquartile
ranges (JQRs), closely followed by individuals with 3: 1 ratios. For admixture ratios of 2:1:1 , both STRUCI"URE and GDA performed similarly. The overall MDPI for 1:1:1:1 admixed individuals was lowest for
GDA (X = 6.5%) followed by STRUCI"URE (X = 7.9%).
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Fig. 3. Principal component analysis (PCA) showing the fiISt three principal
components (PCs) for non-admixed and artificially admixed individuals.
Unambiguously non-admixed individuals from the HGDP-CEPH database include Africans (red), Europeans (green), East Asians (yellow), and Amerindians
(dark blue). Admixture ratios are 1:1 (grey), 3:1 (pink), 2:1:l Oight blue), and
1:1:1:1 (black). The first three PCs represent 30% of the total variance.

3.3. Training with hypothetical ancestral root genotypes

(alternative homozygous genotype) in order to provide a symmetrical
representation of genetic distance (Supplementary File S4). Numerically coded data were plotted using PCA (Supplementary File S5) to
assess the ability of the selected genetic markers to differentiate reference populations from simulated admixed individuals. PCA was
performed using the prcomp function from the pca3d package in R [32).

Admixed individuals were simulated based on combinations of the
23 representatives from each of Africa, Europe, and East Asia, and five
representatives from America. A three dimensional PCA plot was created to view the spatial relationship between admixed individuals and
non-admixed reference individuals (Fig. 3). The full interactive view of
the PCA plot can be generated by running the pca3d code in R (Supplementary File S5) with Supplementary File S4 as input. Reference
samples are clearly separated with admixed individuals occupying the
intermediate spaces between contributing populations. Individuals with
greater degrees of admixture from multiple populations lay closer to the
origin, as expected.

The PCA plot of the HGDP-CEPH database and hypothetical root
genotypes shows each root lies at the extremity of the respective reference population cluster (Fig. 7), with the first three principal components explaining 49% of the total variance.
When classifiers were trained with hypothetical root genotypes, the
GDA classifier performed significantly better than STRUCI"URE for only
the 3:1 admixed individuals (p < 0.05) but was still worse than
STRUCI"URE trained with HGDP-CEPH individuals (Fig. 8). The use of
hypothetical roots significantly improved GDA classification (p <
0.05) for 1:1 and 3:1 admixtures by lowering the MDPI by 1.1-2.3%
(Table 2) compared to use of HGDP-CEPH individuals. The opposite
was observed for STRUCI"URE. Although the MDPI for STRUCI"URE
generally increased with use of hypothetical roots (Table 2), it improved when more admixture was present. The use of hypothetical
roots with STRUCI"URE yielded the lowest MDPI for 1:1:1:1 admixed
individuals (X = 4.7%, compared to X = 7.9% when trained with reference genotypes).
When divergence boxplots were produced for each of the four reference populations (Fig. 9), the variation in STRUCI"URE predictions
increased compared to when trained with the HGDP-CEPH database.
Contributions from the EAS population were again poorly predicted and
the divergence values for EUR increased.

3.2. Prediction of admixture proportions

4. Discussion

Some classifiers consistently assigned cluster membership proportions of close to 100% to one BGA and close to 0% for all others. We
refer to these as "all-or-nothing" classifiers (Fig. 4) and deem them
unsuitable for detection of admixture. Qassifiers that were capable of
assigning partial cluster membership proportions were assessed based
on divergence between predicted and known admixture proportions for
each individual. Fig. 5 compares divergence for various admixture ratios defined by their parent combinations. The MDP for STRUCI"URE
increased as admixture increases but decreased for GDA. There was a
maximum MDP difference of 21. 9% for any single individual between

In this study, we simulated admixture as a result of mixed par•
entage, that is, as a result of having parents from more than one re•
ference population. It should be noted that admixture can also be the
result of individuals and their recent ancestors belonging to a popula•
tion that has itself been subject to admixture due to historical migra•
tions and for which a representative reference population does not
exist. We have not attempted to represent these individuals. For example, individuals from the NAM population may have all parents and
grandparents from the same population but may still appear as admixed
between African, European, and Amerindian because of the colonial

3. Results

3.1. Artificially admixed individuals
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Fig. 4. Summary of classifier output for iterative pruning
principal component analysis (ipPCA), linear discriminant
analysis (LDAJ, multinomial logistic regression (MLR), an artificial neural network (ANN), a naive Bayesian classifier, a
novel genetic distance algorithm (GOA), and STRUCfURE.
The corresponding function that was implemented in R is
shown in brackets beside the classifier.

All-or-nothing

Na"ive Bayesian
GOA
STRUCTURE

J--

[~A-dmlxture~]

history of the Americas. Further, the NAM reference population is not
comprised solely of individuals who are only indigenous (i.e. without
African and European admixture). For this reason, only five unambiguously non-admixed individuals could be selected for the NAM
populations.
A maximwn of 23 individuals from the EAS population in HGDPCEPH were classified as 100% EAS by the generic Bayesian classifier,
MLR, and STRUCTURE. More individuals in the AFR and EUR population satisfied this condition (66 and 64 respectively) but only five
individuals from the NAM population did so. All unambiguously nonadmixed samples formed well separated, tight clusters when assessed
with PCA (Fig. 1) and so any subset of them would be representative. As
such, a random subset of 23 individuals was chosen from each of AFR
and EUR populations for consistency and five NAM individuals of
Karitiana and Surui ancestry. The numbers were limited by those individuals who satisfied our criteria for being "non-admixed" balanced
with having the same numbers of unambiguously non-admixed individuals in each population (with NAM the obvious exception).
A PCA plot of test individuals provides a visual representation of
their genetic composition in relation to non-admixed individuals
(Fig. 3). As expected, simulated admixture was located proportional to
the contribution from the respective non-admixed parent populations.
Individuals with a greater contribution from multiple ancestral sources
were located nearer the origin, more distant from the centroid of each
reference population cluster. Hypothetical roots should ideally lie on
vectors that pass through the centroid of reference clusters but maximise the distance from other reference populations. Fig. 7 shows this to
be the case with hypothetical roots lying at the extremities of the population clusters from which they were derived.
The non-parametric ipPCA model [ 1SJ is a refinement of the PCA
approach which utilises a clustering teclmique to identify distinct
subpopulations within the dataset. It is more accurate than STRUCTURE for inferring K for highly structured data but is also likely to
overestimate the number of subpopulations when classifying at the

continental level [1SJ. Since individuals can only be assigned to a single
subgroup (i.e. "all-or-nothing"), this algorithm cannot assign partial
membership and is not appropriate for admixture. Another approach
incorporates principal coordinate analysis with modal clustering (PCOMC) to infer population structure (20]. This is more computationally
efficient than STRUCTURE when analysing large data sets with many
loci [20] but does not provide a nwneric value to represent the proportion of assignment to each cluster.
Binary (bi-allelic) SNP loci were selected for this analysis but multiallelic variants with more than two alleles have the potential to distinguish between more populations. While STRUCTURE and GDA can
process multi-allelic loci, PCA requires nwneric coding of genotypes
which does not preserve genetic distance for variant data with more
than two alleles (bi-allelic), and therefore, alternative techniques such
as multidimensional scaling (MDS) or principal coordinates analysis
(PCoA) are required. These process genetic distance matrices which can
be generated from multi-allelic data.
Both STRUCTURE and our GDA, trained with either HGDP-CEPH
individuals or hypothetical root genotypes, tended to over-estimate
contributions from the EAS population. This resulted in higher divergence and large IQRs for the EAS boxplots compared to AFR, EUR, and
NAM (Figs. 6 and 9). Given the limited ability of the selected AISNPs to
differentiate EAS from NAM [7], no classifier showed particular advantage over the other for EAS classification.
Pritchard's STRUCTURE program and a generic Bayesian classifier,
such as the one featured on the Snipper online portal [22], have been
shown by Cheung et al. [7] to be highly accurate for BGA prediction of
non-admixed individuals. A generic GDA (also available on the Snipper
portal) was found to predict admixture in non-admixed individuals and
was therefore less accurate in these cases than STRUCTURE and the
generic Bayesian classifier. However, in this study, the same GDA shows
potential for detecting multiple ancestral sources in highly admixed
individuals. Cheung et al. [7] assumed that the HGDP-CEPH populations represented by AFR, EUR, EAS and NAM were non-admixed when,
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Fig. 5. BoXPlots of the mean divergence per population for prediction of ancestry proportions in artificially admixed indivduals using STRUCTURE and a genetic
distance algorithm (GDAJ. Classifiers were trained with individuals from the HGDP-CEPH database representing four reference populations: African, European, East
Asian, and Amerindian. The average of the means is depicted by a dashed line (mean divergence per population per individual).
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Fig. 6. Boxplots derived from divergence between the known and assigned biogeographical ancestry (BGA) proportion (horizontal axis) for admixed genotypes with
contributions from African (AFR), European (EUR), East Asian (EAS), and Amerindian (NAM) populations, respectively. The 'OVERALL' variable represents the mean
divergence per population across all four reference populations. Classifiers were STRUCTURE and the genetic distance algorithm (GOA) trained with individuals from
the HGDP-CEPH database. Artificial admixture resulted in genotypes with BGA ratios of (a) 1:1, (b) 3:1, (c) 2:1:1, and (d) 1:1:1:1. The average of the means is
depicted by a dashed line.
PC2

to a single BGA despite the presence of admixture. Of the generic
classifiers tested in this study, only STRUCl"URE and our GDA showed
the ability to assign admixed BGA proportions (Fig. 4). With small
degrees of admixture (1:1, 2:1, 2:1:1), STRUCTURE performed better
than GDA (p < 0.05).
Both MLR [23,24) and the Bayesian [7) algorithms are non-linear.
MLR incorporates exponential terms while the Bayesian algorithm
multiplies genotype frequencies in populations across multiple loci . As
such, both predictors are very sensitive to single locus effects where a
rare genotype at a single locus can drastically alter the membership
proportions towards or away from a population, producing an "all-ornothing" prediction. The GDA, however, incorporates a linear averaging so that any one locus does not have undue influence on the
prediction.
STRUCI"URE was not originally designed for ancestry prediction but
has been adopted for this purpose with great success [22,33-35] .
However, prediction accuracy declined with increasing admixture
(Fig. 5). STRUCl"URE employs an iterative procedure for assigning
admixture proportions to individuals from K ancestral populations until
the likelihood of membership is maximised. This process was more
accurate for skewed admixture ratios (i.e. 3:1, 2:1 :1) when trained with
HGDP-CEPH individuals. Alternatively, GDA predictions improve with
increasing admixture (Fig. 5). IQRs for the resulting MDP from GDA
predictions were larger (12.2-19.8%) for ratios 1:1, 3:1, and 2:1 :1 but
reduced for 1:1:1:1 (8.8%). The distance-based approach utilised by
GDA assigns BGA based on the genetic distance from the mean genotype frequency of each reference cluster. As admixture increases, population assignment approaches an average over all the clusters, represented by the origin on the PCA plot (Fig. 3). Therefore, GDA is a
more accurate classifier than STRUCI"URE when the degree of admixture increases, and particularly when the ratio is evenly divided
between reference populations.
STRUCTURE and GDA are both capable of classifying multiple populations in an admixed genotype with the maximum total divergence
from the known admixture being 12.7% when trained with the HGDPCEPH database. Given that any one grandparent contributes 100%
/ 8 = 12.5% towards an individual's DNA, two generations of ancestors
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Fig. 7. Principal component analysis (PCA) plot for the first three principal

components (PCs). Hypothetical root genotypes (black) were generated for each
of the African (red), European (green), East Asian (yellow), and Amerindian
(blue) populations from the HGDP-CEPH database. The first three PCs represent
49% of the total variance.

in fact, they may consist of many individuals who are somewhat admixed, especially in the case of NAM. In this study, we chose individuals found to be unambiguously non-admixed. These were used to
create 1:1, 3:1, 2:1:1, and 1:1:1:1 admixed individuals, for which only
STRUCI"URE and the GDA showed the ability to infer admixture proportions (Fig. 4).
BGA predictions should not be performed by classifiers that produce
"all-or-nothing" classifications, where individuals are assigned largely
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Fig. 8. Boxplots of the mean divergence per population for prediction of ancestry proportions in artificially admixed indivduals using STRUCTURE and a genetic

distance algorithm (GOA). Classifiers were trained with the hypothetical root genotypes for four reference populations: African, European, East Asian, and
Amerindian. The average of the means is depicted by a dashed line (mean divergence per population per individual).
Scandinavian, and Melanesian) could be beneficial. Assuming representative reference genotypes exist for these populations, each SRG
will represent a homozygous allele "dose".
It is important to note that any admixture prediction from autosomal markers cannot differentiate between an individual with parents
or grandparenrs from multiple BGAs and an individual with all parents
and grandparents from the same BGA that is not represented in reference populations. For example, an individual predicted to be 50%
AFR and 50% EUR may be an individual with one AFR parent and one
EUR parent, but could equally be an individual with all parents and
grandparents from North Africa (e.g. Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria) where
adequate North African reference populations do not exist. Similarly, an
individual predicted to be 50% EUR and 50% EAS could have one
parent each from Europe and East Asia or could have all parents and
grandparents from Central Asia (e.g. Kazakhstan) where adequate
Central Asian reference populations do not exist. As more reference
populations become included in databases like HGDP-CEPH and the
International Genome Sample Resource (IGSR, formerly 1000
Genomes), this problem will be less relevant, but until then, this issue of
interpretation must be considered. In addition to autosomal markers,
the use of lineage markers, including mtDNA, and those on the X and Y
chromosome, can further help to interpret ancestry and resolve ambiguous pedigrees.

Table 2

Mean divergence per population per individual (%) for each parent combination of artificially admixed offspring. Classifications were by STRUCTURE and a
genetic distance algorithm (GDA). Classifiers were either trained with samples
from the HGDP-CEPH database (HGDP) or hypothetical root genotypes (Root).
Generation Admixture Ratio

STRUCTURE
HGDP

Root

HGDP

Root

2ndl x l_l;I
3rd);) X ] ;J_J ;J
3rd) X J:)_3:J
3rd) x 1:1_2:1 :l
3rdl:I X l :1.2:l :l
3rdl:l x l:l_l :1:1:l

2.0
3.4
3,3
4.8
5.4
7.9

13.1
13.8
14.4
9.3
9.4
4.7

12.7
12.4
10.0
9.0
8.5
6.5

10.4
10.7
8.9
9.3
9.2
8.9

GOA

is probably the limit of detection with these classifiers.
Training classifiers with hypothetical root genotypes significantly
improved classification (reduced divergence) for GDA with moderate
admixture (1:1 and 3:1) and for STRUCfURE with extreme admixture
(1:1:1 :1) (Table 2). Despite an increase of 2.5% in divergence in GDA
classification for greater admixture levels (Table 2), distance-based
classifiers may benefit from a training set with hypothetical roots. The
identification of what may be termed "standard reference genotypes"
(SRGs) from distinct populations (e.g. Sub-Saharan African,
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Fig. 9 . Boxplots derived from divergence between the known and assigned biogeographical ancestry (BGA) proportion (x-axis) for admixed genotypes with con-

tributions from African (AFR), European (EUR), East Asian (EASJ, and Amerindian (NAM) populations, respectively. The 'OVERAll.' variable represents the mean
divergence per population across all four reference populations. Classifiers were STRUCTURE and the genetic distance algorithm (GOA). Hypothetical ancestral root
genotypes were created for the four reference populations and acted as a training set for each classifier to assign BGAs to artificially admixed individuals with BGA
ratios of (a) 1:1, (b) 3:1, (c) 2:1:1, and (d) 1:1:1:1. The average of the means is depicted by a dashed line.
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STRUCTURE decreases in accuracy as the nwnber of contributing
populations in an admixed individual increases. Given representative
reference genotypes, our GDA is better suited for assigning BGA for
highly admixed individuals with an even contribution from multiple
populations. Development of hypothetical ancestral root genotypes
further increases the accuracy of the GOA and improves STRUCTURE's
ability to identify highly admixed individuals with equally contributing
population proportions.
Our GOA offers shorter simulation run times and can be executed in
a spreadsheet environment without the requirement for large reference
genotype datasets. It is an appropriate alternative to STRUCTURE for
assigning BGA when admixture is prominent, particularly as advances
in MPS allow analyses of multi-allelic loci and larger sample sizes. The
GOA only requires mean allele frequencies at each locus for each reference population whereas STRUCTURE input files require strictly
formatted genotypes for every individual at every locus. The MOP!
differed by a maximwn of 10.7% between the two classifiers.
Additionally, a well-defined set of ancestry informative markers for EAS
and NAM populations will further reduce divergence values.
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Abstract
Thermo Fisher Scientific’s Human Identification (HID) SNP Genotyper plugin utilises an inbuilt panel of markers and reference populations for the inference of biogeographical ancestry
(BGA). Until now, its classification performance has not been compared with well-established
Bayesian and genetic distance approaches. For this study we were provided access to the
Genotyper plugin to implement a custom training and marker set to compare its classification
accuracy of non-admixed and admixed individuals. Output from Genotyper was found to be
highly correlated with the gold standard population analysis tool STRUCTURE for admixture
inference between African, European, East Asian, and American BGAs.
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4.1.

Introduction

Massively parallel sequencing (MPS) has improved the efficiency and accuracy of genome
sequencing through the processing of millions of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules
simultaneously (Behjati & Tarpey, 2013). Next generation sequencing (NGS), or second
generation sequencing, technology achieves higher throughput at lower costs by targeting
shorter read lengths of up to 400 base pairs (bp) compared to first generation sequencing
methods utilising capillary electrophoresis that target up to 1,000 bp (Niedringhaus et al., 2011;
Pareek et al., 2011). The entire human genome can now be sequenced in a single day through
MPS. However, repetitive DNA sequence regions are often difficult for MPS technology to
assemble (Treangen & Salzberg, 2012). This is where the Sanger method, which pioneered the
way for the first generation of sequencers (Metzker, 2010; Sanger et al., 1977), is still relevant
today to confirm regions of the DNA that experience poor coverage by MPS technology
(Harismendy et al., 2009; Von Bubnoff, 2008).
More recently, third generation sequencers provide even faster and cheaper solutions through
nanopore sequencing (Jain et al., 2018; Stoddart et al., 2009), also known as single molecule
sequencing real-time. This technology targets much longer read lengths of up to 100,000 bp
and has been shown to resolve complex genomic regions (Besser et al., 2018; Bleidorn, 2016).
Third generation sequencers are now available but have yet to include biogeographical ancestry
(BGA) inference into a comprehensive workflow.
Forensic analysis of BGA is currently available with second generation sequencers. The two
most commonly used platforms include Illumina’s MiSeq FGx (Jäger et al., 2017) and Thermo
Fisher Scientific’s Ion-Torrent Suite with the Human Identification (HID) single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) Genotyper plugin (Hollard et al., 2017). As of August 2017, the
independent company Verogen was launched to be the sole provider of all Illumina-based
forensic genomic platforms. Both instruments are capable of whole genome sequencing and
BGA inference from a biological sample, however, their approach differs in a number of
aspects: the number of reference populations included, the selection of ancestry-informative
markers (AIMs), the algorithm implemented to infer BGA, and the type of output graphics
(Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1

Comparison of variables used for ancestry inference by the HID SNP Genotyper

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the MiSeq FGx (Illumina).

Ancestry-informative

HID SNP Genotyper

MiSeq FGx

(Thermo Fisher Scientific)

(Illumina)

Precision ID Ancestry Panel

The ForenSeq™ DNA

marker panel

Signature Prep Kit, DNA
Primer Mix B

Number of ancestry-

151 (subset of Kidd+Seldin)

56 (Kidd)

1000 Genomes

1000 Genomes

Ancestral reference

African, European, East

African, European, East

populations

Asian, American, South

Asian, American

informative markers
Training set

Asian, Southwest Asian
(Middle Eastern), Oceanian
Admixture prediction

Converge Software:

ForenSeqTM Universal

algorithm

Bayesian maximum

Analysis Software: Principal

likelihood approach

coordinate analysis (PCA)

Geographic heat map

Two-dimensional PCA plot

Graphical output

The success of BGA inferences in forensics has opened up a market for sequencing technology
to incorporate BGA analysis into their workflow. The ForenSeq Universal Analysis Software
as part of the Illumina MiSeq provides simultaneous analysis of SNP and short tandem repeat
(STR) data. At the end of a run, the software produces a detailed report of sequence alignments,
allele calls, genotypes, phenotype estimation, and a two-dimensional principal component
analysis (PCA) plot for BGA. Despite the MiSeq offering a number of data analysis and
visualisation advantages, no numeric assignment to populations is provided. Additionally, PCA
calculates the covariance between two paired dependent variables (these variables being either
the allele or genotype inputs) that looks at how well two variables are correlated, which does
not necessarily represent the genetic distance between them. This can be misleading when
making visual assessments of the genetic variation between data points. The MiSeq PCA
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display is also limited to the first two principal components which means variation between the
more difficult-to-differentiate populations in higher dimensions will be missed (Cheung et al.,
2018b).
The HID SNP Genotyper (referred to hereinafter as Genotyper) plugin is run on the Ion Torrent
Server by Thermo Fisher Scientific. Its services include BGA admixture estimation using the
Precision ID Ancestry panel (formerly the HID-Ion AmpliSeqTM Ancestry Panel), which
consists of Kiddlab’s 55 (Kidd et al., 2014) and Seldin’s 123 (Kosoy et al., 2009) ancestryinformative SNPs. This is just one of five panels offered by the Ion Torrent Server to analyse
user samples in one comprehensive workflow. This plugin implements an in-built classification
algorithm through the Converge Software that infers BGA between seven continental
populations based on a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) approach. Confidence values
are reported with a heat map of ancestral affiliation.
The numeric population assignments produced by Genotyper are more meaningful inferences
of ancestry than that of the qualitative output produced by the Illumina MiSeq. A study by AlAsfi et al. (2018) on the Precision ID Ancestry panel reported concordance with self-declared
ancestry, however, the accuracy of the classifying algorithm has not been compared to the
current gold standard, STRUCTURE.
As this platform is widely available to the public and forensic community, it is important to
evaluate its ability to infer admixed BGA. To assess Genotyper’s performance, we were given
access to this plugin to implement customised datasets in place of the in-built marker panel and
reference populations.
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4.2.

Materials and methods

To assess the Converge Software as part of Genotyper, artificial admixture tests performed in
Cheung et al. (2018a) (Chapter 3) were replicated. A custom AIM panel consisting of a subset
of the SNPforID’s 34-plex (Phillips et al., 2007), SNPforID’s Eurasiaplex (Phillips et al.,
2013a), Kiddlab’s 55 ancestry-informative SNPs (Kidd et al., 2014), and Seldin’s 93 ancestryinformative SNPs (Kosoy et al., 2009) was formed. This panel has a total of 142 SNPs for
continental-level BGA differentiation and was first presented in Cheung et al. (2017) (Chapter
2). Allele frequencies from a training dataset of 516 individuals from the Human Genome
Diversity Project (HGDP-CEPH) Stanford database was then calculated and adapted for the
Ion Torrent Server v5.2.2 by the developers at Thermo Fisher Scientific to replace the in-built
165 Precision ID SNP panel. Test sets were then run in-silico through the server to classify 744
artificially admixed individuals simulated from samples in the HGDP-CEPH database, and
1,093 non-admixed individuals from the 1000 Genomes Phase 1 database. The Converge
Software infers BGA for seven continental populations but for this comparison we limited it to
four: African (AFR), European (EUR), East Asian (EAS), and American (AME).
The average difference between predicted and self-declared BGA proportions was calculated
for each population and averaged over all individuals to obtain the mean divergence per
population per individual (MDPI). The accuracy of the Converge Software was then compared
to the performance of STRUCTURE and a novel genetic distance algorithm (GDA) (Online
Resource 2, Appendix D) .
4.2.1. Artificially admixed individuals
Admixture ratios were simulated for three generations from unambiguously non-admixed
parental genotypes, which formed the first generation of the admixture phylogeny (Figure 2,
Chapter 3). The admixed ratio of the second generation offspring had half their genome
inherited from each non-admixed parent (1:1 ratio), given that the two parents originate from
a different ancestral population. The third generation cohort consisted of a cross between one
non-admixed individual and a second generation 1:1 admixed individual (1×1:1). Between four
populations, this produced either a 3:1 or 2:1:1 admixture ratio in the third generation offspring
(Figure 2, Chapter 3). If two second generation admixed individuals were crossed (1:1×1:1)
the possible resulting offspring in the third generation would have either a 1:1, 2:1:1, or 1:1:1:1
admixture ratio (Figure 2, Chapter 3).
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4.2.2. The HID SNP Genotyper algorithm
The in-built prediction algorithm carried out by the Converge Software calculates population
likelihoods based on a predefined set of genotype frequencies determined from training data.
Bayes Theorem is adapted to determine the admixture proportion (φ) given the observed
genotype, α (HID SNP Genotyper v4.3.1 FBS Guide). It follows that:

Pr  |    Pr  |   Pr  

[4.1]

The right-hand side of the equation is weighted by the prior probability of admixture
proportions, Pr(φ), but since no particular combination of populations is favoured, the equation
reduces to:

Pr  |    Pr  |  

[4.2]

This is equivalent to the likelihood value. Assuming all loci are in linkage equilibrium (i.e.
independence of loci), the likelihood value for the kth population is calculated as the product
of genotype frequencies at each locus (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 2017). Therefore, the best
combination of admixture proportions, φ, is that which maximises Pr(α | φ). To find this, the
Converge Software simulates all possible combinations of admixture in 5% increments
between four populations at a time (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 2017). In this study,
classifications were based on four reference populations: AFR, EUR, EAS, and AME.
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4.3.

Results

Non-admixed and admixed test individuals were run in-silico through the Ion Torrent Server
that was adapted to a custom panel of 142 ancestry-informative SNPs. The cumulative
Rosenberg’s informativeness for assignment (Rosenberg et al., 2003) was calculated for the
142 SNPs to determine the overall differentiation potential per population (Figure 4.1). The
differentiation potential in this panel was highest for AFR and lowest for EAS.

-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~- - NNMM·•~~~~~~mm~~oo--NNMM.

Marker Number
-

Figure 4.1

African -

European -

EastAsian -

American

Cumulative Rosenberg’s informativeness for assignment for each ancestry-informative

marker in the 142 single nucleotide polymorphism panel. Marker informativeness was measured for
African, European, East Asian, and American reference populations.

4.3.1. Classification of non-admixed individuals
Admixture proportions were reported for each individual along with confidence values for the
assignment (Appendix F). The inferred BGA for non-admixed individuals were highly
correlated with the self-declared Africans, Europeans, and East Asians when classified with
STRUCTURE and Genotyper (MDPI < 5%) (Table 4.2). The AME population, however, had
a large MDPI (35-40%) with a large portion reflecting EUR admixture (Figure 4.2d). This was
consistent across all three classifiers. STRUCTURE and GDA also reflected 15-25% of EAS
ancestry in the AME population. Classifications with GDA distinguished a large but not
dominant AME influence in the EAS test set (Figure 4.2c) that was not identified by
STRUCTURE nor Genotyper.
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Table 4.2

Mean divergence per population per individual (%) for non-admixed and admixed

individuals of the second (2nd) and third (3rd) generations. Classifications were carried out with
STRUCTURE, the HID SNP Genotyper plugin (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and a generic genetic
distance algorithm (GDA). Classifiers were trained with samples from the HGDP-CEPH (Stanford)
database with self-declared biogeographical ancestry from African, European, East Asian, and
American populations. The non-admixed test dataset was sourced from the 1000 Genomes Phase 1
database.

Generation

STRUCTURE

HID SNP Genotyper

GDA

African

4.4

3.9

1.9

European

1.5

2.3

8.5

East Asian

1.0

1.6

20.0

American

39.7

35.2

39.6

(2nd 1×1) 1:1

2.0

2.3

12.7

(3rd 1:1×1:1) 1:1

3.4

3.3

12.4

(3rd 1×1:1) 3:1

3.3

3.2

10.0

(3rd 1×1:1) 2:1:1

4.8

4.6

9.0

(3rd 1:1×1:1) 2:1:1

5.4

5.0

8.5

(3rd 1:1×1:1) 1:1:1:1

7.9

7.4

4.7

Admixture Ratio
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Figure 4.2

■ European

Genotyper
■ East Asian

GDA
■

Amelican

STRUCTURE
■

African

■ European

Genotyper
■ East Asian

GDA
■

American

Proportion of biogeographical ancestry assigned to self-declared populations with

different classifiers. The self-declared populations were sourced from the 1000 Genomes Phase 1
database and included (a) Africans, (b) Europeans, (c) East Asians, and (d) Americans. Classification
by STRUCTURE, the HID SNP Genotyper plugin (Genotyper), and a generic genetic distance
algorithm (GDA) are shown.

Classifier output for the non-admixed AFR, EUR, and EAS individuals was highly correlated
between the three classifiers based on the Spearman’s correlation significance test (ρ > 0.7).
The difference between MDPI values was the smallest between STRUCTURE and Genotyper
with a maximum of 5% discrepancy (Table 4.2).
4.3.2. Classification of artificially admixed individuals
Artificial admixture was simulated for four ratios, in order of increasing admixture: 1:1, 3:1,
2:1:1, and 1:1:1:1. The MDPI resulting from both STRUCTURE and Genotyper classifications
increased as individuals became more admixed, whereas the MDPI from GDA decreased
indicating improved performance (Table 4.2). STRUCTURE and Genotyper were highly
correlated for all admixture tests resulting in a Spearman’s coefficient of 0.6 < ρ < 0.9. The
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significance tests also indicated that these two classifiers individually had low to no correlation
with GDA (ρ < 0.2).
All MDPI values from Genotyper classifications of the third generation of admixture were
lower than STRUCTURE. STRUCTURE became the worst performing classifier with an
MDPI of 7.9% in highly admixed individuals (1:1:1:1). Overall, Genotyper resulted in lower
MDPI than STRUCTURE by a maximum of 0.5%.
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4.4.

Discussion

The HID SNP Genotyper plugin for the Ion Torrent Server offers BGA analysis of DNA
samples. For the purposes of this study we were able to implement a custom training set
appropriate for the desired test data. This, however, is currently not a feature of the commercial
Genotyper plugin. Users are restricted to classification with seven reference populations and
an in-built AIM panel. This restriction can be problematic for analysis of populations that are
not represented in reference data (Pereira et al., 2017; Themudo et al., 2016).
STRUCTURE and Genotyper are both Bayesian model-based likelihood estimators and
showed a similar pattern of performance with the non-admixed and admixed test (Table 4.2).
Bayesian model-based methods have been well received as an approach for computing
probabilities for population genetics data (Corander et al., 2003) over the use of distance-based
measures (Cornuet et al., 1999; Huelsenbeck et al., 2001). As admixture ratios increased in the
artificially admixed individuals, the MDPI in STRUCTURE and Genotyper inferences slowly
increased whereas they decreased for GDA. GDA reported the lowest MDPI for evenly
admixed individuals with a 1:1:1:1 ratio (Table 4.2).
The maximum MDPI for the artificially admixed individuals was at most 8% with the modelbased likelihood classifiers and 13% with the distance-based GDA. Assessment of nonadmixed populations saw the lowest MDPI for EAS with STRUCTURE and Genotyper,
however, not with GDA. The lack of EAS-informative markers in the panel (Figure 4.1) had a
greater impact on GDA, hindering its ability to differentiate EAS individuals from AME. The
small genetic distance between the two populations was not a result of genetic similarity but
rather from a lack of EAS-informative markers.
The self-declared AME test individuals sourced from the 1000 Genomes database are not truly
representative of indigenous Americans (Phillips, 2015). A large portion of the AME test
individuals showed genetic structure owing to EUR ancestry (Figure 4.2d), which is consistent
with the colonial history of the Americas by EUR settlers in the early 1500s (Carvajal-Carmona
et al., 2000). As a result, the MDPI for the AME test set resulted in the highest MDPI of 3540% (Table 4.2). A small proportion of EAS ancestry was also detected in the AME population
(Figure 4.2d), which is consistent with early migrations from the East into indigenous America.
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The 2:1:1 admixed offspring who were simulated from two admixed parents (1:1×1:1) resulted
in a greater MDPI than those who were simulated from one admixed and one non-admixed
parent (1×1:1) (Table 4.2). Although this increase was at most only 2%, it is possible that
ancestral admixture from the parent generation passed down an uneven division of populationspecific markers. For example, a 1:1 admixed parent with even contributions from AFR and
EUR ancestors theoretically passes down half their genome from each population to their
offspring. However, it is possible that the random 50% of the genotypes that is passed down
does not consist of an even proportion of AFR- and EUR-specific genotypes, but instead 25%
AFR and 75% EUR could be inherited (for example). This increases the MDPI despite the
classifier correctly identifying the true inherited ancestral contributions.
4.4.1. The population likelihood approach for admixture
Genotyper employs an MLE approach that simulates all possible BGA combinations in 5%
increments. The proportion of admixture from each population that maximises the likelihood
value is selected. Reduction in increment size may improve the classifier’s sensitivity but will
also increase simulation time.
STRUCTURE makes random assignments into population clusters at varying ratios (Pritchard
et al., 2000). It is guided by a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach to determine the
most likely admixture proportion. These proportions are continuous and not limited to 5%
increment intervals like Genotyper. As a consequence, STRUCTURE classifications are
susceptible to small errors either side of the declared value. This is assumed to have contributed
to the larger MDPI value than Genotyper for the non-admixed AFR, non-admixed AME, and
all admixture tests except the second generation 1:1 (Table 4.2).
The MDPI difference between STRUCTURE and Genotyper was at most 5%. This suggests
that the 5% increments implemented in Genotyper is a reasonable maximum interval for
simulating admixture that maximises the speed-accuracy trade-off.
Both STRUCTURE and Genotyper employ an MLE approach that produces the most accurate
inferences of admixture estimation. STRUCTURE is a highly accurate classifier but is hindered
by its complicated application of strict formatting files, its system-heavy software that requires
large random-access memory, and its space consuming output files for each run.
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Considerations for these limitations have seen STRUCTURE analyses being run in the Cloud
environment (Wang et al., 2015).
The Genotyper approach has proven to be just as successful for the inference of subpopulations
without the need for the system-heavy MCMC simulations (García et al., 2017; Pereira et al.,
2017). However, the main limitation is not being able to implement customised AIM panels
and reference populations suitable for the test data. This is particularly a problem when test
individuals originate from populations that are not represented in the in-built reference data
(Lee et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2017; Themudo et al., 2016). Therefore, we suggest developing
a similar approach as Genotyper, but with modifications that could improve performance.
These include increasing the admixture simulation to combinations between five or more
populations at a time and decreasing admixture increment size to 1%. This will increase the
overall run-time but should not exceed the MCMC process time employed by STRUCTURE.
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4.5.

Conclusion

The comparison of various classification algorithms for the inference of BGA in both nonadmixed and admixed individuals revealed that Bayesian model-based classifiers employing
an MLE approach are the most accurate. This process requires simulation of different ancestral
combinations and calculating the likelihood value of various admixture proportions given the
observed genotype. The admixture combination that maximises the likelihood value is selected.
STRUCTURE has been the gold standard approach for BGA inference but the Converge
Software, implemented by Genotyper, is highly concordant with STRUCTURE and accurate
for BGA inference.
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Abstract
Common multidimensional scaling (MDS) techniques include principal component analysis
(PCA) and principal coordinate analysis (PCoA). Eigenvector decomposition is performed to
reduce the dimensionality of a dataset and can be plotted for a visual assessment of the
variations in the dataset. For the analysis of biogeographical ancestry, three principal axes are
sometimes required to separate the genetic differences between major continental populations.
Given that three-dimensional plots are not always feasible nor available depending on the
system’s graphical processing capability, an alternative approach for visualising the spatial
separation in the third and fourth dimensions is presented using colour comparisons.
This study introduces a novel technique that plots colour-coded data points on a PCoA plot
based on the variation reflected in the third and fourth principal coordinate axes. This approach
can be adapted to other MDS methods such as PCA. A custom selection of 272 ancestryinformative bi-allelic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) was analysed in 2,100
individuals from the 1000 Genomes database. Individuals were self-declared as being from one
of six reference populations: African, European, Central/South Asian, East Asian, American,
or Oceanian.
Three colour models are provided in an R coded script to implement either the red-green-blue,
cyan-magenta-yellow-key, or cyan-magenta-yellow colour models on a PCoA plot. Initial
assessment of the dataset in two dimensions showed the American population overlapping with
the South and East Asian population clusters. When all three principal axes were plotted, it was
evident that none of the six reference populations overlapped. In the absence of the third axis,
this variation can be portrayed through colour comparisons.
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5.1.

Introduction

Ancestry-informative markers (AIMs) based on single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) loci
can currently distinguish up to six continental populations (Rosenberg et al., 2002), roughly
categorised as: African (AFR), European (EUR), Central/South Asian (SAS), East Asian
(EAS), American (AME), and Oceanian (OCE). Human deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) samples
are genotyped at these loci to obtain an estimate of ancestral affiliation. Multidimensional
scaling (MDS) techniques can help uncover underlying genetic structure by reducing the
dimensionality of the data into simpler components. These components form the axes that
reflect the greatest amount of variance in the data and can be plotted for a visual assessment.
For biogeographical ancestry (BGA), individuals of the same continental populations tend to
cluster together (Kidd et al., 2014; Kosoy et al., 2009; Rosenberg et al., 2002).
Principal component analysis (PCA) and principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) are two
common MDS approaches used to visualise highly variable data. PCA calculates a covariance
matrix and performs eigenvalue decomposition to determine linear axes (principal
components) that maximise the variation in the data. PCoA, however, is more appropriate for
preserving genetic distance as it assesses the pairwise distances between the loci. The first
principal component or coordinate (PC) represents the largest linear variation in the data. This
is calculated by minimising the sum of the squared distances from the axis to each data point.
Subsequent PCs maximise the variance along orthogonal axes but explain consecutively less
variation than the preceding PC.
This study presents a technique that employs colour-coded data points to substitute the plotting
of the third and fourth PC axes. PCA/PCoA of BGA data sometimes requires three or more PC
axes for continental population differences to be distinguished (Cheung et al., 2018b) (Chapter
1.3). Three-dimensional (3D) plots are often represented on a two-dimensional (2D) surface
(e.g. a computer screen or on paper) with PC points assigned an arbitrary hue based on preconceived ideas about reference populations. Unless these 3D plots are interactive, the static
form can be misleading depending on the angle of view. This chapter demonstrates a technique
for representing up to four PCs in a 2D or 3D plot with the aid of colour gradients to represent
the spatial location of the data. This colouring technique also benefits individuals with visual
agnosia who suffer depth perception deficits that lead to a loss of 3D vision, known as ‘flat
vision’ (Turnbull et al., 2004).
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5.1.1. Colour models
Two colour models exist from which colour gradients can be represented as mixes of three or
four core colours: the red-green-blue (RGB) and cyan-magenta-yellow-key (CMYK) models.
The fourth component ‘key’ (referred to hereinafter as black) in the CMYK model functions
as a brightness scale. Colour can be used to represent the variation in the third and fourth PCs
in a 2D PCA/PCoA plot. This approach is separate from the phenomenon of
chromostereoscopy where coloured stimuli equidistant from the observer are perceived as
being at different spatial depths (Allen & Rubin, 1981; Einthoven, 1885; Thompson et al.,
1993).
Colour in this study is used to reflect the variation between data points as depicted by the third
and fourth PCs. The intention is to assist user interpretation of 3D PCA/PCoA in 2D space
using a gradual transition of colour (e.g. colour gradients) based on PC values rather than
arbitrary colour assignments. We demonstrate this using multidimensional analysis of BGA
data.
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5.2.

Materials and methods

Colour-coded plots are demonstrated with PCoA in this study but can be similarly applied to
PCA. PCoA was performed in the statistical programming language, R, on populations sourced
from the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 database. Genotypes were analysed for a custom selection of
272 ancestry-informative bi-allelic SNPs. Individuals self-identified as either AFR, EUR, SAS,
EAS, AME, or OCE. This formed our dataset to demonstrate the application of colour-coded
points on a PCoA plot. Each PC value was firstly scaled into the range of the respective colour
model: [0, 255] for RGB or [0, 100] for CMYK. The first four PCs were combined and
transformed into a six-digit code preceded with ‘#’, known as the HEX colour code. The
resulting hue was then assigned to the corresponding data point.
5.2.1. Colour-coding with the RGB and CMYK colour models
The R script for implementing a colour-coded PCoA for BGA analysis of six populations
(Appendix G) was developed to assist the visualisation of high dimensional data. PCoA was
performed on the dataset using the pcoa function as part of the ape package (Paradis et al.,
2004) in R. This function generates a distance matrix from the data to calculate the eigenvalues
for each PC. The first four PCs were taken and scaled down into the range of [0, 100] for the
CMYK model. If the RGB colour model is used, scaling of the first three PCs into [0, 255] is
automatically performed by the rgb function in the next step.
PC values were taken to represent the decimal code for the chosen colour model and converted
into the corresponding HEX colour code using the rgb function. With the rgl package
installed, users are then able to produce a 2D or interactive 3D PCoA plot in R. This same
approach can be adapted to PCA and other MDS techniques.
Colour conversions from CMYK to RGB are achieved with the following equations (5.1-5.3):
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 Cyan   Black 
Red  255  1 
  1 

100 
 100  

[5.1]

 Magenta   Black 
Green  255  1 
  1 

100  
100 


[5.2]

 Yellow   Black 
Blue  255  1 
  1 

100  
100 


[5.3]
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The fourth CMYK colour dimension in black is equivalent to a brightness scale for the colours
cyan-magenta-yellow (CMY). It represents the variation in the fourth PC (PC4) but because
large values of black diminish the overall colour brightness, it can be difficult to determine the
assigned colour of the data point. Removing this dimension reveals a clearer colour in CMY.
Therefore, simultaneous comparison with both CMY and CMYK are recommended.
An RGB and CMY colour reference chart is provided as both a 3D illustration showing colour
references for several core spatial locations (Figure 5.1), as well as in two dimensions
consisting of three planar slices along the third PC axis for RGB (Figure 5.2) and CMY (Figure
5.3). These references serve as a guide for which colours traverse which spatial dimension in
the PCoA plot. Points on the plot that appear as one of the colours in the upper planar slices
are an indication of dispersion into the third dimension. Note that the RGB and CMY scales
are the same with the axes reversed.
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5.3.

Results

Six continental populations sampled from the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 database were analysed
with PCoA. There was no overlap between any of the six reference populations when the first
three PCs were plotted (Figure 5.4). This distinction, however, was not clear for the AME
cluster in the 2D PCoA plot (Figure 5.5), which appears to overlap SAS and EAS. By
implementing the colour-coding scheme, separation between each population is portrayed in
the colour transitions without having to physically plot the third PC axis (Figure 5.5b and
Figure 5.5d).
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Principal coordinate analysis plot in three dimensions with four different colour

schemes: (a) a single colour per self-declared population where the colours orange, light blue, pink,
yellow, dark blue, and aqua-green represent African, European, Central/South Asian, East Asian,
American, and Oceanian respectively; (b) the RGB colour model to represent the first three principal
coordinates; (c) the CMYK colour model to represent the first four principal coordinates; and (d) the
CMY colour model to represent the first three principal coordinates.
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Principal coordinate analysis plot in two dimensions with four different colour

schemes: (a) a single colour per self-declared population where the colours orange, light blue, pink,
yellow, dark blue, and aqua-green represent African, European, Central/South Asian, East Asian,
American, and Oceanian respectively; (b) the RGB colour model to represent the first three principal
coordinates; (c) the CMYK colour model to represent the first four principal coordinates; and (d) the
CMY colour model to represent the first three principal coordinates.

Both 2D (Figure 5.5) and 3D (Figure 5.4) plots are displayed with four colour schemes for
comparison. These included the assignment of: (a) single population colours consisting of an
arbitrary selection of hues per population; (b) the RGB colour model based on the first three
PCs; (c) the CMYK colour model based on the first four PCs; and (d) the CMY colour model
based on the first three PCs. Analysis of the flat 2D PCoA plot with single population colours
(Figure 5.5a) shows individuals are generally well clustered within their declared population,
with exception to a few outlying AME individuals. This serves as a useful reference for
knowing which points correspond to which population since adding physical labels beside each
point can clutter the plots when sample sizes are large.
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5.3.1. PCoA analysis with colour models
When PCoA was plotted with the CMYK model, a large number of points diminished in colour,
appearing quite dark. This is influenced by high values along the fourth PC (PC4) which
corresponds to a high value in the fourth base colour, black. If all points within a cluster are
consistently the same brightness level this means the variation in the fourth PC is low amongst
these points. Each population cluster in the CMYK PCoA plot (Figure 5.4c and Figure 5.5c)
are a consistent brightness, which indicates no additional variation that is not already depicted
in the lower dimensions.
After removal of the black component, the colours were much brighter and easier to discern
(Figure 5.4d and Figure 5.5d). Without using the RGB or CMY colour scheme in the 2D PCoA
plot, the AME population appeared to be intermediate between the SAS and EAS cluster, with
some overlapping individuals (Figure 5.5a). Overall, only five clusters were distinctly visible,
corresponding to the AFR, EUR, SAS, EAS, and OCE populations (Figure 5.5a). The
information obtained from the RGB and CMY colour schemes indicated the AME population
is separated from SAS and EAS along the third PC axis (Figure 5.5b and Figure 5.5d), forming
a distinct cluster of its own. If AME was not a distinct cluster separate from SAS and EAS, we
would see the assigned hue for Americans be a slow transition from the orange or royal blue
of the SAS population to the red or cyan of the EAS population based on the RGB and CMY
models respectively (Figure 5.5b and Figure 5.5d). However, the AME individuals are pink
(RGB model) and light green (CMY model), which correspond to the third planar slice in the
colour reference charts (Figures 5.1-5.3). This indicates that the AME population does not
overlap the SAS or EAS clusters but instead separates in the third dimension. This observation
is supported by the 3D PCoA plots (Figure 5.4).
The largest variations in the dataset can be seen in the 2D plots with the first two PCs, but
spatial separation of the AME population is only visible in the 3D plots. There is no overlap
between any of the six populations, which is not evident in two dimensions if not for the RGB
and CMYK colouring schemes.
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5.4.

Discussion

This study presents a novel approach to represent the variation in the third and fourth PC axes
using colour. For highly variable data, more than two PC axes may be required to appropriately
reflect the distinction between different clusters. Interactive 3D plots that offer different
viewing angles are more informative than static 3D plots, particularly if the default angle does
not clearly show the distinction between data points. The amount of population differentiation
is also dependent on the AIMs selected. Potentially with a good selection of AIMs, all variation
could be depicted in the first two PCs. However, if this is not the case, more PC axes are
required.
A novel R script was developed for colour-coded PCoA in the event that three or four PCs are
required to explain the variation in a dataset. Two colour models are offered: the RGB and
CMYK colour models. A brightness scale is incorporated when CMYK is used, representing
the fourth PC, but this can be omitted so that colour mixes between cyan, magenta, and yellow
remain. The same observations can be drawn from the RGB model, which provides an
alternative colour scheme for users to choose from.
5.4.1. Application of non-arbitrary colour to PCoA plots
The PCoA plots showed clear distinction between the AFR, EUR, SAS, EAS, and OCE
populations in 2D space with an arbitrary colour assigned to each population (Figure 5.5a). The
AME cluster, however, could not be distinguished from SAS nor EAS in the first two PCs
alone. The third PC axis was required to separate the AME population and reveal no overlap
between any two populations (Figure 5.4a). This information can be achieved through the use
of colour in replacement of plotting additional axes (Figure 5.5b-d).
By implementing a colour-coding scheme determined by the PCs, the 2D PCoA plot showed
SAS and EAS clusters are royal blue and cyan respectively with the CMY colour model (Figure
5.5d). This corresponds to the first planar reference slice when the third PC (PC3) is zero
(Figure 5.3a). The AME individuals, on the other hand, take on a shade of green that
corresponds to the third planar slice where PC3 = 100 (Figure 5.3c). This may be more obvious
with the RGB colour scheme where the orange and red of SAS and EAS respectively
correspond to the first planar slice (Figure 5.2a) but the pink coloured AME points correspond
to the third planar slice (Figure 5.2c). These hues indicate that the AME population is separated
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along PC3, which is not visible in the flat 2D view. No combination of 2D PC axes will clearly
depict the AME separation from SAS and EAS given this set of AIMs (data not shown).
If a fourth PC is required, the variation along PC4 can be depicted using a brightness scale as
per the CMYK colour scheme. Large variations in PC4 between two data points, that appear
clustered in the first three PCs, is identified as a bright point amongst a cluster of dark points,
or vice versa. The only disadvantage of this colour scale is that high PC4 values diminish the
brightness of the overall hue. It is reasonable to remove this brightness scale once an assessment
is made and execute a PCoA with the CMY colour scheme.
The advantage of the colour schemes is to replace the arbitrary assignment of hues to each
population with hues derived from spatial PC location. Individuals that are admixed will
instead take on an intermediate hue between the hues of similar reference populations.
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5.5.

Conclusions

Colour can be used as a tool to represent the variation along PC3 and PC4 in 2D space.
Although this qualitative approach may not be as effective as observing the spatial distances
themselves, it can benefit individuals with depth processing deficits who experience ‘flat
vision’.
The variation in BGA data can be misinterpreted when limited to 2D PCA/PCoA. Dependent
on the AIM panel utilised, admixed Americans usually require a minimum of three PCs to be
separated from East Asians (Cheung et al., 2018b). The addition of colour to represent spatial
location provides an aid to MDS techniques when: variation is depicted in PC3 but the axis is
not plotted; the visual angle is not clear in 3D plots; or the spatial depth from the 3D projection
on a 2D surface cannot be processed (e.g. users who have visual processing deficits). This
technique has been be implemented for PCoA but can similarly be adapted for PCA and other
MDS plots.
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6.2.

Performance of ancestry-informative SNP and microhaplotype

markers
A large number of ancestry-informative markers (AIMs) have been published to differentiate
between two or more continental populations. The selection of AIMs is important for
determining allele or genotype frequencies from the reference populations. Although it may be
true that panels with a greater number of markers allow for more accurate biogeographical
ancestry (BGA) inferences (Pardo-Seco et al., 2014), it is also possible that an abundance of
markers with high differentiation potential for a single reference population introduces noise
and reduces the accuracy of population assignment (Liu et al., 2005). Larger panel sizes mean
longer run times and greater computational load, which is not ideal for forensic investigations
that benefit from quick turnarounds. Smaller refined AIM panels are ideal for multiplexes
where marker space is limited.
Amongst well-established single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) panels, microhaplotypes
(MHs) have more recently emerged as alternative ancestry markers. Inclusion of all available
AIMs is not always feasible, and an unbalanced panel dominated by markers for a single
population can skew BGA inferences. Therefore, a systematic approach is required to rank and
select the most informative markers while achieving a balance of differentiation potential
between populations. This balanced marker set means a greater number of population-specific
markers for hard-to-differentiate populations and less markers for those that are easily
differentiated are selected.
A balance of population differentiation potential was obtained in the EUROFORGEN panel
between five reference populations (Phillips et al., 2014). The authors state that this was not
easily achieved particularly for under-represented populations for which little AIMs exist. It is
acknowledged that balance cannot always be achieved with various continental populations,
particularly in size limited panels, but nevertheless it should be attempted where possible.
The final choice of markers is dependent on the statistical metric employed to calculate the
differentiation potential. In this chapter, a comparison of metrics is performed to determine the
combination of metric and marker type that produces the most accurate BGA inferences. This
has been incorporated and presented as an R coded script for implementation with a custom
candidate marker set. The following section and its supplementary material (Appendix H) are
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ABSTRACT

Keywords;
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The use of microhaplotypes (MHs) for ancestry inference has added to an increasing number of ancestry-informative markers (AIMs) for forensic application that includes autosomal single nucleotide polymorphisms

Allele frequency
Ancestry-informative markers
Population differentiation potential

(SNPs) and insertions/deletions (indels). This study compares bi-allelic and tri-allelic SNPs as well as MH
markers for their ability to differentiate African, European, South Asian, East Asian, and American population
groups from the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 database. A range of well-established metrics were applied to rank each
marker according to the population differentiation potential they measured. These comprised: absolute aHele
frequency differences (o); Rosenberg's informativeness for (ancestry) assignment Un); the fixation index (FsT);
and the effective number of a11e)es (Ae). A pane] consisting of a11 three marker types resulted in the lowest mean
divergence per population per individual (MDPI = 2.16%) when selected by In- However, when marker types
were not mixed, MHs were the highest performing markers by most metrics (MDPI < 4%} for differentiation
between the five continental populations.

1. Introduction

Sequencing of the entire human genome is becoming increasingly
faster and more accessible with the development of next generation
sequencing (NGS) technology. It has assisted the discovery of numerous
trait-linked markers for disease diagnosis and forensic analyses [l ,2].
The greater the number of markers used, the more accurate ancestry
predictions are supposed to be [3]. However, this has not been proven
and a refined panel of efficient markers are favoured for forensics,
particularly in multiplex assays where small and robust panels maintain
the all-important sensitivity of the assay, as well as reducing costs and
use of limited evidential material.
To predict the biogeographical ancestry (BGA) of a donor requires
ancestry-informative markers (A!Ms) with maximum genetic differentiation between populations, ideally including those with one allele
fixed in one or more populations and alternative alleles fixed in other
populations. Yang et al. [ 4,5] ranked short tandem repeat (STR) markers by "marker efficiency" which we will describe as "differentiation
potential ". This was based on a measure which took half the sum of the
absolute allele frequency differences between them. It focused on two
populations commonly assumed to be admixed: European Americans

~

and African Americans. Ding et al. [6] investigated the potential of
autosomal single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to differentiate
between Africans and Europeans and between Chinese and Japanese by
various measures.
Different selection me ttics have been applied to rank and filter
candidate sets of highly informative ancestry loci to maximise differentiation between populations [6,7]. Most common metrics include
allele frequency differences Col, Rosenberg's informativeness for assignment Unl, and the fixation index (FsTl- These metrics have been
used lo select amongst autosomal SNPs and microhaplotypes (MHs)
[8- 10]. In studies that compared panel performance using SNP data, In
and FsT were highly concordant and amongst the most accurate for
ancestry assignment [6, 11 , 12].
The estimation of FsT has been defined differently in various studies
with varied assumptions and parameter interpretations applied
[]3- 15]. FsT was originally inttoduced by Wright [16,17] as a ratio of
variances between bi-allelic loci based on allele frequency differences
between subpopulations. However, this assumes there are no fluctua tions in allele frequency in the population, which is possible if population sizes are large, while mutation and selection pressures are absent.
Wright's FsT is bounded by zero and one, and can lead lo overestimation
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of the genetic difference between populations in small sample sizes
(18]. Kimura (1 9] later extended the scenario of random genetic drift
between bi-allelic loci to multiple alleles. This is incorporated in Nei's
adaptation of Fs-r, a generalisation of Wright's metric that produces the
same result in the case of two alleles (20].
Small negative FsT values have generally been interpreted as artefacts of sampling and rounded to zero. However, when genetic differentiation is very close to zero or when there is greater heterozygosity
within a sub-population than in the total population (Le. an apparent
violation of the Wahlund effect at any locus [21 ]), FsT estimators can
produce negative values at individual loci. It should be remembered
that FsT has historically been used to measure genetic distance between
populations and not for the selection of AIMs. It has often been averaged over multiple loci, and in such cases occasional negative values
are countered by positive values.
More recently, a measure of allele diversity has been introduced
which draws upon the effective number of alleles, Ae (22]. Markers
with equally frequent alleles are scored highly and rank well for their
ability to detect mixtures. This has contributed to the selection of MHs
with dual ability for mixture deconvolution and ancestry inference
(9,22,23].
Uni-parentally inherited markers trace a single lineage, which is
highly informative for inferring ancient ancestral membership, but can
be misleading for the inference of more recent ancestry, particularly
when there is population admixture. Autosomal markers, on the other
hand, are inherited from both parents and can therefore reveal more
recent co-ancestry contributions. Ancestry-informative SNPs are favoured over STRs because of their low mutation rates, however SNPs
are restricted to mostly two, or more rarely, three and four alleles (bi-,
tri- and tetra-allelic loci), which limits the number of unique populations that can be differentiated by any one marker. This also makes
SNPs poor identifiers of mixtures whereas the highly variable repeat
regions of STRs provide better discrimination between individual DNA
sources. MHs are a combination of multiple SNP loci within 300 base
pairs (bps) and show promise in providing the same ancestral information as individual SNPs, with the benefit of low mutation rates,
while also detecting higher levels of variability from multi-allelic
markers [22]. MHs therefore have the potential to supplement ancestryinformative SNP panels with their multiple applications which include,
but are not limited to, ancestry inference, mixture detection, and
human identification. They could potentially be applied to missing
persons identification, relationship testing, and medical diagnostics

proportions amongst populations were selected from 1000 Genomes
Phase 3 [29]. They included the six tri-allelic loci in the Global AIMSNP set (rs2069945, rs2184030, rs433342, rs4540055, rs5030240, and
rsl 7287498) [10], two of which (rs4540055 and rs5030240) are also
part of the SNP/or!D 34-plex ancestry panel [30]. MHs were sourced
from Kiddlab's 130 MH selection [9] excluding two loci (mhllKK-091
and mh07KK-081) that became single bi-allelic SNPs after removal of
their insertion-deletion polymorphisms (indels rsl 799732 and
rs41303343, respectively). Altogether, our analysis of the full range of
current viable forensic AIMs consisted of 272 bi-allelic SNPs, 36 triallelic SNPs, and 128 MHs. Genotypes for these loci in five populations
(AFR, EUR, SAS, EAS, AME) were then compiled from the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 variant database (Supplementary File SI).
2.2. Metrics for ranking ancest,y-infonnative markers

Population-specific differentiation potential was calculated based
on four different metrics: absolute allele frequency difference (8),
Rosenberg's informativeness (10 ) , fixation index (FST), and effective
number of alleles (AJ. These were calculated for pairwise population
groupings (e.g. AFR versus non-AFR, EUR versus non-EUR, etc). Let Ai,k
be the relative frequency of the ith allele at the jth locus in the kth
population (AFR, EUR, SAS, EAS or AME). Then let qiJ,k be the relative
frequency of the same allele at the same locus in all other populations
combined. We then define 8 as the summed absolute allele frequency
differences [5,31 ]:
Oj,k =

L IP,J.k -

q,J,kl

(1)

We considered other permutations of li, including the maximum
absolute allele frequency difference across all alleles (Oma,) and the
average absolute allele frequency difference across all alleles (li••J,
given by:
(2)

oJ.,' = average IP;J,k

- Q;J_,1

(3)

i

Rosenberg's informativeness for assignment [32] with K populations
is defined by:

[23- 26].

I,,

= I;

+

(-P,J lnP,;

,

This study focuses on the selection of A!Ms for population inference
at the continental level that have now become amenable to NGS analysis. Different population differentiation metrics were applied to explore three types of markers: bi-allelic SNPs, tri-allelic SNPs, MHs, and a
combination of all three to determine which metric provides the best
separation amongst reference populations from the selection of the top
30 A!Ms. Markers were analysed for five major continental populations:
African (AFR), European (EUR), South Asian (SAS), East Asian (EAS),
and indigenous (or native) American (AME). To avoid selection of an
imbalanced AIM panel, over-populated with markers specific for a
single population, we propose a method for sequential addition of A!Ms
to a forensic panel based on the cumulative differentiation potential
that builds for each reference population. With this approach, we determine whether multiplexes of mixed markers are preferable over
those using one marker type.

½I; (p,J.k lnp J.,))
1

k

(4)

where PiJ is the frequency of the ith allele at th·e jth locus in all populations combined. For our pairwise population comparisons, this reduces to:

(5)

The FsT calculation in this study is adapted for multiple alleles similar to Nei [20,33 ] where:
F- _ Hr - I-ls
J.k Hr

(6)

HT is the heterozygosity in all populations combined:
(7)

2. Materials and methods
and Hs is the average heterozygosity over all populations:
2.1. Candidate AIMs

Hs

Bi-allelic SNP markers were selected from Kiddlab's 55 AIMs [27],
Seldinlab's 128 A!Ms [28], and the EUROFORGEN Global AIM-SNP set
[10]. A total of 36 tri-allelic SNPs with contrasting allele frequency

= ½L
(1
k

- LP,~., )
,

(8)

For our pairwise population comparisons, this reduces to:
2
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(9)

For these metrics, the mm1mum differentiation potential of zero
occurs when there is no genetic structuring across all populations, and
allele frequencies are equal in all populations [32) . The maximum
differentiation potential results when there is a unique, fixed allele in
each population. The A. metric, however, is at a maximum for markers
with equally frequent alleles, and draws upon the Simpson index of
diversity [34-36]. It has been proposed as a metric to select for the
ability to detect mixtures and is calculated as the reciprocal of expected
homozygosity [22,34) according to:
Aj.1

= __1_,L;AJ,k

We include it to test the hypothesis that Ae can be a metric for both
differentiation potential and mixture deconvolution. As AIMs benefit
from fixed alleles (Le. alleles with close to 100% frequency in a single
population, with large allele frequency differences between populations) we ranked AIMs in two ways for this metric: from highest value
to lowest value (A.) and the reverse ranking (-A.) in order to assess the
effect on differentiation potential.
2.3. Negative values for differentiation potential

In this study, o and Ae are the only metrics restricted to positive
output values (Eqs. l - 3 and 10). The literature remains ambiguous on
how to treat negative In and Fsr values when selecting AIMs. Negative
values tend to occur when there are apparent violations of the Wahlund
effect (Le. Hs > Hr) for a particular locus. It is possible for a marker to
be heterozygous in one population and homozygous for the same single
allele in all others, rather than the other way around. Such markers still
have good differentiation potential, even though the pattern of variation will produce a negative value for In and Fsr• It is only zero values
that indicate poor differentiation potential.
Negative Fsr values have often been rounded to zero but this represents an under-estimation of the marker's differentiation potential
for Fsr < < 0. FsT in fact ranges from -= to 1, an asymmetric distribution around zero. Taking absolute values will bias the selection
towards markers with large negative FsT• Ideally, the two ranges for FsT
(Fsr < 0 and FsT > 0) should be assessed separately; although this then
divides the marker set into two. We have thus selected markers with
negative FsT if the absolute value was greater than the marker with the
maximum positive FsT• To avoid large jumps in the cumulative differentiation potential for FsT < < 0, all Fsr values less than -1 were
rounded up to -1 to restrict the range between [-1, 1).
In contrast, I., is symmetrical with no range restrictions. The differentiation potential for a selected marker is indicated by the magnitude of In, not its sign. Therefore, the absolute value of In was taken in
this study.
2. 4. AIM selection process

Markers were sorted into four panels: (i) bi-allelic SNPs only; (ii) triallelic SNPs only; (iii) MHs only; and (iv) bi-allelic SNPs, tri-allelic
SNPs, and MHs together (termed: all-marker panel). For each marker
within each of the four panels and for each of the five populations, a
pairwise differentiation potential was calcula1ed using one of the four
metrics in tum and ranked from highest potential to lowest potential
(Supplementary File Sl). The A. metric was additionally ranked in reverse, as described previously. Some populations have higher differentiation potentials for most metrics. For exa~ple, AFR is the most
easily differentiated of the five populations and has many markers with
higher potential than the most highly differentiating markers in all
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other populations. As a result, it requires less markers in a balanced
panel to achieve the same cumulative differentiation potential as other
populations. A balanced panel will have sufficient markers to differentiate each population (and no more) so thal the least well-differentiated populations will require more markers than others.
To avoid unbalanced panels, dominated by single population-informative markers, a stepwise selection process was applied. For each
reference population, every marker was ranked from most discriminating (highest potential) to least discriminating (lowest potential) based on their population-specific differentiation potential (with
Ae also ranked in reverse). The first marker selected had the lowest
maximum potential over all reference populations. Consecutive markers were then chosen from the population with the lowest cumulative
potential in the selected panel such that the cumulative potential for all
populations was raised together. Markers were chosen from the top of
the ranked lists and removed from each population after selection to
avoid duplication. The cumulative differentiation potential was then
updated for each population in the selected panel and the next marker
to be chosen was .from the population with the lowest cumulative sum.
This approach is similar to the method proposed by Zhao et al.
where four steps were described for the partitioning, filtering, selection,
and optimisation of markers [37]. While Zhao's study used FsT for a prefiltering step before applying a feature selection algorithm to obtain a
SNP panel that maximised classification between populations; our study
employs a range of metrics, including FsT, to calculate the differentiation potential for each marker, upon which selection is directly based.
The calculation of each metric was coded in a custom R script
(Supplementary File S2) and run in RStudio with R version 3.4.2 [38].
Custom candidate marker sets can be imported and each marker ranked
in order of differentiation potential. A balanced AIM panel of in markers
for global differentiation is then returned, where m is chosen by the
user. Because the number of candidate tri-allelic SNPs was the lowest of
any marker type (n = 36), we set m = 30.
2.5. Pwiel assessmem wid population differentiation

After selection of the top 30 AIMs using each metric, population
differentiation was assessed using the admixture model in Pritchard's
STRUCTURE program [39,40) with correlated allele frequencies [40].
We ran 10,000 bum-ins and 10,000 MCMC replications for 30 iterations
at K ~ 5. This number of iterations was sufficient for the major and
minor modes to be identified by the online CLUMPAK pipeline [41] for
each simulation. For each individual, any proportion of non-self-declared ancestry was averaged across the number of reference populations so that an individual who, for example, self-declared to be African
and was assigned 100% African by STRUCTURE would have a zero nonself-declared ancestry proportion. The mean non-self-declared ancestry
proportion (also termed the mean divergence per population per individual, MDPI [42)) was then calcula1ed to compare classifier output.
3. Results
A set of candidate markers for ancestry inference amongst five
continental populations were ranked based on o, Im Fsr, and Ae estimates. STRUCTURE plots and cumulative differentiation potentials are
shown in Supplementary File S3. Individual plots are presented for
every combination of panel and differentiation potential metric, together with the number of repetitions comprising the major mode (of a
total of 30) and the MDPI values.
The comparison between markers and metrics highlights the success
of In as an AIM selector, as well as the superior performance of MH
panels over bi-allelic SNPs to differentia1e populations when selected
with 8, FsT, or Ae (Table 1). Despite having different MDPI values, I,, and
Fsr were well correlated with a Spearman's coefficient p > 0.6 for all
panels (Supplementary File S4) and 21 of the 30 selected markers in
common for the all-marker panel (Fig. 1). Pairwise significance
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Table 1

Table 2

The mean divergence (proportion of non-self-declared ancestry) per population
per individual (MDPI) from panels consisting of the top 30 ancestry-informative

Numbers or each marker type in the top 30 ancestry-informative markers in the
all-marker panel using different selection metrics. The pool of candidate mar-

markers as ranked by different selection metrics.

kers included bi-allelic SNPs, tri-allelic SNPs, and microhaplotypes.

Marker panel

8

I,

Fn

A.

-A,

Metric

Bi ~allelic SNP

Tri-allelic SNP

Microhap1otype

bi-allelic
ui-alJelic
MH
all

5.13%
8.500/o
2.97%
2.20%

2.17%
8.57%
2.70%
2.16%

7.02%
8.74%
3.64%
7.02%

3.67%
9 .13%
3.08%
3.15%

4.48%
8.90%
14.30%
3.63%

8

22
22
30

I
0

4
7
0
29

2

2

/"

FsT
A.
-A,

comparisons between all tests can be found in Supplementary File S4.
The most accurate BGA predictions reporting the lowest MDPl of
2.16% was the all-marker panel selected with I0 (Table l ). This panel
was highly correlated with the bi-allelic panel (p = 0.83), which had
the second lowest MDPI of 2.17%. Of the five metrics tested (including
-A.), Rosenberg's In shared the most markers with all other metrics. The
least correlated was the A. metric with 27 unique markers (Fig. 1 ).
Panels consisting of only tri-allelic markers were the worst performing for all metrics, except -A •. The tri-allelic markers in this study
showed limited ability to differentiate between populations and were
consistently unable to differentiate between EAS and AME. This difficulty in accurately assigning BGA to AME individuals has been noted
elsewhere [43].
Given that A. favours equally frequent alleles, which are more likely
to occur between the multiple allelic variants of MH markers than SNPs,
A. was the only metric that selected more MH markers than SNPs in the
all-marker panel (Table 2). This improved the panel performance
compared to its selection of the bi-allelic SNPs panel (Table 1). Although use of Fsr resulted in an all-marker panel consisting of only biallelic SNPs (Table 2), it was the MH panel that resulted in the lowest
MDPI (Table 1 ).
Overall, MHs were the better performing panel, as indicated by most
metrics (excluding -A.), when marker types were nor mixed. The only
single marker panel that performed better than MHs was the bi-allelic
SNP panel selected by Rosenberg's I.. but even then there was less than
1 % difference in MDPI (Table 1 ).

4. Discussion
Ancestry prediction from genotyping well-chosen marker panels has

0

26

been possible with the discovery of numerous AIMs in the human
genome. Smaller panel sizes are desirable to increase forensic efficiency
and lower costs. However, the number of candidate markers available
for ancestry has far exceeded the minimum number required for successful distinction between continental populations. In this study we
compared various selection metrics to rank and filter a large collection
of AlMs. Since the original publication of many SNP markers
[27,28,30,44,45], MHs have more recently been advocated as superior
for population differentiation [8,9,24]. These haplorype blocks are
strings of SNPs within 300 bp segment sizes or less, and replicate the
high variability of multi -allelic loci, which is ideal for mixture detection.

Our comparison shows that some metrics tend to over-estimate the
differentiation potential of bi-allelic SNPs when all marker types are
combined. Despite ti and Fsr selecting an all-marker panel consisting
predominantly of bi-allelic SNPs ( > 70%), the MH only panels had a
lower MDPI (i.e. were better performing) than the bi-allelic SNP panels
(Table 1 ). These two metrics are distance measures derived from differences between allele frequencies (6) and heterozygosities (H). They
will bias marker selection towards large population differences between
allele frequencies. This is more common for bi-allelic SNPs, which can
be close to fixation for one allele in one population and for the alternative allele in another population. MHs have more variants, so the
heterozygosity in all populations combined (HT) and in sub-populations
(Hs) tend to be larger. Because Fsr decreases as HT and Hs increase (Eq.
6), MHs are ranked lower in differentiation potential than most bi-allelic SNPs and as a result, MHs were not amongst the top 30 markers to
be selected for the all-marker panel using Fsr, The use of In and A., on
the other hand, resulted in the most MHs in the all-marker panels
(Table 2) and similar (low) MDP!s for MH and all-marker panels
Fig. I. The number of non-overlapping (grey)
and overlapping (black) ancestry-informative
marker.; (A!Ms) in the all-marker panel from
the top 30 for each metric and combinations of
metrics. Marker.; were selected from bi-allelic
SNPs, tri-allelic SNPs, and microhaplotypes. A
tick ( ✓) indicates selection with the corre-

30
25

20

§

8

15

sponding metric (rows) for any particular
combination of metrics (columns). For example, the last column indicates tha1 there
were 12 overlapping AIMs in the top 30 for the

10

all-marker panels selected with In, FsT, and -A•.

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
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(Table 1). This is because In is based on Shannon's information measure
or entropy (plnp) and, together with Ae, is a measure of allelic diversity
with more alleles resulting in a higher index [34,36].
The worst performing panels were those that consisted of only triallelic SNPs. Although capable of differentiation between AFR, EUR,
and EAS, they could not separate AME from EAS when selected by any
metric, as indicated by STRUCTURE analysis at K = 5 (Supplementary
File S3). Previous studies have also reported difficulty in the genetic
differentiation of EAS and AME at lower K values, but the two populations are often separated with bi-allelic SNPs, indels, or MHs
[28,43,44 ,46,47 ]. The EAS-AME similarities are likely to be at least
partly explained by the common ancestors of indigenous Americans and
East Asians tracing back to a northeast Asian gene pool near Siberia
about 40,000 years ago, which is relatively recent compared to the
common gene pools shared by other continental populations [48- 50].
Less than 14% of selected markers in the all-marker panels were triallelic (Table 2), none of which have previously been included in the
SNPforID 34-plex [30] or EUROFORGEN's global AIM-SNP set [10]. We
suspect this is because these panels were not created to differentiate
SAS. Regardless of this finding, even for the present study, variation
within SAS was greater than variation between EAS and AME for 8, In
and FsT (Supplementary File S3) with the regular appearance of a genetic dine . Principal component analysis (PCA) plots of Central/South
Asian populations have shown them to be intermediate between EUR
and EAS [44,45] and are likely to consist of multiple ancestral sources
[51 ]. We conclude that tri-allelic SNPs are not sufficient for global
differentiation without the aid of complementary A!Ms with different
patterns of variation.
The five continental reference populations were generally well differentiated by each metric and for each marker panel, but the most
consistent and the best performing sets, regardless of the metric used,
were the all-marker panels (Table ]). The most accurate metric and
marker combination was an all-marker panel selected with In, Markers
selected with 8 and In resulted in an improvement in panel performance
when bi-allelic, tri-allelic, and MHs were combined, whereas for FsT and
Ae, the MH only panel was the best.

4.1. Allele frequency differences as a measure of differentiation potential

Since large allele frequency differences between populations are
generally good indicators of informative A!Ms, the differentiation potential for each marker could simply be represented by the maximum
allele frequency difference per marker (8maxl- However, with this approach it is possible that a bi-allelic marker and a multi-allelic marker
with more than two alleles have the same 8max, despite the fact that the
multi-allelic marker has additional alleles with which to differentiate
other populations (Tab le 3). In this case, Omax is susceptible to overlooking multi-allelic markers with minor alleles unique to a single population.
Also considered was 8 averaged over all alleles (8,..J to adjust for
Table 3
Example distribution of allele frequencies in two populations for a bi-allelic (A)
and tetra-allelic (B) marker as well as 8 values for each marker.
Marker

Population 1

Population 2

A

B
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1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.375

the varying number of alleles across different multi-allelic markers. In
the scenario where a bi-allelic marker is fixed for one allele in
Population 1 and fixed for the alternative allele in Population 2 , 8 ave =
(I + 1) / 2 = 1. Now, if this same scenario was to occur for a tri-allelic
marker where the third allele has a frequency of zero for both populations, 8a,. = (I + 1 + OJ/ 3 = 0.667. Despite both the bi-allelic and
tri-allelic markers being equally informative for two populations, the
calculation of 8ave is biased towards the marker with fewer allelic
variants. As a result, we excluded Omax and Gave from our comparisons.
4.2. Effective number of alleles

Ae is an alternative selection method used to rank MHs based on the
effective number of equally frequent alleles. Its principle application
has been to rank MHs for mixture deconvolution [22,34]. Mixtures are
best detected when allelic variation is high, a feature satisfied by MHs
as opposed to bi- or tri-allelic SNPs which are restricted to a maximum
of six genotype combinations. Markers with high heterozygosity (low
homozygosity) will have a high A,. However, markers with single,
unique alleles fixed in different reference populations are favoured for
ancestry inference.
Ranking by A, was therefore reversed (-Ael to select for alleles with
high homozygosity. However, because A, is simply the reciprocal of the
summed square of the allele frequencies (Eq. 10), this metric does not
account for pairwise population comparisons. Where a marker is
homozygous for one allele in one population, it will not necessarily be
homozygous for the alternative allele in another population.
Ae favours MH markers with high haplotype diversity. This was
generally the case for top ranked markers by A,. Despite similar haplotype frequencies between pairwise populations, there was usually at
least one distinct allele that differentiated one or more reference populations. Markers with low Ae values (selection based on -Ael only
performed better than markers with high A, values for the tri-allelic
panel (Table I ). MHs that were poor for mixture deconvolution were
also poor for ancestry inference, resulting in the worst MDPl of 14.30%
(Table 1). Conversely, high performing ancestry-informative MHs were
also good for mixture deconvolution, as found by Kidd et al. [9], the
panel from which our candidate MH markers were sourced. However,
better still for population differentiation were MHs selected using either
8 or In, This fortuitous coincidence means that any small loss in differentiation potential resulting from the inclusion of MHs will be largely compensated by their improved ability to detect mixtures.
4. 3. Balancing differentiation potential between populations

The selection procedure we applied set the requirement to balance
the differentiation potential between populations and avoid an abundance of markers that differentiate AFR (for example) at the expense of
markers more informative for other populations. Markers for difficultto-differentiate populations were added to make the cumulative differentiation potential equivalent for all populations. This was more
effective than if the top ranked markers were chosen without regard for
differentiation potential across all populations. The latter approach is
similar to that utilised in a study by Toma et al. [52] where an accuracy
rate of 96.75% was achieved with 206 SNPs. Applying the requirement
for balance in our selection procedure meant we obtained the same
level of accuracy with only 30 markers.
AFR, the most genetically distinct of the five continental reference
populations, is derived from a continent where anatomically modern
humans have existed for over 200,000 years and from which the more
recent populations of EUR, SAS, EAS, and AME were derived less than
100,000 years ago [53,54 ]. As expected, the AFR population was well
differentiated with 8, I"' and FST, Despite the preference for difficult-todifferentiate populations in our marker selection strategy, most markers
still retained high AFR-specific differentiation potential and thus, the
cumulative differentiation potential for AFR tended to exceed all other
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populations (Supplementary File S3).
Phillips et al. [1OJ highlighted that the calculation of absolute allele
frequency difference (S) focuses on pairwise comparisons between populations. With the distinct genetic composition of Africans, the difference in our pairwise comparisons will be larger for AFR versus nonAFR than for any other pairwise grouping. When AFR is grouped together in a "non-population" (e.g. non-EUR, non-EAS), its relatively
large genetic distance will raise the within group variation. This is
potentially why the AFR-specific differentiation potential for markers
selected using S tended to be very high (except for tri-allclic SNPs), with
cumulative differentiation potential exceeding all other populations
(Supplementary File S3). It also explains why bi-allelic SNPs selected
using 8 could not fully differentiate EUR and SAS. Conversely, the AFRspecific differentiation potential was not so dominant for markers selected with In and FsrVarious approaches were taken for the calculation of differentiation
potential based on Fsr (data not shown). Due to the asymmetry of Nei's
Fsr, inclusion of all markers ranked by absolute value tended to overestimate the differentiation potential of markers when Fsr < 0. When
only large negative Fsr values were included without range restriction,
this created large jumps in the cumulative differentiation potential,
particularly for difficult-to-differentiate populations (e.g. AME). If only
positive Fsr values were taken, this avoided the large step changes in
cumulative differentiation potential but ran the risk of ignoring more
suitable AIMs. These variations of Fsr resulted in similar MDPI values
(within 1%) for corresponding marker panels (data not shown).
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5. Conclusions
Four metrics for population differentiation potential were applied in
this study to rank and compare the panel performance of both SNP and
MH markers for five continental populations. Marker selection using
Rosenberg's In metric produced the most accurate ancestry-informative
marker panels. Despite some discrepancies in marker rankings between
metrics, In and Fsr had the greatest overlap of markers (Fig. 1). This is
consistent with the comparison by Ding et al. reporting the highest
correlation between these two metrics (6).
As Kidd et al. (9) suggest, the increased allelic variability of MHs
provides multiple benefits for future forensic multiplexes, including
ancestry inference and mixture deconvolution, a limitation of bi-allelic
SNPs due to their binary nature. Tri-allelic and tetra-allelic SNPs have
also demonstrated greater potential for detecting multiple sources in a
DNA sample as they have greater allelic variability than bi-allelic SNPs
(55,56). Ae has been published as a metric for selection of MH markers
to maximise mixture deconvolution ability, many of which were coincidentally also good for inferring ancestry (22,23,26].
Overall, multiplexes consisting of both bi-allelic SNPs and MH
markers consistently perform well and are accurate for distinguishing
the five continental populations. However, when comparing individual
marker types, our results show that MHs outperform bi-allelic and triallelic SNPs for three of the four metrics (S, Fsr, and Ael- Where they do
not perform better than SNPs (e.g. ! 0 ), the loss in performance is
minimal.
Finally, we demonstrate that a panel with as few as 30 well-chosen
AIMs can differentiate five continental level populations. This is possible when AIMs are added sequentially so as to build and maintain a
balanced cumulative differentiation potential between each population,
resulting in more AlMs for poorly differentiated populations and less for
easily differentiated populations.
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7.1.

General Discussion

The advancement of genomic technology has made way for faster and more efficient gene
sequencing (next generation sequencing) that has aided the search for ancestry-informative
markers (AIMs). The success has seen growing demand for commercial companies to provide
direct-to-consumer products that include genotyping and inference of biogeographical ancestry
(BGA) from biological samples.
In the past decade, mainstream media has popularised the uses of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
and exploration of ancestral heritage. BGA analysis from genotype has forensic benefits that
help narrow down suspect lists and provide intelligence when all other leads are exhausted.
There is now a strong drive for future research to look into refinement of AIM panels and
determine accurate classification procedures to differentiate global ancestral populations (Liu
& Harbison, 2018).
Currently, a good selection of bioinformatic tools and databases for BGA inference exist
(Royal et al., 2010), which in part has caused more confusion than clarity. There are numerous
choices to make including the selection of the most informative ancestry markers, determining
which databases are the most representative of sample populations, and which classification
method is appropriate. The most readily available or user-friendly methods are not always the
most accurate for admixture. To assess these options, a comparison of classifiers was conducted
between non-admixed individuals (Chapter 2) and admixed individuals (Chapter 3). This was
then extended to comparing commercially available software for BGA inference by Thermo
Fisher Scientific (Chapter 4).
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) techniques are commonly used in population genetics. They
include principal component analysis (PCA) and principal coordinate analysis (PCoA), which
are distance-based algorithms that provide a visual rendering of the variance in the dataset but
lack a numeric representation of population assignment. A PCA/PCoA colour-coding
technique was introduced in Chapter 5 to reflect spatial positioning of the data points
corresponding to the first three to four principal component or coordinate (PC) dimensions.
Finally, the role of genetic markers was assessed (Chapter 6). Informativeness of single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and microhaplotype (MH) markers for BGA inference were
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compared and indicated that the future of forensic panels is likely to consist of dual-benefit
markers that can both infer BGA and deconvolute mixtures. A discussion of the three key
considerations that influence the accuracy of BGA inferences from genotype (Figure 7.1) will
be presented in this final chapter.
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Figure 7.1

The process of inferring biogeographical ancestry from genotype.

7.1.1. Informative markers for ancestry
Various AIMs have been found in the human genome but there is no single marker that defines
each unique ancestral population. The occurrence of fixed markers is rare being that genetic
variation comprises only a small portion of the entire human genome (Pääbo, 2003). Instead,
BGA inferences are achieved through the analysis of multiple markers that exhibit large allele
frequency differences between reference populations (Lao et al., 2006; Pfaff et al., 2004;
Phillips et al., 2007). The 142 AIM-SNP panel is a collection of markers from multiple wellestablished panels (applied in Chapters 2-4).
A majority of AIM panels consist of autosomal SNPs (Kidd et al., 2014; Kosoy et al., 2009;
Phillips et al., 2013a; Phillips et al., 2007). Given that an ideal AIM is where a different allelic
variant is fixed in different populations, a bi-allelic SNP can at most distinguish between two
populations at a time. BGA inference using SNPs is therefore theoretically limited to a
maximum of four populations with a tetra-allelic SNP. However, the recent introduction of
MHs, which consists of a combination of multiple closely-linked SNPs (Kidd et al., 2013),
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offer an alternative AIM with a greater number of allelic (haplotype) variants. This implies that
there potentially could exist a MH block with a large enough number of haplotype variants to
represent each distinct reference population. We explored this by comparing the differentiation
potential between SNPs and MHs (Chapter 6).
A marker’s rank of informativeness is dependent on the choice of statistical measure. Different
measures have previously been compared with SNP data (Ding et al., 2011; Sampson et al.,
2011) but not with the inclusion of ancestry-informative MH markers. These measures were
extended to compare the differentiation potential between both SNPs and MHs in Chapter 6.
The admixture analysis in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 used the panel of 142 SNPs which were a
combination of multiple published SNP panels. It became evident that a lack of populationspecific East Asian (EAS) markers (Figure 4.1, Chapter 4) hindered classification of EASdeclared individuals with some classifiers (Figure 2, Chapter 2; Figure 6, Chapter 3; Figure
4.2, Chapter 4). Since African (AFR) ancestry is often well differentiated due to distinct genetic
diversity, it is possible that several AFR-informative markers be replaced by EAS-informative
markers without significant detriment to the differentiation of Africans (Figure 4.1, Chapter 4).
This idea led to the development of a balanced marker selection process (Chapter 6). Here we
showed that with a balanced marker set, population distinction between reference populations
could be achieved with a reduced marker set than studies that implement non-balanced AIM
panels.
Over the various classifier comparisons, the maximum average error in prediction accuracy
based on the mean divergence per population per individual (MDPI) for all admixture ratios
did not exceed 20% (Table 2, Chapter 3; Table 4.2, Chapter 4). This is excluding classification
of the highly admixed American (AME) population that has shown evidence of unreported
EUR ancestry (Chapter 2; Phillips, 2015). Changing the selection of AIMs to ensure a balance
of differentiation potentials between reference populations (Chapter 6) could reduce the MDPI.
Prestes et al. (2016) showed that with an appropriately selected AIM panel, admixture between
two populations can be inferred for up to the great-grandparent generation. Admixture
inferences were tested in a small sample of European (EUR) and Asian admixed individuals
using the SNPforID 34-plex. Since half the autosomal genome is inherited from each parent
during reproduction, parental ancestry can be estimated from 50% of the donor genome. Going
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back another generation, grandparental ancestry constitutes 25% of the donor genome, greatgrandparents 12.5%, and great-great-grandparents 6.25%. The error interval in the Prestes et
al. study ranged between 0.20-14.97% (Prestes et al., 2016) and therefore, the BGA proportion
beyond the great-grandparent generation was not clearly distinguished.
The MDPI resulting from our 142 AIM-SNP panel for BGA inference of three generations of
admixture between four populations was 2.0-7.9% using STRUCTURE and 2.3-7.4% using
the Human Identification (HID) SNP Genotyper plugin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (Table 4.2,
Chapter 4). Therefore, the best estimate of genetic ancestry in a single donor sample that is
achievable with this AIM panel is up to the great-great-grandparent generation.
7.1.2. Representative reference populations
The evolution of genetic variation in the human genome as a result of genetic drift has given
rise to distinct global populations (Kidd et al., 2014; Kosoy et al., 2009; Rosenberg et al.,
2002). The ancestral root genotype of a population is considered to be a ‘pure’ genotype that
theoretically has no admixture nor genetic influence from any other reference population. To
find this root genotype requires tracing the whole ancestral lineage back to a single ancestor
and obtaining a DNA sample from their degraded remains (e.g. bone or teeth).
In a review by Templeton (1998) it was stated that “human races are not and never were pure”
(p. 632). This suggests that genetic variations between populations likely existed on a cline that
diverged from a common founding population. Based on the Out of Africa model (Bar-Yosef
& Belfer-Cohen, 2001; Cann et al., 1987; Vigilant et al., 1991), if we trace back far enough,
we would most likely get a single origin leading to Africa (Figure 7.2).

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - African
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - European
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - South Asian
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - East Asian
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - American
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oceanian

Figure 7.2

Phylogenetic tree of human populations diverging from an African ancestral root. Data

adapted from the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 database with the bi-allelic panel of SNPs presented in Chapter
6.
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For the most representative root genotypes for global populations, we would need to identify
when the expansion of peoples out of Africa led to the isolation of populations that became
distinct by genetic drift. This means the migration patterns and colonisation history of each
reference population will need to be traced back to a representative source individual. This
presents a number of difficulties. Firstly, the DNA sample may be limited due to degradation
and possible contamination depending on the conditions in which the body was kept; and
secondly, difficulty due to undocumented cultural practices where, for example, females tend
to migrate to the colonial tribe of the male partner.
Hypothetical root genotypes were simulated as homozygous genotypes based on the most
common allele in the population (Chapter 3). These are hypothetical constructs that are unlikely
to survive in reality due to the extensive inbreeding that would need to occur. Hypothetical root
genotypes were created with the intention to enhance admixture inference but interestingly
showed minimal improvement in classification accuracy (Table 2, Chapter 3). The hypothesis
for implementing a training set consisting of these homozygous genotypes was that an admixed
test individual, with equal contributions from two non-admixed populations, would express a
heterozygous genotype. This relies on the assumption that each allelic variant is fixed (or close
to fixation) in different populations. However, given this study utilised a bi-allelic SNP panel
for BGA inference between four populations (Chapter 3), the number of populations that can
be distinguished at any one locus will be at most two. Therefore, a marker with a greater
number of allelic or haplotype variants would theoretically have a greater differentiation
potential, but unfortunately, a marker having unique haplotypes representing each unique
reference population is rare (Pfaff et al., 2004; Shriver et al., 1997).
Another caution is unrepresentative reference populations. This was demonstrated in Chapter
2 where the AME training set was not representative of indigenous Americans and instead
contained EUR co-ancestry. On a PCA or PCoA plot, this scenario appears as a cluster of
apparent AME individuals whose average (centroid) is shifted away from the ‘true’ AME
centroid and towards the ‘true’ EUR centroid, thus occupying an intermediate location in the
vector space between true AME and true EUR. This is problematic for the classification of
EUR outliers who could potentially be misclassified as AME and vice versa.
Phillips (2015) showed that a majority of the AME subpopulations in the 1000 Genomes
database (i.e. Puerto Ricans, Colombians, and Mexicans) are admixed with EUR contributions.
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EUR ancestry was also detected in our study (Figure 4.2, Chapter 4), reflecting the colonial
history of the Americas. MDS plots are useful here to visually assess how the variance is
distributed between and within populations.
Distance-based classifiers tend to be more sensitive to the effects of unrepresentative reference
genotypes (Table 1, Chapter 2). This was observed in the comparison of a generic genetic
distance algorithm (GDA) and model-based classifiers with an admixed AME training set from
the 1000 Genomes database (Chapter 2). Test individuals with a less convoluted AME ancestry
were poorly classified by GDA, resulting in an area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (AUROC) of 0.81. Model-based classifiers remained relatively unhindered (AUROC >
0.99) despite the training set containing a portion of EUR admixture (Phillips, 2015).
Population differentiation is clearer with MDS approaches than GDA because eigenvector
decomposition is used. This means that the direction of the genetic separation is specified with
MDS, which extrapolates the population in a direction that does not overlap any other reference
population.
7.1.3. Accurate classifiers
Different approaches can be used to infer BGA from genetic markers. These include distancebased classifiers, model-based likelihood estimation, and methods of regression. In our
assessment, distance-based approaches tend to be more sensitive to admixture compared to
model-based approaches that were more forgiving of small genetic inconsistencies.
7.1.3.1.

Multidimensional scaling

MDS takes quantitative data and provides a qualitative visualisation of the variation in the data.
Many BGA studies use PCA to assess the informativeness of AIM panels by their ability to
clearly differentiate the reference populations. Tight clustering of individuals within
populations and isolation from all other populations is ideal, indicating a good selection of
AIMs. PCA utilises a covariance matrix as a measure of dependence between two paired
variables to explain the structure of the data. Although it is an eigenvector-based approach like
PCoA, PCA does not preserve genetic distances.
The visual (qualitative) analysis of MDS approaches are appropriate for an initial assessment
of AIM panels and reference populations as they show population clustering. However, this
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would not be ideal for classification of an unknown test individual where a quantitative
estimate of ancestry proportions is more meaningful than qualitative.
Despite a lack of numeric BGA assignments, PCA is the method employed by the commercial
MiSeq FGx™ system (Illumina) for ancestry prediction (Chapter 4). A point representing the
test individual is plotted amongst pre-conceived clusters representing four ancestral
populations. It requires a partly subjective interpretation by the user as to which reference
populations the test individual is affiliated with. Only a two-dimensional PCA plot is provided
and as highlighted in Chapter 6, variation in the third and higher dimensions will be masked.
The MiSeq utilises the Kiddlab panel of AIMs which is misleading and problematic for users
trying to distinguish between EAS and AME BGAs where the third principal component is
required to visualise the population separation (Kidd et al., 2014).
The use of colour-coded PCA is beneficial here to assign colour hues based on the variation in
the first three or four principal components (Chapter 5). Given that each distinct population is
assigned a different hue, an admixed individual would be expected to take on a hue that is
intermediate between similar populations. This technique can be used instead of an arbitrary
selection of colours based on pre-conceived ideas about reference populations and provides a
better understanding of where each point sits in the PCA space (Chapter 5).

GDA uses an approach based on a distance matrix to extract information for BGA assignment.
Genetic distances are converted into probabilities for BGA inference where a test genotype has
greater probability of affiliation to a population that it has small genetic distance from. The
genetic distance is determined using a cumulative approach from the average population
genotype over all loci (Online Resource 2, Appendix D). As a result, this makes the calculation
sensitive to any variations from the average. We see this in the comparison of classifiers for
non-admixed individuals in Chapter 2 where small deviations from the average population
genotype was picked up by GDA, but not by the model-based classifiers (Figure 2, Chapter 2).

7.1.3.2. Regression
Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is a categorical classifier for nominal dependent
variables. It is a widely used statistical model with no specific population genetic principals
applied. In this study, MLR assessed the similarities between BGA (predictor variable) and
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genetic loci (explanatory variables). Weighted coefficients are assigned to each explanatory
variable to reduce the size of the residuals between predicted and explanatory (Equation 1.5,
Chapter 1; Equation 4, Chapter 2). The problem with logistic regression is the potential to
overfit the model. Overfitting is typical when the number of variables is large relative to the
number of samples in the training dataset (Hosmer Jr et al., 2013). This leads to numerical
problems where there is insufficient data to estimate the parameters and thus results in poor
predictive performance (Peduzzi et al., 1995; Peduzzi et al., 1996).
Peduzzi et al. (1996) suggested that a minimum of ten events per explanatory variable is
required to avoid biased regression coefficients and an overfitted model. For our study using
the 142 AIM-SNP panel (Chapter 2) with three possible genotypes at each locus (two
homozygous and one heterozygous), there was a total of 142 × (3-1) = 284 explanatory
variables. The minimum number of individuals required for the training dataset is thus 10 ×
284 = 2,840 individuals per reference population. The sample size for any one population in
this study was all less than 500 individuals and therefore, the model was likely overfitted. MLR
was not as accurate as STRUCTURE nor the generic Bayesian classifier for inferring
continental BGA (Figure 3, Chapter 2).
In the case of missing genotypes, logistic regression classifiers must be retrained with the
exclusion of all missing loci so that a new set of weights can be assigned. If instead, these loci
are considered ‘absent’ and assigned a binary value of zero in the regression equation, the
classification accuracy declines very quickly as the number of missing loci increase (Table 1,
Chapter 2). Therefore, MLR is not a practical approach for predictions that rely on a large
number of explanatory variables, nor in forensics where missing genotypes are highly likely in
evidentiary samples.
The prediction of eye, hair, and skin colour have been performed with MLR (Branicki et al.,
2011; Liu et al., 2009; Walsh et al., 2017) but may benefit from a different classification
approach.

Currently,

an

interactive

online

webtool,

HIrisPlex-S

(https://hirisplex.erasmusmc.nl), is available to predict these phenotypes using a total of 41
predefined markers for eye, hair, and skin colour prediction (Chaitanya et al., 2018; Walsh et
al., 2017; Walsh et al., 2014). Users can manually input the number of alleles present at each
SNP locus for one test individual at a time. For each missing genotype, ‘NA’ must be entered
so that the model utilises the equation with these missing loci excluded.
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The predicted variables of these tests are modelled around distinct colour categories: blue,
green (intermediate), and brown for eyes; blonde, red, brown, and black for hair; and very pale,
pale, intermediate, dark, and dark to black for skin colour. Because these are observable
pigmentation traits, each predicted variable can be validated visually, something which is not
easily assessed for BGA.
When BGA classifications were of non-admixed individuals from single populations, MLR
also performed well, resulting in an AUROC > 0.95 (Table 1, Chapter 2) . It was only when
individuals were admixed, having affiliation to two or more BGA populations, that MLR was
less accurate (Chapter 3) . This scenario of having multiple distinct predictor variables
contributing to a single sample has not yet been tested with hair or skin colour. The closest is
with the prediction of intermediate eye colours, which not only include green eyes but also
eyes that are a mixture of blue and brown. Intermediate eye colour resulted in the lowest
prediction accuracy (AUROC = 0.73), whereas the prediction of brown eyes and blue eyes each
obtained an AUROC > 0.90 individually (Liu et al., 2009).
MLR is appropriate for the classification of a single categorical variable at a time with a limited
number of explanatory variables but is less accurate for mixed colour scenarios (Liu et al.,
2009). Consider the case where an individual has one blue-coloured and one brown-coloured
eye both existing separately but in the same genetic sample (i.e. heterochromia of the iris), or
an individual who has naturally brown and blonde streaked hair, or a dark-skinned individual
with pale white patches of skin due to loss of melanin (i.e. vitiligo). It would be interesting to
test these scenarios for externally visible characteristics (EVCs) using different classification
approaches. It is hypothesised that MLR will be less informative in these scenarios.
7.1.3.3. Likelihood estimation
Considering no single fixed genotype characterising each ancestral population exists but rather
a handful of biological variations among loci, inferences of BGA should be carried out by
considering all possible genotype combinations over multiple loci (deduced from the training
dataset). STRUCTURE and the Converge Software (as part of the HID SNP Genotyper plugin)
do this via an iterative maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) approach. For example,
STRUCTURE assigns the test individual to various population clusters based on proportions
determined by arbitrary draws from a Dirichlet distribution of allele frequencies in putative
ancestral populations. The group variance is then calculated, and the test individual is re127
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assigned multiple times to minimise within-population variance. The HID SNP Genotyper
plugin, on the other hand, simulates multiple admixture proportions in 5% increments between
four populations at a time, and calculates the likelihood that the combination results in the
observed test genotype. The combination that corresponds to the maximum likelihood value is
reported.
Both these approaches simulate multiple admixture proportions to calculate the likelihood of
obtaining the observed genotype sequence. This was more effective than the process utilised
by distance-based or regression models that calculate a single probability using average allele
frequencies or regressed weights (demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3).
The generic Bayesian algorithm, presented in Chapter 2 (Online Resource 1, Appendix D),
performed well for non-admixed individuals but was limited by its all-or-nothing output for
admixture inference (Chapter 3). Model-based classifiers employing an iterative likelihood
estimation approach remain the most effective and accurate classifiers for BGA inference in
both non-admixed and admixed individuals (Table 4.2, Chapter 4).
In short, MLE approaches employ arguments of the maxima in their calculation to determine
the combination of admixture proportions (φ) that maximises the likelihood value for any given
genotype, α, given by:

arg max Pr  |  

[7.8]



where φ = {Pr(Y1),…, Pr(Yk),…, Pr(YK)} for a total of K reference populations and all Pr(Yk)
sum to 1. STRUCTURE determines φ using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach
to split ancestral affiliation into K clusters, whereas the HID SNP Genotyper plugin employs a
systematic approach by simulating four-population combinations in 5% increments.
7.1.3.4. Classifier comparison: Distance-based versus model-based
Supervised classifiers undergo a learning process where the classifier is presented with training
data consisting of both input and the desired output. When classifiers were trained with
admixed individuals, such as the admixed AME population from the 1000 Genomes database
(Chapter 2), the unreported admixture had little impact on the Bayesian and regression model128
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based classifiers. A majority of self-declared Americans were correctly classified despite the
poorly represented AME reference population (Figure 2, Chapter 2). The AUROC for modelbased classifiers exceeded 0.95 (Table 1, Chapter 2). On the other hand, the unrepresentative
AME training set had more adverse consequences on GDA, where classification of a test
individual is determined by its genetic distance from the average genotype per population
(Chapter 2). In this case, the training dataset was not representative of true indigenous
Americans, which hindered GDA’s performance (AUROC = 0.81; Table 1, Chapter 2).
In Chapter 3, BGA inference for an artificially admixed test set was compared using a Bayesian
model-based approach (i.e. STRUCTURE) and a generic genetic distance-based approach (i.e.
GDA). Although GDA was less informative at lower admixture levels (Table 2, Chapter 3), it
had a lower MDPI (i.e. was better performing) than STRUCTURE in determining admixture
ratios between a greater number of equally contributing populations (Table 2, Chapter 3). GDA
measures distance from an average genotype determined by the training dataset, but unlike
Bayesian models, no prior nor posterior probabilities are inferred (Porras-Hurtado et al., 2013).
The more alleles in common with the average allele frequency for a population, the greater the
probability of affiliation to it. So, although the GDA approach was the most effective for
admixture inference of individuals with an even contribution from each reference population,
it was less accurate for skewed admixture ratios and reported misleading admixture for nonadmixed test individuals that deviated from the average genotype.
7.1.4. Admixture inference
The assignment of BGA can be performed using a no admixture model where an individual’s
ancestors are assumed to originate from a single discrete population. Alternatively, an
admixture model can be applied that assumes the test individual has inherited part of their
genome from multiple populations. Application of the appropriate model makes for more
informative population inferences and detection of underlying population structure.
7.1.4.1.

Inference of non-admixed individuals

If there is reason to believe that individuals in the test set are non-admixed, then the no
admixture models are most appropriate. These assign test individuals to the population with
the greatest similarity or highest probability of affiliation. STRUCTURE’s no admixture model
uses a prior probability of

where K is the number of assumed population clusters.
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Alternatively, distance-based classifiers, such as GDA, do not use prior nor posterior
probabilities. Their approach remains unchanged regardless of whether the test individual is
admixed or non-admixed. Without these refinements, distance-based classifiers tend to pick up
more noise, particularly in populations that have a convoluted migration and colonisation
history (Figure 2, Chapter 2).
The advantage of no admixture models is they reduce noise or error that may be present due to
non-fixed AIMs and can even be more powerful at detecting subtle population structure than
admixture models (Pritchard et al., 2010). However, the application of no admixture models
when admixture is present can mask the presence of co-ancestry (Falush et al., 2003). This is
shown in Chapter 3 where all-or-nothing classifiers were not appropriate for admixture
inference. The application of STRUCTURE in Chapter 3 utilised the admixture model and thus
accurately identified the corresponding admixture proportions. If the no admixture model had
been used, individuals would have been more likely assigned to a single population (Appendix
I).
7.1.4.2.

Inference of admixed individuals

With the advent of travel and immigration there is now more cross-continental movement
across the globe, leading to a greater prospect of admixture in modern populations. Here, BGA
assignment to a single population is not appropriate and a proportion of affiliation to each
reference population should be considered. If it is unknown whether recent ancestors originate
from a single population (non-admixed) or multiple populations (admixed), it is safest to apply
an admixture model. This will highlight any distinct ancestral contributions that may exist.
In order for admixture to be inferred accurately, reference populations need to be distinct and
ideally have large between-population variation. Where there is genetic overlap or similarity
between two populations, this creates confusion for the classifier as to which of the two
populations to assign to. At best, the classifier assigns affiliation to both populations. This can
be interpreted as (i) the individual is truly admixed between the two populations due to mixed
parentage, (ii) the individual originates from one of the two populations but for which the
selected AIMs are poor at distinguishing, or (iii) the individual has BGA from a third distinct
population that is not represented by the reference data. The ambiguity between these three
interpretations is common in BGA analysis with autosomal markers.
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Firstly, a balanced selection of AIMs (as demonstrated in Chapter 6) and a more inclusive set
of reference populations is required to minimise the misinterpretation induced by (ii) and (iii).
Secondly, supplementary analysis with uniparental markers can help differentiate admixture in
the case of (i) and (iii). This can be achieved by exploring the paternal (Y chromosome) and
maternal (mitochondrial DNA) lineages of the individual. If, for example, the paternal lineage
indicates EUR ancestry and the maternal lineage indicates Central/South Asian (SAS) and EAS
ancestry, this suggests the donor sample is admixed (i.e. scenario (i)). However, if haplotypes
from both the paternal and maternal lineages indicate similarities with the Middle Eastern
ancestry, which is not one of the reference populations, and haplotypes are relatively absent in
all other populations, this suggests the latter scenario (iii).
In Chapter 3, multiple classifiers were tested for their ability to infer admixture in 744
artificially admixed individuals. STRUCTURE’s admixture model was very accurate (2.0 <
MDPI < 8.0) (Table 2, Chapter 3). However, as the test genotypes became more admixed, the
MDPI in model-based classifiers increased (i.e. decreased in accuracy) (Table 4.2, Chapter 4).
On the other hand, distance-based classifiers do not rely on models nor prior population
probabilities and performed better as admixture increased. The evenly distributed admixture
proportion of 1:1:1:1 was most accurately inferred by distance-based approaches (MDPI = 4.7)
(Table 4.2, Chapter 4).
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7.2.

Future Directions

7.2.1. Dual-ability markers
Since the routine use of AIMs in forensic applications, SNPs have been the preferred autosomal
markers of choice for BGA inference (Kidd et al., 2011; Kosoy et al., 2009; Nievergelt et al.,
2013; Phillips et al., 2013a; Phillips et al., 2007). Favoured for their low mutation rates and
abundance in the human genome, SNPs can resist mutations over a greater number of
generations than STRs (Butler et al., 2007). However, studies show that MH markers have dual
forensic benefits including BGA inference and mixture detection (Kidd et al., 2013; Kidd &
Speed, 2015). This sees the potential for future forensic SNP panels to be replaced by MH
markers. In Chapter 6, the performance of AIM panels consisting of SNP and MH
combinations was investigated and showed MH markers outperform a majority of bi-allelic
and tri-allelic SNPs.
The development of forensic multiplexes is currently looking to combine BGA and EVCs for
investigative purposes, but only a limited number of markers from each attribute can be
included. This restricts the number of markers for BGA. In order to rank AIMs by their
differentiation potential for each reference population, a number of divergence metrics were
compared (Chapter 6). Rosenberg’s informativeness for assignment (In) was the least biased of
the metrics for selecting between SNPs and MHs. AIMs were chosen sequentially with priority
given to the population-specific markers of under-represented populations. This ensured the
differentiation potential across all reference populations were balanced. Using this approach,
the next stage of research is to determine whether a combination of forensic markers (e.g.
lineage, chromosome, and autosomal markers) will be more informative for BGA, with the
added forensic benefits of mixture deconvolution and genetic genealogy. Markers may include
those on the Y chromosome for paternal lineage, mitochondrial DNA for maternal lineage, and
X chromosome markers for BGA.
STRs, the original identity markers, have also achieved population distinction (Phillips et al.,
2013b; Rosenberg et al., 2002). Yet due to the highly variable state of these markers, they have
not been routinely used for BGA inference. Ancestry-informative STRs could potentially be
multi-purposeful, like MHs, with the benefit of BGA inference, mixture deconvolution, and
identity testing. Further research is required to determine how informative and how prevalent
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these dual-capability markers are in the human genome, potentially with the stepwise mutation
model (Ellegren, 2004; Kimura & Ohta, 1978).
A limitation of autosomal markers is the inability to distinguish truly admixed individuals (with
mixed parentage) from individuals with both parental lineages originating from the same
population but of which is not represented by reference data. The growing success of MHs and
their large haplotype variability for BGA differentiation is one possible way forward to help
distinguish a greater number of unique populations with less markers. Additionally, integration
of admixture information inferred from autosomal markers and lineage information inferred
from uniparental markers could provide a more coherent picture of an individual’s BGA.
7.2.2. Enhancing the reference population database
Based on the 2016 Australian census on cultural diversity (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2017), the top 50% of ancestries residing in Australia include English, Irish, Scottish, and
Chinese. The top quarter of people born overseas reported birth countries of England, New
Zealand, and China. For BGA analysis to be relevant for law enforcement in Australia, AIM
panels need to be refined for these populations.
Continental level differentiation can be divided into six populations (Rosenberg et al., 2002):
AFR, EUR, SAS, EAS, AME, and Oceanian (OCE). The OCE populations currently include
indigenous Aboriginal Australians from Australia, Papuans from Papua New Guinea,
Hawaiians from Hawaii in the United States, Maori from New Zealand, Igorot from
Philippines, and Dusun from Brunei (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015), but a
majority of these are under-represented in genomic databases.
Recently, AIMs for indigenous Australians were analysed and showed large genetic overlap
with AFR and EUR populations (Hopkins et al., 2019; Malaspinas et al., 2016). This raises the
question of whether other OCE subpopulations have similar ancestral patterns or whether the
inclusion of indigenous Australians categorised under ‘OCE’ will increase the withinpopulation variation. Early discussions by Richard Lewontin grouped the indigenous
Australian population as a seventh continental BGA, distinct from OCE (Lewontin, 1972).
More research is required to analyse the variation between OCE subpopulations (including
indigenous Australians) compared to alternative continental populations to determine whether
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further subdivision is necessary. The OCE individuals analysed in Chapter 5 were all of Papuan
ancestry and the PCoA showed they were not too genetically different from Africans (Figure
5.4a, Chapter 5). Samples and AIMs for the OCE population are currently limited or nonexistent in a majority of the well-established AIM panels. Therefore, future research needs to
expand the OCE sample size to identify OCE-informative markers.
Although an attempt to include all distinct global populations in the reference data is made,
there remain continental regions with large allele frequency differences that are not
represented. For example, the Middle East consists of subpopulations that are often excluded
or sampled under Europe and South Asia (Table 1.1, Chapter 1; Figures 1.5-1.8, Chapter 1).
Sampling of representative SAS and OCE populations are still in their infancy and do not
represent the full extent of populations under those categories. As a result, test individuals from
these under-represented populations may appear ‘admixed’ from a classifier that is not trained
with the appropriate representatives. Inclusion of a greater variety of reference populations
helps reduce the chances of incorrect or misleading admixture assignments. Additionally,
further research is needed on BGA inference at the subcontinental level for more refined
population divisions to be made and to help identify population substructure.
Reference data for BGA classifications currently consist solely of non-admixed individuals.
Since BGA classifications are only as accurate as their reference data, the inclusion of distinctly
admixed individuals as a separate reference population may improve the inference of
admixture. Future work can explore this possibility, ideally with model-based likelihood
estimation classifiers.
7.2.3. Developing a classification process for accurate admixture inference
In order for accurate BGA inferences to be achieved from a genetic sample, three key steps
need to be considered (Figure 7.1). One is the selection of AIMs and their ability to distinguish
between various populations (Chapter 6). The cumulative differentiation potential of the
resulting panel should ideally be balanced between the reference populations such that the AIM
panel consists of more markers from under-represented populations (i.e. SAS and OCE), and
less markers for the more genetically distinct populations (i.e. AFR). An R code was developed
to select the most informative SNP and MH markers from a custom pool of candidate AIMs.
This code can be extended to include ancestry-informative STRs, insertions or deletions
(indels), and lineage markers to improve the accuracy of admixture inference (Prestes et al.,
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2016). Together with a model-based classifier employing an MLE approach, these processes
provide a reliable framework for accurate BGA inference. Ideally, assumptions of HardyWeinberg equilibrium should be avoided to allow greater flexibility in the selection of markers;
for example, in the case of including some trait-linked markers that have evolved in various
populations (Hamblin & Di Rienzo, 2000; Tishkoff et al., 2007).
Continuing on from the work comparing the statistical models behind STRUCTURE and the
Converge Software (HID SNP Genotyper plugin) (Chapter 4), the next step would be to
develop a classifier that performs MLE for all admixture proportions in 1% increments. Since
the accuracy of the HID SNP Genotyper plugin software was similar to STRUCTURE, without
the time-consuming burn-in process and MCMC iterations, it would be worth testing whether
a similar adapted classifier can be developed to handle admixture combinations of five or more
populations at a time. The optimal goal is to maximise the accuracy of BGA inferences while
minimising the execution time.
In the case that a test individual and their parental populations are not represented in the
reference data, MLE classifiers will try to assign the most appropriate population but will be
incorrect every time. Cornuet et al. (1999) presented the idea of an exclusion method where,
rather than population assignment, it eliminates populations if the probability of affiliation falls
below a given threshold. Although this method is susceptible to the potential error of either
falsely excluding the correct population or failing to exclude non-affiliated populations, it
presents an alternative approach to supplement BGA assignments.
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7.3.

Final conclusions

This collection of works investigated the three main processes involved in the inference of
BGA from genotype (Figure 7.1): the selection of AIMs, assessment of representative reference
populations, and choice of classifier. For each process, a selection of the most commonly used
approaches was compared. Classifiers employing Bayesian algorithms, genetic distance, and
regression were tested for both non-admixed and admixed BGA. This included the gold
standard population genetics program STRUCTURE and the commercial HID SNP Genotyper
plugin (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Admixture tests highlighted the limited all-or-nothing
output of MLR and the admixture-sensitivity of GDA. Moving forward, model-based
classifiers utilising an MLE approach are the most appropriate to determine population
admixture proportions.
AIM panels need to consist of population-specific markers with a single allelic variant close to
fixation in a single population. MH markers showed greater population differentiation potential
than the routinely used ancestry-informative SNPs and can help achieve refined AIM panels
for forensic multiplexes. A novel marker selection strategy was presented (Chapter 6) to assist
the selection of top-performing SNP and MH markers while striving for balanced
differentiation potentials between populations.
Some metrics calculate the differentiation potential of markers in a biased manner, favouring
markers with large variant frequency differences between populations (e.g. SNPs), and not
accounting for the presence of unique variants (e.g. in MHs). This leads to an unfavourable
bias in the selection of markers. This research has shown that the presence of both SNPs and
MHs in a single panel generate consistent BGA inferences with either equal or more accurate
population differentiation than an AIM panel consisting of only bi-allelic SNPs (Table 1,
Chapter 6). Furthermore, a panel of only MHs tends to outperform SNPs, but the ranking of
markers needs to be performed with an appropriate statistical metric that is considerate of the
highly variant structure of MHs.
Also presented in this thesis is a summary of the sampling locations in well-established
population databases (Figures 1.4-1.9, Chapter 1). This highlights the under-represented
continental regions such as the Middle East and Oceania, drawing attention for future work to
include better coverage of continental populations. Implementation of a colour-coded PCoA
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plot (Chapter 5) can help visualisation of higher dimensional variation in datasets when
analysing reference populations.
This research contributes a refinement of selection and classification procedures to facilitate
accurate BGA inferences for forensic application. A distance-based alternative (e.g. GDA
introduced in Chapter 2) for admixture inference is described to supplement the highly accurate
but time-consuming STRUCTURE runs. We suggest for future directions that development of
a model-based predictive classifier utilising an MLE approach (as in the HID SNP Genotyper
plugin) will produce highly accurate and efficient BGA inferences. Along with a refined and
balanced selection of AIMs (as demonstrated in Chapter 6), information from crime scene
DNA will be able to provide assistance in earlier stages of forensic investigations, minimising
the length of time required for the detainment of criminal offenders.
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Introduction

Results & Discussion

Autosomal single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) as ancestry-informative markers
(AIMs) have been successful for the inference of biogeographical ancestry (BGA) at
the continental level. Microhaplotypes (MHs) consist of a combination of mult iple
closely-linked SNPs [1] and offer an alternative AIM with a greater number of allelic
(haplotype) variants. This means MHs have the potential to supplement SNP panels
and improve admixture inference, mixture deconvolution. and identification [2 , 3] .

BGA was inferred with each panel of selected markers using STRUCTURE [9) . T he mean
divergence per popu lation per individual {MDPI) was calculated as the difference between
self-declared BGA and the STRUCTURE·inferred ancestral proportions (Fig. 1). This study
demonstrates that individual metrics can be biased towards the selection of markers with
part icu lar characteristics. For examp le. F51 favoured bi-allelic SNPs in the all-marker panel
even though the MH-onty panel provided better ancestry inference performance (Fig . 1).

Ranking markers by the ir ancestry informativeness is dependent on the choice of
statistical measure. Different measures have previous ly been compared to rank and
filter SNPs by their differentiation potential [4 , 5] . Here we extend the comparison to

The most accurate BGA predict ions reporting lhe lowesl MDPI of 2 .16% (standard de11 iation
= 6 .39%,) and showing the least bias tD'Wards marker type was the all-marker panel when
selected with In us ing the sequential (balanced) selection approach . The STRUCTURE plot
shows clear d istinct ion between each reference population (Fig. 2) . The cumulative
differentiation potential between each population was also well balanced (Fig. 3 ).

both SNPs and MHs to determine whether multip lexes of mixed markers are
preferable over those using one marker type. A method for sequential addition of A IMs
to a forensic pane l is also presented to balance the cumu lative differentiation potential
between reference populations .

Materials & Methods
Panels of the top 30 A IMs were selected for bi-allelic SNPs only, tri-allelic SNPs only,
M Hs only, and all markers combined. These were chosen using a sequential selection
procedure that balances the cumulative differentiation potential of each reference
population . This is to ensure that panels are not overrepresented with AIMs for a
single population. The reference popu lations consisted of Africans (AFR), Europeans
(EUR). South Asians (SAS) . East Asians (EAS), and Americans (AME ) sourced from
the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 database.
Four metrics were used to measure the differentiation potential (informativeness) of
the markers for pairw ise population comparisons. These metrics include:
Absolute allele frequency difference

(0 ):

lip = ~ IP.,J.k - qi,i) I
where p,J.i,, is the relative frequency of the it.h allele at the ft.h locus in the kth population
(AFR. EUR. SAS , EAS , or AME) and qiJ.k is the relative frequency of the same allele at
the same locus in all other populations combined.
Rosenberg' s informativeness for (ancestry) assignment (In) [6]:
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Fig. 1. The mean divergence from self-declared ancestry proportions per population per
individual (MDPI) from panels consisting of the top 30 ancestry-informative markers as
ranked by different selection metrics .
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Fig. 2. STRUCTURE plot for the all-marker panel selected with Rosenberg's In.

the frequency of the ith allele at the jth locus in all populations combined .

Fixation index (Fsr) adapted for mu ltiple alleles [7, 8]:

F _llr - lls
J,k -
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Hr is the heterozygosity in all populations combined :

H , = l -'[_p,' 1
Hs is the average heterozygosity over all popu lations . For pairwise comparisons this
reduces to:
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Fi g. 3. Cumulative differentiation potentials of the five reference populations shown for the
all-marker panel selected with Rosenberg's /n- A sequential addition of markers was used
while balancing the cumulative differenti ation potential for each reference population. The
selected markers are indicated on the x-axis and include bi-allelic SNPs (BJ. tri-allelic SNPs
(T), and microhaplotypes (M).
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Conclusions
Populations were well differentiated w ith panels consisting of both SNPs and MHs, however,
comparison of individual markers revealed a majority of MH s outperform bi-allelic and triallelic SNPs . The most accurate metric for ranking AIMs was Rosenberg's In . As few as 30
SNPs can differentiate five ma1or continental populations when selected appropriately.
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Introduction
Patterns of genetic variation are shared among members within the same ancestra l
population [1]. Predictive algo rithms can be app lied lo ancestry informative markers
in lhe human genome to determine the biogeog raph ical ancestry (BGA) of unknown

DNA donors. Methods include discriminative classifiers, probabilistic models, and
forms of regression. Classification of non-admixed BGA has been assessed with
single nuc leotide polymorphism (SNP) data [2], however, modern populations are
likely to be admixed with genotypes containing information from more than one
ancestral group. The foBowing is a comparison of classifiers for the assignment of
admixture proportions to artificially admixed test individuals from African (AFR) ,
European (EUR), East Asian (EAS) , and Amerindian (NAM) populations.

Methods
Admixed offspring were artificia lly generated from unambiguously non-admixed
individuals from the HGDP-CEPH (Stanford ) database. Two alle les (one from each
parent) at each of 142 bi-allelic ancestry informative SNP loci were randomly
combined for each of three generations (Fig. 1). Classifier accuracy in identifying
these proportions were then measured based on divergence values.
Fig. 2 Principal components (PCs) plot of artificially admixed individua(s
representing 1:1 (grey), 3:1 (pink), 2: 1: 1 (light blue), and 1:1:1: 1 (black) ancestral
ratios . Admixed offspring were generated from unambiguously non-admixed African
(red), European (green), East Asian (yellow), and Amerindian (blue) individuals . The
first three PCs depict 20% of the total variance .
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Fig. 1 An example pedigree chart showing the ancestral proportions (rectangular

boxes) in admixed offspring (circles) over three generations.
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Results and Discussion
Artificially admixed individuals resulted in either a 1:1, 3:1, 2 :1:1, or 1:1 :1:1 ratio and
were represented on a principal component analysis (PCA) plot (Fig. 2). The genetic
distance between adm ixed individuals and reference populations reflected the
respective ancestral composition of each individual.

MATLAB

Classifier

GOA

II

STRUCTURE

Output

t'

'

All-or-nothing

J---+[

Admi~ure

Fig . 3 Summary of classifier output tor admixture assignment. The corresponding
function implemented in R [6] is shown in brackets beside the classifier.

Classifiers that produced an ''all-or-nothing~ output included: Iterative pruning PCA
(ipPCA) (3], linear discriminant analysis (LDA), multinom ial logistic regression
(MLR) , an artificial neural network (ANN), and the Snipper Na·ive Bayesian classifier
[4]. These classifiers were not appropriate for admixture as assignments were
predom inantly all (100%) one BGA or nothing (0%) . STRUCTURE [5] and a novel
genetic distance algorithm (GDA) [2] were the only two c lassifiers capable of partial
assignments (Fig. 3).
Boxplots for the mean divergence per population {MOP) show STRUCTURE was
less accurate (i.e. increased divergence) when admixture increased (Fig. 4),
whereas GDA improved with greater admixture. Differences in MDP per individua l
ranged from 1.4 to 10.7% between STRUCTURE and GDA (Fig. 4). EAS
assignments resulted in the largest divergence values overall.

Conclusions
This study offers a set of artificially admixed AFR, EUR, EAS, and NAM individuals
for prediction of BGA from genotype. A range of classifiers were compared for their
abil ity to accurately assign ancestral proport ions to admixed test ind ividuals
Although there exists a variety of prediction algorithms, many are not capable of
admixture assignment due to an ~all-or-nothing " output.
STRUCTURE remains the most accurate for BGA assignment in both non-admixed
and admixed ind ividuals , however, a novel GOA provides an alternative option for
admixture prediction . GDA has the advantage of shorter run limes and operates in a
familiar spreadsheet environment. There was a maximum MDP difference of 21.9%
between STRUCTURE and GOA for any test individual.

Classifier

Fig. 4 Boxplots of mean divergence per population (MOP) for each admixture
combination. Red dotted lines represent the average of the means (MOP per
individualj.
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Phenotype markers in th e human genome have the potential to provide forens ic
intelligen ce regarding a donor's biogeographica l ancestry (BGA) and some

externally visible characteristics (EVCs). A number of algorithms have been
proposed lo assign individual genotypes to a BGA w ith ancestry info rmat ive single
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nucleotide polymorphism (AISNP) panels . Th is stud y represents a comparison
between STRU CTURE [1 ], a generic Bayesian classifier, a generic genetic distance
algorithm (GOA), and multinom ial logistic regression (MLR) for BGA prediction in
non•admixed individuals.
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Methods
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Classifiers were trained with 1,093 individuals from the 1000 Genomes (Phase 1)
database at the continental level for African (AFR), European (E UR), East Asian
(EAS), and Indigenous American (NAM) populations. Genotypes were collected at
142 AISNP loci and tested on 518 individuals from the HGOP-CEPH (Stanford) cell
line panel. Partial genotypes were also tested with 10 °lo , 50 % , 70 % , and 90 % of
the test genotype randomly scored "missing ". Classifier performance was assessed
using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves generated in R v3.2. 1. The
area under (AUROC) and over (AO ROC = 1 -AU ROC) the curves (Figure 1) were
calculated wilt, 95 °/o confidence intervals (Cl) and compared far each reference
population per classifier.
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Figure 3 ROC curves for prediction of the likely admixed NAM individuals

Principal components analysis (PCA) of the 1000 Genomes and HGDP-CEPH
databases show consistent clustering amongst AFR, EUR, and EAS samples
(Figure 2). Self-declared NAM individuals in the 1000 Genomes database reflect
possible admixture resulting from the colon ial history of the Americas [2],
highlighting a limitation of the GOA (AUROC = 0 .81 ) when tra ined on admixed
reference populations (Figure 3). However, MLR reported the greatest number of
misclassifications when 50 % or more genotypes were missing from test samples
(Figure 4c-e).
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Conclusions
Figure 2 Principal components map for AFR, EUR, EAS, and NAM. Populations are
respectively represented by darker shades of red, green, yellow, and blue for the 1000
Genomes database: and lighter shades of red, green, yellow. and blue for the HGDPCEPH database

STRUCTURE was the most accurate classifier for BGA prediction with both complete
and partial genotypes. The generic Bayesian algorithm, however, offers a
computationally simpl er alternative and is also appropriate for the prediction of EVCs
when STRUCTURE is not.
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Appendix D: Online Resources for Chapter 2
Online Resource 1.
Generic Bayesian Phenotype Prediction Algorithm
Gi,j,k is the non-zero frequency of the ith genotype at the jth locus, αi,j, in the kth population
which is also the probability that an individual in the kth population has genotype αi,j at the jth
locus. In a finite sample from each of n populations, the total number of occurrences of this
genotype is:
n

N G
k

k 1

i , j ,k

where Nk is the number of individual samples in the kth population. Thus the (weighted)
probability of an individual with genotype αi,j being derived from the kth population (given the
population samples available) is:
N k Gi , j , k
n

N

k

Gi , j , k

k 1

If the population samples are all equal then the (unweighted) probability is:
Gi , j ,k
n

G

i , j ,k

k 1

Consider a genotype at m loci given by:

α

, αi,2,...,αi,m 

i,1

If all loci are independent of each other then the probability that an individual in the kth
population has this genotype sequence is given by:
m

G

i , j ,k

j 1

In a finite sample from each population, the total number of occurrences of this genotype
sequence is:
m




N
G

 k  i , j ,k 
k 1 
j 1

n
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The likelihood ratio, LR, comparing the probabilities of membership for two populations is
given by:
m

LR 

PrBGA1 | α  Prα | BGA1 


PrBGA2 | α  Prα | BGA2 

N1  Gi, j ,1
j 1
m

N 2  Gi, j ,2
j 1

If the two population samples are equal, N1 = N2, and:
m

G

i , j ,1

LR 

j 1
m

G

i, j ,2

j 1

This is the approach used by the Snipper 2.0 app suite. The (weighted) probability of an
individual with this genotype sequence being derived from the kth population is:
m

Pr BGA k | α  

Pr α | BGA i Pr BGA i 

 Pr α | BGA i Pr BGA i 
k

N k  Gi , j ,k
j 1

m


 N k  Gi , j ,k 



k 1 
j 1

n

If all Nk are equal then the (unweighted) probability that an individual has the genotype
sequence is:
m

PrBGAk | α 

G

j 1
n m

i , j ,k

G

i , j ,k

k 1 j 1

If HWE applies, Gi,j,k = pi,j,k2 for a homozygote and 2pi,j,kqi,j,k for a heterozygote, where p and q
are the minor and major allele frequencies. Hence, this generic Bayesian classifier does not
make any assumption of HWE because it is based on genotype frequencies rather than allele
frequencies.
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Online Resource 2.
Generic Genetic Distance Algorithm
Let the SNP genotype, G, of the ith individual at the jth locus in the kth reference population
be defined in two ways:
1. The “allele” designation is:

Gia, j , k = ai,j,k, ci,j,k, gi,j,k, ti,j,k
where the values of each of the four possible alleles (a, c, g, and t) can be 0 (nucleotide absent),
1 (one nucleotide present: heterozygous), or 2 (two nucleotides present: homozygous).
2. The “genotype” designation is:

Gig, j , k = aai,j,k, aci,j,k, agi,j,k, ati,j,k, cci,j,k, cgi,j,k, cti,j,k, ggi,j,k, gti,j,k, tti,j,k
where the values of each of the ten possible genotypes can be 0 (genotype absent) or 1
(genotype present).
At any locus in any reference population, we can define two “average” genotype frequency
vectors as follows:
G aj , k 

1 
 a j,k
2 N j , k  i

c

g

j ,k

i

t

j ,k

i

j,k

i





and
G gj ,k 

1 
 aa j ,k
N j , k  i

 ac

j ,k

i

 ag
i

j ,k

 at

 cc

j ,k

i

j ,k

i

 gg
i

j ,k

 cg

 ct

j ,k

i

 gt

j ,k

i

 tt

j ,k

i

i

j ,k





where Nj,k is the total number of genotypes from each individual at the jth locus in the kth
reference population.
Consider an unknown genotype, Gx, with frequency vector given by:
G aj , x 

and





1
a j,x
2

c j,x

g j, x

t j,x



Ggj, x  aaj , x acj , x ag j , x at j, x ccj, x cg j , x ct j , x gg j , x gt j , x tt j , x
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The genetic distance, D, of this genotype from the “average” genotype frequency in the kth
reference population is defined:

D  a j, x 
a
j ,k

a

j ,k

i

N j,k

 c j, x 

c

j ,k

 g j,x 

i

N j ,k

g

j ,k

i

N j ,k

 t j,x 

t

j,k

i

N j ,k

or

D  aaj , x 
g
j ,k

 aa
i

N j,k

j ,k

 acj , x 

 ac

j ,k

 ag j , x 

i

N j,k

 ag
i

N j ,k

j,k

 ...  tt j , x 

tt

j ,k

i

N j ,k

In vector notation:
D aj , k  G aj , k  G aj , x  I a

I

I

or
D gj , k  G gj , k  G gj , x  I g

I

I

where Ia = [1 1 1 1] and Ig = [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1].
The genetic distance of this genotype from the kth reference population over all loci is:

Dka   D aj , k
j

or

Dkg   D gj , k
j

This genetic distance can be expressed as an “average” distance per locus, D , from the kth
reference population:

Dka
D 
mk
a
k

or

Dkg
D 
mk
g
k

where mk is the number of genotypes shared by both the unknown individual and the kth
reference population.
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We can then order these distances, D , from smallest distance to largest distance (i.e., distance
from most closely related reference population to most genetically distant reference
population), such that:

D1a  D2a  D3a  ...
or

D1g  D2g  D3g  ...
We now need to decide upon a distance, D , above which an individual is deemed to be
completely unrelated to a particular reference population and below which the individual is
deemed to have some genetic contribution from the reference population. This choice is
somewhat arbitrary but may be governed by the fact that genetic distances at any locus, Dj,k,
have a maximum possible value (2) when the unknown genotype, Gj,x, shares no alleles (and,
thus, no genotypes) with any of the individuals in a reference population at the jth locus. Thus
the “average” distance per locus, D , also has this maximum value (when the unknown
genotype, Gj,x, shares no alleles with any of the individuals in a reference population at any
locus). This maximum possible distance will be greater than actual distances from reference
populations. The greater the number of sub-populations, the smaller the differences between
these actual distances. Thus, a useful discriminating distance might be defined as:
D 

2
n

where n is the number of reference populations. This implies that it will become increasingly
difficult to discriminate between reference populations as n increases (which is intuitively
sensible). We now calculate the genetic relatedness, R, as follows:









R ka 

2
 D ka  D1a
n

R kg 

2
 D kg  D1g
n

or

If Rk ≤ 0 then the unknown is sufficiently discriminated from the kth reference population such
that it has no genetic contribution from it. If Rk > 0 then the unknown is not sufficiently
discriminated from the kth reference population and has some genetic contribution from it. We
then take all Rk for which Rk > 0 and calculate the genetic contributions, C, of each of the
reference populations. The contribution of the most closely related reference population is:
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R1  R2 R2  R3 R3  R4
R R


 ... R1  2  3  ...
2
3
2 6
C1  1

R1
R1
The contribution of the next most closely related reference population is:

R2  R3 R3  R4 R4  R5
R2 R3 R4


 ...
   ...
2
3
4
2
6 12
C2 

R1
R1
Similarly:

R3  R4 R4  R5 R5  R6
R3 R4 R5


 ...

  ...
3
4
5
3
12
20
C3 

R1
R1
Rk
Rk 1
Rk  2
Rk  Rk 1 Rk 1  Rk  2 Rk  2  Rk  3


 ...


 ...
k k k  1 k  1k  2
k
k

1
k

2
Ck 

R1
R1
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Online Resource 3.
A list of the 142 ancestry informative single nucleotide polymorphisms (AISNPs) selected to
train and test classifiers.
SNP

34-plex

Eurasiaplex

African,
European,
East Asian

European,
South Asian

Seldin's 93
AISNP
panel

Kidd's 55
AISNP
panel

Global

Global

rs671
rs32314
rs37369
rs39897
rs174570
rs182549
rs192655
rs200354
rs214678
rs239031
rs260690
rs260714
rs310362
rs310644
rs316598
rs316873
rs359955
rs385194
rs459920
rs647325
rs705308
rs722098
rs727811

replaced

rs730570
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SNP

rs731257
rs734241
rs734482
rs734873
rs735480
rs756913
rs772262
rs773658
rs798443
rs818386
rs842639
rs870347
rs874299
rs881728
rs881929
rs896788
rs917115
rs917118
rs946918
rs948028
rs984038
rs1024116
rs1040045
rs1040404
rs1079597
rs1229984
rs1296819
rs1321333
rs1325502

172

34-plex

Eurasiaplex

Seldin's 93
AISNP
panel

Kidd's 55
AISNP
panel
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SNP

34-plex

Eurasiaplex

Seldin's 93
AISNP
panel

Kidd's 55
AISNP
panel

rs1335873
rs1363345
rs1369093
rs1407434
rs1408801
rs1426654
rs1462906
rs1471939
rs1498444
rs1500127
rs1503767
rs1513056
rs1513181
rs1519654
rs1544656
rs1557553
rs1569175
rs1572018
rs1573020
rs1760921
rs1785864
rs1800414
rs1834619
rs1834640
rs1837606
rs1863086
rs1871428
rs1871534
rs1876482
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SNP

rs1879488
rs1886510
rs1919550
rs1941411
rs1950993
rs1978806
rs2001907
rs2024566
rs2026721
rs2030763
rs2033111
rs2040411
rs2042762
rs2065160
rs2065982
rs2070586
rs2073821
rs2125345
rs2156208
rs2166624
rs2196051
rs2227203
rs2238151
rs2269793
rs2303798
rs2304925
rs2306040
rs2330442
rs2357442

174

34-plex

Eurasiaplex

Seldin's 93
AISNP
panel

Kidd's 55
AISNP
panel
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SNP

34-plex

Eurasiaplex

Seldin's 93
AISNP
panel

Kidd's 55
AISNP
panel

rs2397060
rs2416791
rs2472304
rs2504853
rs2532060
rs2572307
rs2593595
rs2627037
rs2702414
rs2717329
rs2814778
rs2835133
rs2835370
rs2899826
rs2946788
rs2966849
rs2986742
rs3098610
rs3118378
rs3737576
rs3745099
rs3784230
rs3785181
rs3793451
rs3793791
rs3811801
rs3814134
rs3823159
rs3827760

new
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SNP

34-plex

rs3907047
rs3916235
rs3943253
rs4411548
rs4458655
rs4463276
rs4471745
rs4540055
rs4664511
rs4666200
rs4670767
rs4705360
rs4717865
rs4741658
rs4746136
rs4781011
rs4798812
rs4800105
rs4821004
rs4833103
rs4880436
rs4891825
rs4907251
rs4908343
rs4918664
rs4918842
rs4951629
rs4955316
rs4984913
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tri-allelic

Eurasiaplex

Seldin's 93
AISNP
panel

Kidd's 55
AISNP
panel
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SNP

rs5030240

34-plex

Eurasiaplex

Seldin's 93
AISNP
panel

Kidd's 55
AISNP
panel

tri-allelic

rs5768007
rs5997008
rs6026972
rs6104567
rs6422347
rs6451722
rs6464211
rs6541030
rs6548616
rs6556352
rs6737672
rs6754311
rs6990312
rs7226659
rs7238445
rs7251928
rs7326934
rs7354930
rs7421394
rs7554936
rs7657799
rs7722456
rs7745461
rs7803075
rs7837234
rs7844723
rs7897550
rs7997709
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SNP

rs8021730
rs8035124
rs8113143
rs9291090
rs9319336
rs9487258
rs9522149
rs9530435
rs9809104
rs9809818
rs9845457
rs9880567
rs10007810
rs10008492
rs10079352
rs10108270
rs10131666
rs10141763
rs10236187
rs10496971
rs10497191
rs10510228
rs10511828
rs10512572
rs10513300
rs10839880
rs10843344
rs10877030
rs10954737

178

34-plex

Eurasiaplex

Seldin's 93
AISNP
panel

Kidd's 55
AISNP
panel
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SNP

34-plex

Eurasiaplex

Seldin's 93
AISNP
panel

Kidd's 55
AISNP
panel

rs10961356
rs10962599
rs11227699
rs11652805
rs11725412
rs11779571
rs12130799
rs12439433
rs12498138
rs12544346
rs12629908
rs12657828
rs12878166
rs12913832
rs13400937
rs16891982
rs17625895
rs17642714

SNP = single nucleotide polymorphism.
Ancestry informative SNPs (AISNPs) have been selected for differentiation between specific
populations, which are listed below the name of the corresponding AISNP panel. “Global” implies
African, European, Central/South Asian, East Asian, Indigenous American, and Oceanian populations.
Grids shaded in grey denote the presence of the corresponding SNP (rows) in the AISNP panel
(columns). The current revised 34-plex panel “replaced” SNP rs727811 with the “new” SNP rs3827760
[1]. SNPs rs4540055 and rs5030240 are tri-allelic. SNPs in bold font were selected for the AISNP
sample used in the current comparison study.
References
[1] Fondevila M, Phillips C, Santos C, Aradas AF, Vallone PM, Butler JM, Lareu MV, Carracedo A (2013)
Revision of the SNPforID 34-plex forensic ancestry test: Assay enhancements, standard reference sample
genotypes and extended population studies. Forensic Sci Int-Gen 7 (1):63-74.
doi:10.1016/j.fsigen.2012.06.007
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Online Resource 4.
Samples removed from the HGDP-CEPH (Stanford) test set due to incomplete genotypes at
one or more of the reference single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) loci.
Identification

Self-declared subpopulation

HGDP01419
HGDP00925
HGDP00937
HGDP01031
HGDP01033
HGDP01369
HGDP01370
HGDP01375
HGDP00536
HGDP01171
HGDP00669
HGDP01070
HGDP00803
HGDP00712
HGDP00714
HGDP01312
HGDP01313
HGDP01314

Kenya - Bantu
Nigeria - Yoruba
Nigeria - Yoruba
South Africa - Bantu
South Africa - Bantu
France - Basque
France - Basque
France - Basque
France - French
Italy - from Bergamo
Italy - Sardinian
Italy - Sardinian
Orkney Islands - Orcadian
Cambodia - Cambodian
Cambodia - Cambodian
China - Dai
China - Dai
China - Dai

Self-declared
continental
population
Africa
Africa
Africa
Africa
Africa
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia

HGDP00815
HGDP00818
HGDP00820
HGDP00972
HGDP01024
HGDP01197
HGDP01345
HGDP01336
HGDP01246
HGDP00751
HGDP00763
HGDP00767
HGDP00958

China - Han
China - Han
China - Han
China - Han
China - Han
China - Miaozu
China - Naxi
China - She
China - Xibo
Japan - Japanese
Japan - Japanese
Japan - Japanese
Siberia - Yakut

East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia
East Asia

HGDP00962
HGDP01013
HGDP00854
HGDP00858

Siberia - Yakut
Brazil - Karitiana
Mexico - Maya
Mexico - Maya

East Asia
America
America
America
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SNP(s) with
missing
genotypes
rs734482
rs6990312
rs6990312
rs9487258
rs6990312
rs6990312
rs4670767
rs6990312
rs10962599
rs4670767
rs734873
rs10839880
rs6990312
rs2073821
rs4670767
rs6990312
rs3745099
rs3943253
rs13400937
rs10510228
rs11652805
rs6990312
rs7745461
rs2357442
rs1572018
rs2627037
rs6990312
rs2627037
rs6990312
rs10839880
rs948028
rs1544656
rs6422347
rs6990312
rs6990312
rs1544656
rs2357442
rs3784230
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Online Resource 5.
Principal Component Analysis – R code
install.packages("pca3d") #first time only
library(pca3d)
genotypes <- read.csv("1000GHGDP_Genotypes_continental.csv",
header=T, row.names="BGA_ID") #this reads a csv file containing the
genotypes of sample individuals (rows) by SNPs (columns)
genotypes <- genotypes[,-(1:2)] #removing additional columns that do
not contain genotype data
genotypes.mat <- data.matrix(genotypes)
fit <- princomp(genotypes.mat, cor=TRUE)
plot(fit)
summary(fit)
pca2d(fit, col=c(rep("red",246), rep("darkgreen",380),
rep("darkorange",286), rep("blue",181), rep("palevioletred1",95),
rep("green",150), rep("yellow",210), rep("cyan",61)),
show.scale=TRUE, radius=1)
pca3d(fit, col=c(rep("red3",246), rep("darkgreen",380),
rep("darkorange",286), rep("blue",181), rep("palevioletred1",95),
rep("green",150), rep("yellow",210), rep("cyan",61)),
show.scale=TRUE, radius=1)
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Online Resource 6.
Three-dimensional principal component (PC) map for the continental biogeographical
ancestries (BGAs) in the 1000 Genomes (Phase 1) and HGDP-CEPH (Stanford) databases. The
first three PCs (explaining 43 % of the total variance) are shown for African (AFR), European
(EUR), East Asian (EAS), and indigenous American (NAM) BGAs. These populations are
respectively represented by darker shades of red, green, yellow, and blue for the 1000 Genomes
database; and lighter shades of red, green, yellow, and blue for the HGDP-CEPH database.

PC2

0

NAM

EAS

PC3

PCl
10

•
AFR

EUR
- 0
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Online Resource 7.
Multinomial Logistic Regression – R code
require(nnet)
y <- read.csv("1000Genomes_Genotypes.csv", na.strings="NN",
header=TRUE) #this reads a csv file (training set) containing the
genotypes of sample individuals (rows) by SNPs (columns)
y$Declared_BGA1 <- relevel(y$Declared_BGA, ref="AMERICA") #setting
AMERICA as the baseline comparison group
training <- multinom(y$Declared_BGA1~ rs32314 + rs39897 + rs174570 +
rs192655 + rs200354 + rs214678 + rs260690 + rs310644 + rs316598 +
rs316873 + rs385194 + rs459920 + rs647325 + rs705308 + rs731257 +
rs734482 + rs734873 + rs735480 + rs756913 + rs772262 + rs798443 +
rs818386 + rs870347 + rs874299 + rs917115 + rs917118 + rs948028 +
rs984038 + rs1040045 + rs1040404 + rs1296819 + rs1321333 + rs1325502
+ rs1363345 + rs1369093 + rs1407434 + rs1498444 + rs1513181 +
rs1519654 + rs1544656 + rs1572018 + rs1760921 + rs1785864 +
rs1834619 + rs1837606 + rs1871428 + rs1886510 + rs1941411 +
rs1950993 + rs2024566 + rs2030763 + rs2073821 + rs2125345 +
rs2156208 + rs2166624 + rs2196051 + rs2227203 + rs2304925 +
rs2306040 + rs2330442 + rs2357442 + rs2397060 + rs2416791 +
rs2472304 + rs2504853 + rs2593595 + rs2627037 + rs2702414 +
rs2835133 + rs2946788 + rs2986742 + rs3118378 + rs3737576 +
rs3745099 + rs3784230 + rs3785181 + rs3823159 + rs3907047 +
rs3943253 + rs4463276 + rs4471745 + rs4666200 + rs4670767 +
rs4717865 + rs4746136 + rs4781011 + rs4821004 + rs4833103 +
rs4891825 + rs4908343 + rs4918664 + rs4918842 + rs4984913 +
rs5768007 + rs6026972 + rs6422347 + rs6451722 + rs6464211 +
rs6548616 + rs6990312 + rs7226659 + rs7238445 + rs7251928 +
rs7354930 + rs7421394 + rs7554936 + rs7657799 + rs7722456 +
rs7745461 + rs7803075 + rs7897550 + rs7997709 + rs8035124 +
rs8113143 + rs9487258 + rs9522149 + rs9530435 + rs9809104 +
rs9845457 + rs10008492 + rs10108270 + rs10131666 + rs10236187 +
rs10496971 + rs10497191 + rs10510228 + rs10512572 + rs10513300 +
rs10839880 + rs10962599 + rs11227699 + rs11652805 + rs11779571 +
rs12130799 + rs12439433 + rs12498138 + rs12544346 + rs12629908 +
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rs12657828 + rs12913832 + rs13400937 + rs17625895, data=y,
maxit=1000, MaxNWts=2500)
b <- coef(training) #the coefficients for the MLR model
testset <- as.data.frame(read.csv("HGDPCEPH_Genotypes.csv",
header=TRUE))
predictions <- predict(training,
type="probs",na.action="na.exclude", newdata=testset) #MLR
predictions for complete genotypes
predictions
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Online Resource 8.
STRUCTURE analyses for biogeographical ancestry (BGA) at K = 4 for the African (AFR),
European (EUR), East Asian (EAS), and American (AME) populations. The USEPOPINFO
model was used to specify the first four populations as the training set and the last four
populations as the unknown test sets.

0.8

0.2
0
Reference:

AFR

EUR

EAS

AME

test_AFR

test_EUR

test_EAS
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Appendix E: Supplementary Material for Chapter 3
Supplementary File S1.
HGDP-CEPH (Stanford) database - individuals that were excluded from artificial admixture.
(Please see csv file)

Supplementary File S2.
Genotypes for the training and test datasets analysed with the 142 AIM-SNP panel. (Please see
csv file)

Supplementary File S3.
Genetic distance algorithm (GDA) classifier template. (Please see xlsx file)

Supplementary File S4.
Numeric coding of genotypes for the training and test datasets analysed with the 142 AIM-SNP
panel. (Please see csv file)
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Supplementary File S5.
pca3d – R code
# "Supplementary File S4" contains:
# Header
# Training: Hypothetical Root AFR

1 row

1

# Training: Hypothetical Root EUR

1 row

2

# Training: Hypothetical Root EAS

1 row

3

# Training: Hypothetical Root NAM

1 row

4

# Training: HGDP unambiguous AFR

23 rows

27

# Training: HGDP unambiguous EUR

23 rows

50

# Training: HGDP unambiguous EAS

23 rows

73

# Training: HGDP unambiguous NAM

5 rows

78

# Test:

HGDP Admixed 1x1

1:1

99 rows

177

# Test:

HGDP Admixed 1x1:1

3:1

198 rows

375

# Test:

HGDP Admixed 1x1:1

2:1:1

159 rows

534

# Test:

HGDP Admixed 1:1x1:1

2:1:1

159 rows

693

# Test:

HGDP Admixed 1:1x1:1

1:1:1:1

30 rows

723

# Test:

HGDP Admixed 1:1x1:1

1:1

99 rows

822

# Training: HGDP-CEPH sample AFR

95 rows

917

# Training: HGDP-CEPH sample EUR

150 rows

1067

# Training: HGDP-CEPH sample EAS

210 rows

1277

# Training: HGDP-CEPH sample NAM

61 rows

1338

# Install package 'pca3d' if not done so already, otherwise skip this step

install.packages("pca3d")

# First time only

# Load package 'pca3d' from library
library(pca3d)
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####################################################################
## PCA code for Fig. 1.

##

## Unambiguous non-admixed amongst the HGDP-CEPH samples

##

####################################################################
# Individuals selected for admixture
genotypes <- read.csv("Supplementary File S4.csv", header=T)
genotypes1 <- (genotypes[-c(1:822),])
genotypes2 <- (genotypes[(823:1338),(5:146)])
fit1 <- prcomp(genotypes2, cor=TRUE)
# Create palette for highlighting selected individuals
group = genotypes1$Group
levels(genotypes1$Group)
# Colour the populations based on the Group column (in alphabetical
order)
palette <- c(rep("white",9), "gray70", "red", "chartreuse3",
"black")
colour.scheme <- palette[group]
pca3d(fit1, components=c(1,2,3), col=colour.scheme, show.scale=TRUE,
radius=1, show.plane=TRUE)
# Black represents the selected "unambiguously non-admixed"
individuals

####################################################################
## PCA code for Fig. 3. Unambiguous HGDP-CEPH and admixed samples ##
####################################################################
genotypes <- read.csv("Supplementary File S4.csv", header=T)
genotypes3 <- as.matrix(genotypes[(5:822),(5:146)])
fit2 <- prcomp(genotypes3, cor=TRUE)
plot(fit2)
summary(fit2)
pca3d(fit2, components=c(1,2,3), col=c(rep("red",23),
rep("chartreuse3",23), rep("yellow",23), rep("blue",5),
rep("gray55",99), rep("lightpink1",198), rep("skyblue1",159),
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rep("skyblue1",159), rep("black",30), rep("gray55",99)),
show.scale=TRUE, radius=1, show.plane=FALSE)
# red is non-admixed African; chartreuse is non-admixed European;
yellow is non-admixed East Asian; dark blue is non-admixed
Amerindian;
# gray is 1:1; pink is 3:1; light blue is 2:1:1; black is 1:1:1:1

####################################################################
## PCA code for Fig. 7. HGDP-CEPH database and Hypothetical Roots ##
####################################################################
genotypes <- read.csv("Supplementary File S4.csv", header=T)
genotypes4 <- as.matrix(genotypes[c(823:1338,1:4),c(5:146)])
fit3 <- prcomp(genotypes4, cor=TRUE)
summary(fit3)
pca3d(fit3, components=c(1,2,3), col=c(rep("red",95),
rep("chartreuse3",150), rep("yellow",210), rep("blue",61),
rep("black",4)), show.scale=TRUE, radius=1)
# red is non-admixed African; chartreuse is non-admixed European;
yellow is non-admixed East Asian; blue is non-admixed Amerindian;
# black is hypothetical roots
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Supplementary File S6.
CLUMPAK output for the major mode at K=4 resulting from ten iterations of STRUCTURE
analysis of artificially admixed samples trained with African, European, East Asian, and
American reference populations from HGDP-CEPH (Stanford). Admixture ratios are listed
below with the corresponding admixture test from which samples were derived in brackets.

African

European

East Asian

American

1:1 (1x1)

1:1 (1 :1x1 :1)

3:1 {1x1 :1)

2:1:1 (1x1 :1)

2:1:1 (1 :1x1 :1)

1:1:1:1 (1 :1x1 :1)
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Appendix F: Supplementary Material for Chapter 4
Confidence values for assignment output from the HID SNP Genotyper plugin (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) with custom training and test datasets. (Please see csv file)
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Appendix G: Supplementary Material for Chapter 5
R script for implementing colour-coded principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) with three colour
model options: (a) RGB, (b) CMYK, and (c) CMY.
###################
##

BASE CODE

##

###################
# Note: colours are relative to the unique plot scale
# Load libraries
library(ape)
library(rgl)
# Open file
genotypes <- read.csv("1000Genomes_Genotypes.csv", header=T,
row.names = 1)
# Convert to matrix
genotypes.mat <-as.matrix(genotypes)
# Create distance matrix
genotypes.dist <- dist.gene(genotypes.mat, method = "pairwise",
pairwise.deletion = TRUE, variance = FALSE)
# Perform principal coordinate analysis (PCoA)
genotypes.PCoA <- pcoa(genotypes.dist, correction = "none")
# Extract the 3 dimensions from the PCoA coordinates
Coordinate.1 <- genotypes.PCoA$vectors[,1]
Coordinate.2 <- genotypes.PCoA$vectors[,2]
Coordinate.3 <- genotypes.PCoA$vectors[,3]
Coordinate.4 <- genotypes.PCoA$vectors[,4]
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# Taking PCs 1 to 4 to be converted into colour codes
PC <- as.matrix(genotypes.PCoA$vectors[,c(1:4)])
# Add constant to shift all PC values >= 0 relative to their axis
PC[,1] <- PC[,1]+abs(min(genotypes.PCoA$vectors[,c(1)]))
PC[,2] <- PC[,2]+abs(min(genotypes.PCoA$vectors[,c(2)]))
PC[,3] <- PC[,3]+abs(min(genotypes.PCoA$vectors[,c(3)]))
PC[,4] <- PC[,4]+abs(min(genotypes.PCoA$vectors[,c(4)]))
####################################
### EXECUTE DESIRED COLOUR MODEL ###
### (a) colRGB
### (b) colCMYK
### (c) colCMY
####################################
## Plot PCoA, set the "bg =" (for 2D plot) or "col =" (for 3D
plot) property to the desired colour model as per options above
(options: a, b, c). Below the default "colCMYK" is used. ##
# Plot 2D PCoA
PCoA2Dplot <- plot(Coordinate.1, Coordinate.2, box = FALSE,
cex.axis = 1.5, xlab = "1st coordinate", ylab = "2nd coordinate",
zlab = "3rd Coordinate", xlim=c (-110,60), ylim = c(-100,100),
cex.lab = 1.5, cex = 1.5, col = "black", bg = colCMYK, pch = 21)
# Plot 3D PCoA
PCoA3Dplot <- plot3d(Coordinate.1, Coordinate.2, Coordinate.3, box
= FALSE, cex.axis=0.5, xlab = "1st coordinate", ylab = "2nd
coordinate", zlab = "3rd Coordinate", font.lab = 2, col = colCMYK,
size=1, type = "s")
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(a)
################################
##

COLOUR OPTION (a) - RGB

##

################################
# Assigning RGB code to PC vectors
PC.rgb <- PC
# Convert to RGB code
colRGB <- matrix("NULL", nrow= nrow(genotypes), ncol=1)
for (i in 1:(nrow(genotypes))){
colRGB [i,1]<-rgb(PC.rgb[i,1], PC.rgb[i,2], PC.rgb [i,3],
maxColorValue = max(PC.rgb))
}

(b)
################################
##

COLOUR OPTION (b) - CMYK

##

################################
# Set PC range to [0, 100] for each axis
PC[,1] <- (PC[,1]/(max(PC[,1])))*100
PC[,2] <- (PC[,2]/(max(PC[,2])))*100
PC[,3] <- (PC[,3]/(max(PC[,3])))*100
PC[,4] <- (PC[,4]/(max(PC[,4])))*100
# Convert CMYK to RGB
PC.rgb <- matrix("NULL", nrow= nrow(genotypes), ncol=3)
for (i in 1:(nrow(genotypes))){
PC.rgb [i,1] = 255*(1-(PC[i,1]/100))*(1-(PC[i,4]/100))
PC.rgb[i,2] = 255*(1-(PC[i,2]/100))*(1-(PC[i,4]/100))
PC.rgb[i,3] = 255*(1-(PC[i,3]/100))*(1-(PC[i,4]/100))
}
# Convert to numeric matrix
PC.rgb2 <- as.numeric(PC.rgb)
PC.rgb3 <- matrix(PC.rgb2, nrow=(nrow(genotypes)), ncol=3)
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# Convert RGB to HEX code
colCMYK <- matrix("NULL", nrow= nrow(genotypes), ncol=1)
for (i in 1:(nrow(genotypes))){
colCMYK[i,1]<-rgb(PC.rgb3[i,1], PC.rgb3[i,2], PC.rgb3[i,3],
maxColorValue = max(PC.rgb3))
}

(c)
################################
##

COLOUR OPTION (c) - CMY

##

################################
# Set PC range to [0, 100] for each axis
PC[,1] <- (PC[,1]/(max(PC[,1])))*100
PC[,2] <- (PC[,2]/(max(PC[,2])))*100
PC[,3] <- (PC[,3]/(max(PC[,3])))*100
PC[,4] <- (PC[,4]/(max(PC[,4])))*100
# Converting CMY(K) to RGB
PC.rgb <- matrix("NULL", nrow= nrow(genotypes), ncol=3)
for (i in 1:(nrow(genotypes))){
PC.rgb [i,1] = 255*(1-(PC[i,1]/100))
PC.rgb[i,2] = 255*(1-(PC[i,2]/100))
PC.rgb[i,3] = 255*(1-(PC[i,3]/100))
}
# Convert to numeric matrix
PC.rgb2 <- as.numeric(PC.rgb)
PC.rgb3 <- matrix(PC.rgb2, nrow=(nrow(genotypes)), ncol=3)
# Convert to HEX code
colCMY <- matrix("NULL", nrow= nrow(genotypes), ncol=1)
for (i in 1:(nrow(genotypes))){
colCMY[i,1]<-rgb(PC.rgb3[i,1], PC.rgb3[i,2], PC.rgb3[i,3],
maxColorValue = max(PC.rgb3))
}
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Appendix H: Supplementary Material for Chapter 6
Supplementary File S1.
Genotypes for 2085 individuals from the 1000 Genomes Phase 3 database and differentiation
potentials for candidate ancestry-informative markers for the five reference populations:
African (AFR), European (EUR), South Asian (SAS), East Asian (EAS), and indigenous or
native American (AME). (Please see xlsx file)
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Supplementary File S2.
R script for selection of the top ancestry informative markers based on population
differentiation potential.
#

______________________________________________________________

##

#
##

###

R script for selection of the top

###
###

###

ancestry informative markers

###

based on population differentiation potential

###

###
###

### 2019 (C) Elaine Y.Y. Cheung, Mayra Eduardoff, Dennis McNevin ###
##
#

##
______________________________________________________________

########################################################
##
##

##
*MANUAL ENTRY

##

##
##

########################################################
#* For pairwise population comparisons, please list all reference
populations: BGA = population name (e.g. AFR, EUR, SAS, EAS, AME)
BGA = c("AFR", "EUR", "SAS", "EAS", "AME")
#* k = number of unique populations
k=5
#* m = the number of markers wanted for selected panel
m=30
#* metric = the metric for calculating differentiation potentials
which marker selection will be based
# Choice of 4 options: (i) delta, (ii) In, (iii) FST, (iv) Ae
metric = "In"
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#* Import database with population codes and genotypes in
"genotypes.csv" where: Column1 = Individual_ID (Ind_ID), Column2 =
Population_ID (Pop_ID), Column3 onwards = Locus genotypes
# Note: Missing values must be coded "NA"
databaseref <- read.csv("genotypesfile.csv", header=T)
#* Import the above file again into another object for manipulation
genotypes <- read.csv("genotypesfile.csv", header=TRUE, row.names=1,
as.is=TRUE)

########################################################
##
##

##
CALCULATE DIFFERENTIATION POTENTIAL

##

##
##

########################################################
## Calculate differentiation potential per marker per population
using one of the following metric options:
# (i).

Allele frequency differences (delta)

# (ii).

Rosenberg's Informativeness (In)

# (iii). Fixation Index (FST)
# (iv).

Effective Number of Alleles (Ae)

#
# IMPORT DATA AND BASE CALCULATIONS
#
genotypes.1 <- genotypes
dim.genotypes.1 <- dim(genotypes.1)
# Remove population codes
genotypes.2 <- genotypes.1[,-1]
dim.genotypes.2 <- dim(genotypes.2)
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#--------------------------------------#
# (i).

#

# ALLELE FREQUENCY DIFFERENCES (delta) #
#

#

#--------------------------------------#
# Create candidate marker set with delta differentiation potentials
for all populations
candidate.delta <- matrix("", nrow=ncol(genotypes.2))
candidate.delta.names <-"NULL"
for (b in BGA){
#
# BASE CODE
#
# Renaming populations to obtain pairwise comparisons
genotypes.1 <- genotypes
genotypes.1$Pop_ID[genotypes.1$Pop_ID != b] <- paste0("non-",b)
# Generate a vector of population labels
pop.labels <- genotypes.1$Pop_ID
pops <- names(table(genotypes.1[,1]))
# Generate a vector of loci
loci <- colnames(genotypes.2)
# Split genotypes into alleles
alleles <- lapply(genotypes.2, function(x) cbind(substr(x, 1,
nchar(as.character(x))/2), substr(x, nchar(as.character(x))/2 + 1,
nchar(as.character(x)))))

#
# COUNT ALLELES
#
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# Count the number of unique alleles in each population
alleles.in.pops <- sapply(alleles, function(a, pl, p){
uni <- unique(c(a))
# (a)
counts <- sapply(p, function(x, y, z, u){
alc <- table(z[which(x==y),],useNA="ifany")
# c(u,names(alc))
if (length(u) > length(alc)){
# c(u,names(alc))
miss <- rep(0,length(u[!u %in% names(alc)]))
names(miss) <- u[!u %in% names(alc)]
c(alc, miss)[order(names(c(alc, miss)))]
}
else{
alc[order(names(alc))]
}
}, pl, a, uni)
}, pop.labels, pops)
# Count the number of alleles not in each population (i.e. in all
other populations combined)
alleles.not.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x)
apply(x, 1, function(y) sum(y)-y))
# Count the number of alleles in all populations combined
alleles.in.tot <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x) apply(x, 1,
sum))

#
# CALCULATE ALLELE FREQUENCIES
#
# Calculate allele frequencies in each population
freqs.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x) apply(x, 2,
function(y){
y[!is.na(names(y))]/sum(y[!is.na(names(y))])
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}))
# Calculate the allele frequencies in each population squared
freqs.in.pops.sq <- sapply(freqs.in.pops, function(x) x^2)
# Calculate allele frequencies not in each population (i.e. in all
other populations combined)
freqs.not.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.not.in.pops, function(x)
apply(x, 1, function(y){
y[!is.na(names(y))]/sum(y[!is.na(names(y))])
}))
# Calculate allele frequencies in all populations combined
freqs.in.tot <- sapply(alleles.in.tot, function(x)
x[!is.na(names(x))]/sum(x[!is.na(names(x))]))
# Calculate the difference between allele frequencies in each
population and not in each population
delta.freqs <- mapply(function(x,y) abs(x-y), freqs.in.pops,
freqs.not.in.pops)
# Sum allele frequency differences over all alleles
sum.delta.freqs <- sapply(delta.freqs, function(x) apply(x, 2,
function(y) sum(y[!is.na(names(y))])))
# Sort SNPs by informativeness
sorted.delta.freqs <- sum.delta.freqs[,order(sum.delta.freqs[nrow(sum.delta.freqs),], na.last=TRUE)]
# Save into Candidate.delta
bbb <- which(row.names(sorted.delta.freqs) == b)
candidate.delta <- cbind(candidate.delta,
as.matrix(row.names(t(sorted.delta.freqs))),
sorted.delta.freqs[bbb,])
rownames(candidate.delta) <- c()
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candidate.delta.names <-cbind(candidate.delta.names, c(b[1]),
paste0(c(b[1]),".values"))
}
# Write delta differentiation potentials to csv
colnames(candidate.delta) <- candidate.delta.names
candidate.delta <- candidate.delta[,-1]
write.csv(candidate.delta , file="Candidate_delta.csv",
row.names=FALSE)

#----------------------------------#
# (ii).

#

# ROSENBERG'S INFORMATIVENESS (In) #
#

#

#----------------------------------#
candidate.In <- matrix("", nrow=ncol(genotypes.2))
candidate.In.names <-"NULL"
for (b in BGA){
#
# BASE CODE
#
# Renaming populations to obtain pairwise comparisons
genotypes.1 <- genotypes
genotypes.1$Pop_ID[genotypes.1$Pop_ID != b] <- paste0("non-",b)
# Generate a vector of population labels
pop.labels <- genotypes.1$Pop_ID
pops <- names(table(genotypes.1[,1]))
# Generate a vector of loci
loci <- colnames(genotypes.2)
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# Split genotypes into alleles
alleles <- lapply(genotypes.2, function(x) cbind(substr(x, 1,
nchar(as.character(x))/2), substr(x, nchar(as.character(x))/2 + 1,
nchar(as.character(x)))))

#
# COUNT ALLELES
#
# Count the number of unique alleles in each population
alleles.in.pops <- sapply(alleles, function(a, pl, p){
uni <- unique(c(a))
# (a)
counts <- sapply(p, function(x, y, z, u){
alc <- table(z[which(x==y),],useNA="ifany")
# c(u,names(alc))
if (length(u) > length(alc)){
# c(u,names(alc))
miss <- rep(0,length(u[!u %in% names(alc)]))
names(miss) <- u[!u %in% names(alc)]
c(alc, miss)[order(names(c(alc, miss)))]
}
else{
alc[order(names(alc))]
}
}, pl, a, uni)
}, pop.labels, pops)

# Count the number of alleles not in each population (i.e. in all
other populations combined)
alleles.not.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x) apply(x,
1, function(y) sum(y)-y))
# Count the number of alleles in all populations combined
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alleles.in.tot <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x) apply(x, 1,
sum))

#
# CALCULATE ALLELE FREQUENCIES
#
# Calculate allele frequencies in each population
freqs.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x) apply(x, 2,
function(y){
y[!is.na(names(y))]/sum(y[!is.na(names(y))])
}))
# Calculate the allele frequencies in each population squared
freqs.in.pops.sq <- sapply(freqs.in.pops, function(x) x^2)
# Calculate allele frequencies not in each population (i.e. in all
other populations combined)
freqs.not.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.not.in.pops, function(x)
apply(x, 1, function(y){
y[!is.na(names(y))]/sum(y[!is.na(names(y))])
}))
# Calculate allele frequencies in all populations combined
freqs.in.tot <- sapply(alleles.in.tot, function(x)
x[!is.na(names(x))]/sum(x[!is.na(names(x))]))

#
# CALCULATE ROSENBERG'S INFORMATIVENESS
#
# Calculate -plnp for allele frequencies in each population
plnp.in.pops <- sapply(freqs.in.pops, function(x) ifelse(x==0, 0, x*log(x)))
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# Remove missing data from "plnp.in.pops" and replace with 0
plnp.in.pops <- sapply(plnp.in.pops, function(x) ifelse(is.na(x),
0, x))
# Calculate -plnp for allele frequencies not in each population
plnp.not.in.pops <- sapply(freqs.not.in.pops, function(x)
ifelse(x==0, 0, -x*log(x)))
# Remove missing data from "plnp.not.in.pops" and replace with 0
plnp.not.in.pops <- sapply(plnp.not.in.pops, function(x)
ifelse(is.na(x), 0, x))
# Calculate the mean -plnp over all populations for each allele at
each locus
plnp.pop.mean <- sapply(plnp.in.pops, function(x, na.rm=TRUE)
apply(x, 1, mean))
# Calculate -plnp for allele frequencies in all populations
combined
plnp.in.tot <- sapply(freqs.in.tot, function(x) ifelse(x==0, 0, x*log(x)))
# Remove missing data from "plnp.in.tot" and replace with 0
plnp.in.tot <- sapply(plnp.in.tot, function(x) ifelse(is.na(x), 0,
x))
# Calculate the informativeness for each allele at each locus in
each population
inform.pops <- mapply(function(x,y,z) x-(y+z)/2, plnp.in.tot,
plnp.in.pops, plnp.not.in.pops)
# Calculate the informativeness for each allele at each locus over
all populations
inform.tot <- mapply(function(x,y) x-y, plnp.in.tot, plnp.pop.mean)
# Sum informativeness over all alleles
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sum.inform.pops <- sapply(inform.pops, function(x) apply(x, 2,
function(y) sum(y)))
# Sort SNPs by informativeness
sorted.inform <- sum.inform.pops[,order(sum.inform.pops[nrow(sum.inform.pops),], na.last = TRUE)]
# Save into Candidate.In
bbb <- which(row.names(sorted.inform) == b)
candidate.In <- cbind(candidate.In,
as.matrix(row.names(t(sorted.inform))), sorted.inform[bbb,])
rownames(candidate.In) <- c()
candidate.In.names <-cbind(candidate.In.names, c(b[1]),
paste0(c(b[1]),".values"))
}
# Clean up data format
colnames(candidate.In) <- candidate.In.names
candidate.In <- candidate.In[,-1]
# Write In differentiation potentials to csv
write.csv(candidate.In , file="Candidate_In_raw.csv",
row.names=FALSE)

#
# FILTER DIFFERENTIATION POTENTIALS
#
# Take absolute values of all Informativeness values
candidate.In <- read.csv("Candidate_In_raw.csv", header = T)
abs.In <- candidate.In
for (i in 1:(0.5*ncol(abs.In))){
abs.In[,2*i]<-abs(candidate.In[,2*i])
}
# Reorder markers by the filtered differentiation potentials
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filtered.In <- candidate.In
for (i in 1:(0.5*ncol(abs.In))){
x <- abs.In[order(-abs.In[,2*i], na.last = TRUE),]
filtered.In[,c(((2*i)-1):(2*i))] <- x[,c(((2*i)-1):(2*i))]
}
# Write filtered In differentiation potentials to csv
write.csv(filtered.In , file="Candidate_In.csv", row.names=FALSE)

#----------------------#
# (iii).

#

# FIXATION INDEX (FST) #
#

#

#----------------------#
candidate.FST <- matrix("", nrow=ncol(genotypes.2))
candidate.FST.names <-"NULL"
for (b in BGA){
# Renaming populations to obtain pairwise comparisons
genotypes.1 <- genotypes
genotypes.1$Pop_ID[genotypes.1$Pop_ID != b] <- paste0("non-",b)
# Generate a vector of population labels
pop.labels <- genotypes.1$Pop_ID
pops <- names(table(genotypes.1[,1]))
# Generate a vector of loci
loci <- colnames(genotypes.2)
# Split genotypes into alleles
alleles <- lapply(genotypes.2, function(x) cbind(substr(x, 1,
nchar(as.character(x))/2), substr(x, nchar(as.character(x))/2 + 1,
nchar(as.character(x)))))
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#
# COUNT ALLELES
#
# Count the number of unique alleles in each population
alleles.in.pops <- sapply(alleles, function(a, pl, p){
uni <- unique(c(a))
# (a)
counts <- sapply(p, function(x, y, z, u){
alc <- table(z[which(x==y),],useNA="ifany")
# c(u,names(alc))
if (length(u) > length(alc)){
# c(u,names(alc))
miss <- rep(0,length(u[!u %in% names(alc)]))
names(miss) <- u[!u %in% names(alc)]
c(alc, miss)[order(names(c(alc, miss)))]
}
else{
alc[order(names(alc))]
}
}, pl, a, uni)
}, pop.labels, pops)
# Count the number of alleles not in each population (i.e. in all
other populations combined)
alleles.not.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x)
apply(x, 1, function(y) sum(y)-y))
# Count the number of alleles in all populations combined
alleles.in.tot <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x) apply(x, 1,
sum))
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#
# CALCULATE ALLELE FREQUENCIES
#
# Calculate allele frequencies in each population
freqs.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x) apply(x, 2,
function(y){
y[!is.na(names(y))]/sum(y[!is.na(names(y))])
}))
# Calculate the allele frequencies in each population squared
freqs.in.pops.sq <- sapply(freqs.in.pops, function(x) x^2)
# Calculate allele frequencies not in each population (i.e. in all
other populations combined)
freqs.not.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.not.in.pops, function(x)
apply(x, 1, function(y){
y[!is.na(names(y))]/sum(y[!is.na(names(y))])
}))
# Calculate allele frequencies in all populations combined
freqs.in.tot <- sapply(alleles.in.tot, function(x)
x[!is.na(names(x))]/sum(x[!is.na(names(x))]))

#
# CALCULATE FST
#
freqs.in.tot.sq <- sapply(freqs.in.tot, function(x) x^2)
H <- sapply(freqs.in.pops.sq, function(x) 1-(colSums(x)))
H_S <- (colSums(H))/nrow(H)
H_T <- sapply(freqs.in.tot.sq, function(x) 1-sum(x, na.rm=T))
FST <- (H_T - H_S)/H_T
# Order FST values in descending order
sorted.FST <- sort(FST, decreasing = T, na.last=TRUE)
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# Save into Candidate.FST
candidate.FST <- cbind(candidate.FST, as.matrix(names(sorted.FST)),
sorted.FST)
rownames(candidate.FST) <- c()
candidate.FST.names <-cbind(candidate.FST.names, c(b[1]),
paste0(c(b[1]),".values"))
}
# Write FST differentiation potentials to csv
colnames(candidate.FST) <- candidate.FST.names
candidate.FST <- candidate.FST[,-1]
write.csv(candidate.FST , file="Candidate_FST_raw.csv",
row.names=FALSE)

#
# FILTER DIFFERENTIATION POTENTIALS
#

# Reload data and convert NaN or NA values to zero
candidate.FST <- read.csv("Candidate_FST_raw.csv", header = T)
candidate.FST[is.na(candidate.FST)] <- 0
# Restrict range to [-1, 1] by rounding anything below -1 to -1.
for (j in 1:(nrow(candidate.FST))){
for (i in 1:(0.5*ncol(candidate.FST))){
if ((candidate.FST[j, (2*i)])< c(-1)){
(candidate.FST[j,(2*i)] <- c(-1))
}
else {
candidate.FST[j,(2*i)] <- candidate.FST[j,(2*i)]
}
}
}
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# Take absolute values of all negative Informativeness values >
max(positive FST value)
abs.FST <- candidate.FST
for (i in 1:(0.5*ncol(abs.FST))){
abs.FST[,2*i]<-abs(candidate.FST[,2*i])
}
abs2.FST <- candidate.FST
for (i in 1:(0.5*ncol(abs.FST))){
for (j in 1:(nrow(candidate.FST))){
if((candidate.FST[j,2*i]<0) &
(abs.FST[j,2*i]>(max(candidate.FST[,2*i])))) {
abs2.FST[j,c(((2*i)-1):(2*i))] <- abs.FST[j,c(((2*i)1):(2*i))]
}
else {
if ((candidate.FST[j,2*i]<0) &
(abs.FST[j,2*i]<max(candidate.FST[,2*i]))) {
abs2.FST[j,(2*i)] <- NA
}
else (abs2.FST[j,c(((2*i)-1):(2*i))] <candidate.FST[j,c(((2*i)-1):(2*i))])
}
}
}
# Reorder markers by the filtered differentiation potentials
filtered.FST <- candidate.FST
for (i in 1:(0.5*ncol(abs.FST))){
x <- abs2.FST[order(-abs2.FST[,(2*i)], na.last = TRUE),]
filtered.FST[,c(((2*i)-1):(2*i))] <- x[,c(((2*i)-1):(2*i))]
}
# Write new In differentiation potentials to csv
write.csv(filtered.FST , file="Candidate_FST.csv", row.names=FALSE)
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#----------------------------------#
# (iv).

#

# EFFECTIVE NUMBER OF ALLELES (Ae) #
#

#

#----------------------------------#
# (Kidd & Speed 2015, Jost 2006, Crow & Kimura 1970)
# 1/ sum(p_i)^2
# Generate a vector of population labels
pop.labels <- genotypes$Pop_ID
pops <- names(table(genotypes[,1]))
# Generate a vector of loci
loci <- colnames(genotypes.2)
# Split genotypes into alleles
alleles <- lapply(genotypes.2, function(x) cbind(substr(x, 1,
nchar(as.character(x))/2), substr(x, nchar(as.character(x))/2 + 1,
nchar(as.character(x)))))
# Count the number of unique alleles in each population
alleles.in.pops <- sapply(alleles, function(a, pl, p){
uni <- unique(c(a))
# (a)
counts <- sapply(p, function(x, y, z, u){
alc <- table(z[which(x==y),],useNA="ifany")
# c(u,names(alc))
if (length(u) > length(alc)){
# c(u,names(alc))
miss <- rep(0,length(u[!u %in% names(alc)]))
names(miss) <- u[!u %in% names(alc)]
c(alc, miss)[order(names(c(alc, miss)))]
}
else{
alc[order(names(alc))]
}
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}, pl, a, uni)
}, pop.labels, pops)
# Calculate allele frequencies in each population
freqs.in.pops <- sapply(alleles.in.pops, function(x) apply(x, 2,
function(y){
y[!is.na(names(y))]/sum(y[!is.na(names(y))])
}))
freqs.in.pops.sq <- sapply(freqs.in.pops, function(x) x^2)
# sum freqs.in.pops.sq over all loci
sum.freqs.in.pops.sq <- sapply(freqs.in.pops.sq, function(x)
apply(x, 2, function(y) sum(y[!is.na(names(y))])))
# Effective number of allele rank, Ae = 1/x
Ae <- t(1/(sum.freqs.in.pops.sq))
# Save into Candidate.Ae
indivpops <- colnames(Ae)
candidate.Ae <- matrix("", nrow=ncol(genotypes.2))
candidate.Ae.names <-"NULL"
for (b in BGA){
bbb <- which(colnames(Ae) == b)
sorted.Ae <- Ae[order(-Ae[,bbb]),]
candidate.Ae <- cbind(candidate.Ae, as.matrix(row.names(sorted.Ae)),
sorted.Ae[,bbb])
candidate.Ae.names <- cbind(candidate.Ae.names, c(b[1]),
paste0(c(b[1]),".values"))
}
rownames(candidate.Ae) <- c()
# Write Ae differentiation potentials to csv
colnames(candidate.Ae) <- candidate.Ae.names
candidate.Ae <- candidate.Ae[,-1]
write.csv(candidate.Ae , file="Candidate_Ae.csv", row.names=FALSE)
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########################################################
##

##

##

SEQUENTIAL MARKER SELECTION

##

## FOR BALANCED POPULATION DIFFERENTIATION POTENTIALS ##
##

##

########################################################
# Enter manual entry (if not done already):
# k = number of unique populations
# m = the number of markers desired in the selected panel
# metric = metric for calculating differentiation potentials and
selecting
#
# IMPORT DATA FILE
# (If manually importing, save file as: "Candidate_", metric,
".csv")
#
# Load the candidate list of markers with corresponding
differentiation potential for your chosen metric
# File should contain 2 columns per reference population: "Marker",
and the corresponding "Differentiation Potential" (in descending
order).
df.list <-read.csv(paste0("Candidate_", metric, ".csv"), header=T)
# Create an empty vector (will be deleted in the loop)
df.list2 <- "NULL"
# Isolate each population columns and delete any dummy variables
for(i in 1:k){
colvalues <- df.list[,c(((2*i)-1):(2*i))]
colvalues <- colvalues[colvalues[,1] != "dummy", ]
df.list2 <- cbind(df.list2, colvalues)
}
# Removing NULL column
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df.list2 <-df.list2[,-1]
# Check nrow(df.list2) = total pot of markers
nrow(df.list2)

#
# SPLIT DATAFRAME INTO TWO LISTS: MARKERS (listm) AND
DIFFERENTIATION POTENTIALS (listv)
#
## .listm
df.listm <- as.data.frame("NULL", stringsAsFactors=F)
for(i in 1:k){
markers <- df.list2[,((2*i)-1)]
df.listm <- cbind(df.listm, markers)
}
# Removing NULL column
df.listm <-df.listm[,-1]
## .listv
df.listv <- as.data.frame("NULL", stringsAsFactors=F)
for(i in 1:k){
markers <- df.list2[,(2*i)]
df.listv <- cbind(df.listv, markers)
}
# Removing NULL column
df.listv <-df.listv[,-1]

#
# SORT BY MARKER NAME
#
# Create an empty vector (will be deleted in the loop)
df.markers <- "NULL"
# Take marker and divergence column for one population at a time
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for(i in 1:k){
colvalues <- df.list2[,c(((2*i)-1):(2*i))]
# Sort by marker name
colvalues <- colvalues[order(colvalues[,1]),]
# Combine into one dataframe
df.markers <-cbind(df.markers, colvalues)
}
# Removing NULL column
df.markers <-df.markers[,-1]
# Remove repeated columns of marker name
df.potential <- df.markers[,(seq(2, ncol(df.markers), by=2))]
df.potential <- cbind(df.markers[,1], df.potential)
names(df.potential)[1] <- c("AIM")

#
# SELECT FIRST MARKER FOR PANEL
#
# Search .listv and select marker with lowest differentiation
potential and obtain the column number (y). This line ignores NA
values.
y <- as.numeric(t(apply(df.listv[1,], 1, function(x)
head(order(x),1))))
# Find the row number of the selected marker in df.potential (yy)
AIM <- as.vector(df.listm[1,y])
yy <- which(df.potential == AIM)
yy <- yy[1]
# The selected marker ('newm') and associated differentiation
potential is df.potential[yy,].
# Note: this is for the first selected marker.
newm <- df.potential[yy,]
row.names(newm)=newm[,1]
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newm <- newm[,-1]
df.selected <- newm
# Calculate cumulative sum of differentiation potential our first
selected marker for each population
df.selected[is.na(df.selected)] <- 0

# Replace NA values with 0

df.cum.mat <- as.matrix(df.selected[1,])
df.cum.tot <- t(as.matrix(df.cum.mat[nrow(df.cum.mat),]))
# Find this selected marker and delete it from the selection list by
finding the row number that corresponds to the marker in each of the
popn columns
# Replace it with NA (df.listm/v)
for (i in 1:k){
rmAIM <- which(df.listm[,i] == AIM)
df.listm[rmAIM, i] <- NA
df.listv[rmAIM, i] <- NA
}
# Delete NA entries and shift all entries up the column
(df.listm2/v2)
df.listm2 <- as.data.frame(apply(df.listm, 2, function(x) {
return(c(x[!is.na(x)],x[is.na(x)]) )} ))
df.listv2 <- as.data.frame(apply(df.listv, 2, function(x) {
return(c(x[!is.na(x)],x[is.na(x)]) )} ))

#
# SELECT THE FOLLOWING AND REMAINING MARKERS FOR PANEL (UP TO m-1)
#
repeat{
# The next marker we want will be based on which population our
selected panel is least informative for (df.cum.mat)
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# The next marker will be seleted from this population
y <- which(df.cum.tot == min(df.cum.tot))
# If the cumulative sum of differentiation potential is equally
the lowest for more than one population, take the marker that has
the next lowest maximum potential across all populations
if (length(y)!=1){
# Select from only these columns that are equally the minimum
cumulative value
df.listv2.equal <- matrix(NA, ncol=ncol(df.listv2), nrow=1)
for (i in 1:(length(y))){
df.listv2.equal[1,y[i]] <- df.listv2[1,y[i]]
}
# Search .listv2.equal and select marker with lowest
differentiation potential and obtain the column number (y). This
line ignores NA values.
y <- as.numeric(t(apply(df.listv2.equal, 1, function(x)
head(order(x),1))))
# Find the row number of the selected marker in df.potential
(yy)
AIM <- as.vector(df.listm2[1,y])
yy <- which(df.potential == AIM)
yy <- yy[1]
# The selected marker ('newm') and associated differentiation
potential is df.potential[yy,].
# Note: this is for the first selected marker.
newm <- df.potential[yy,]
row.names(newm)=newm[,1]
newm <- newm[,-1]
df.selected <- rbind(df.selected, newm)
# Calculate cumulative sum of differentiation potential for each
population
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df.selected[is.na(df.selected)] <- 0 # Replace NA values with 0
df.cum.mat <- apply(df.selected, 2, function(x) cumsum(x))
df.cum.tot <- t(as.matrix(df.cum.mat[nrow(df.cum.mat),]))
# Find this selected marker and delete it from the selection
list
# Find row number for each column, then delete it
for (i in 1:k){
rmAIM <- which(df.listm[,i] == AIM)
df.listm[rmAIM, i] <- NA
df.listv[rmAIM, i] <- NA
}
# Delete NA entries and shift all entries up the column
(df.listm2/v2)
df.listm2 <- as.data.frame(apply(df.listm, 2, function(x) {
return(c(x[!is.na(x)],x[is.na(x)]) )} ))
df.listv2 <- as.data.frame(apply(df.listv, 2, function(x) {
return(c(x[!is.na(x)],x[is.na(x)]) )} ))
} else {
# else, if length(y) =1
#----- If the number of available markers in one of the
reference populations is less than m -----#
# Create a 'while' loop so that if the next marker to be
selected is NA, go to the second least informative population
# y<-ifelse(is.na(yy),which(!min(df.cum.mat[nrow(df.cum.mat),]
== min(df.cum.mat[nrow(df.cum.mat),]))), y)
repeat{
if (is.na(df.listv2[1,y])=="TRUE"){
df.cum.tot[1,y] <- NA
y <- which(df.cum.tot == min(df.cum.tot, na.rm=T))
}
break
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}
#----- end step -----#
# Find the row number of the selected marker in .markers (yy)
AIM <- as.vector(df.listm2[1,y])
yy <- which(df.potential == AIM)
yy <- yy[1]
# The selected marker ('newm') and associated differentiation
potential is df.potential[yy,].
# Note: this is for the first selected marker.
newm <- df.potential[yy,]
row.names(newm)=newm[,1]
newm <- newm[,-1]
df.selected <- rbind(df.selected, newm)
# Calculate cumulative sum of differentiation potential for each
population
df.selected[is.na(df.selected)] <- 0 # Replace NA values with 0
df.cum.mat <- apply(df.selected, 2, function(x) cumsum(x))
df.cum.tot <- t(as.matrix(df.cum.mat[nrow(df.cum.mat),]))
# Find this selected marker and delete it from the selection list
# Find row number for each column, then delete it
for (i in 1:k){
rmAIM <- which(df.listm[,i] == AIM)
df.listm[rmAIM, i] <- NA
df.listv[rmAIM, i] <- NA
}
df.listm2 <- as.data.frame(apply(df.listm, 2, function(x) {
return(c(x[!is.na(x)],x[is.na(x)]) )} ))
df.listv2 <- as.data.frame(apply(df.listv, 2, function(x) {
return(c(x[!is.na(x)],x[is.na(x)]) )} ))
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if (nrow(df.selected)==m){
break
}
}
}
# Your selected m markers are:
df.selected
write.csv(df.selected, paste0("selected_panel_", metric, ".csv"))

########################################################
##
##

##
CUMULATIVE DIFFERENTIATION POTENTIAL PLOT

##

##
##

########################################################
# *May require manual entry for color codes depending on your
reference populations.
#* Define colors to be used for AFR, EUR, SAS, EAS, AME respectively
plot_colors <- c("#ff9151","#56B4E9","#F0E442","#CC79A7","#005bb2")
# Change font
windowsFonts(A = windowsFont("Times New Roman"))
# Start PNG device driver to save output to figure.png
png(filename=("differentiation_potential_plot.png"), height=500,
width=800, bg="white")
# Set font to Times New Roman
op <- par(family = "serif")
# Set margins
par(mar = c(5,5,2,1))
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#* Set axes labels and range
plot(cumsum(df.selected$AFR.value), col="#ff9151", xaxt="n",
type="l", lty=1, lwd=2, family="serif", cex.lab=1.7, cex.axis=1.7,
axes=TRUE, ann=TRUE, ylim=c(0,15), xlab="Marker", ylab="Cumulative
value")
axis(1, at=1:30, labels=c(1:30))
#* Graph the other populations
lines(cumsum(df.selected$AME.value), lty=1, lwd=2, col="#005bb2")
lines(cumsum(df.selected$EAS.value), lty=1, lwd=2, col="#CC79A7")
lines(cumsum(df.selected$EUR.value), lty=1, lwd=2, col="#56B4E9")
lines(cumsum(df.selected$SAS.value), lty=1, lwd=2, col="#F0E442")
#* Create a legend at (1, max_y) that is slightly smaller (cex) and
uses the same line colors and points used by the actual plots
legend("topleft", legend =c("AFR", "EUR", "SAS", "EAS", "AME"),
cex=1.5, col=plot_colors, lty=1, lwd=2, bty="n")
# Turn off device driver (to flush output to png)
dev.off()

########################################################
##
##

##
MATCHING SELECTED PANEL WITH DATABASE GENOTYPES

##

##
##

########################################################
# Load database with sample genotype information per locus (if not
done already in MANUAL ENTRY 'databaseref')
# Load a spreadsheet consisting of a column for each panel of
selected markers you want the corresponding sample genotypes for
selected.panel <- read.csv(paste0("selected_panel_", metric,
".csv"), header=T)
selected.markers <- selected.panel[,1]
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mydata <- databaseref[,c(1:3)]
for (i in selected.markers){
nextmarker <- as.matrix(databaseref[[i]])
colnames(nextmarker) <- i
mydata <- cbind(mydata, nextmarker)
}
# Write to csv
write.csv(mydata, paste0("selected_panel_genotypes_",
metric,".csv"), row.names=FALSE)
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Supplementary File S3.
STRUCTURE plots for the major CLUMPAK mode are shown on the left with the number
of repetitions comprising the major mode (of a total of 30 iterations) and the mean divergence
per population per individual (MDPI) reported. STRUCTURE plots were produced using the
online interface Structure Plot v2.0 (http://omicsspeaks.com/strplot2)1. The cumulative
differentiation potential plot is shown on the right-hand side of the corresponding
STRUCTURE plot.
1

R.K. Ramasamy, S. Ramasamy, B.B. Bindroo, V.G. Naik, STRUCTURE PLOT: a program for drawing elegant

STRUCTURE bar plots in user friendly interface, SpringerPlus 3 (2014) 431.
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Bi-allelic SNPs
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Bi-allelic SNPs
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Bi-allelic SNPs
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Bi-allelic SNPs
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Supplementary File S4.
The following pairwise matrix shows Spearman’s correlation coefficient (ρ) for non-parametric
data for each marker and metric combination. The strength of the correlation is indicated by
shades of blue for positive correlations and red for negative correlations. All tests are
significant (p-value < 0.05) unless shaded in grey.
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Appendices

Appendix I: Unpublished Supplementary Material for
Chapter 3
STRUCTURE analysis with the no admixture model utilising a 500,000 burn-in length and
500,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo repetitions after burn-in. Biogeographical ancestry was
analysed at K = 4 for artificially admixed individuals trained with African, European, East
Asian, and American reference populations from HGDP-CEPH (Stanford). Admixture ratios
are listed below with the corresponding admixture test from which samples were derived in
brackets. The USEPOPINFO model was used to specify the first four populations as the
training set and the remaining populations as the unknown test sets.
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In comparison to when the admixture model is used for the same data:
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